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The Most Unique Part Of
Mitsubishi ComonentTV Is
InThe Lower
Comer Of The Screen.
Mitsubishi is pleased to present its remarkable new componentTVsystem.
In some ways, it's just what you'd expect
in state-of-the-art component TV:
There's a frequency -synthesized tuner/

control center with multiple video inputs for
your VCR, video disc player, video game
console, home computer or any of the other
video wonders looming on the horizon.
Electronic mode selection allows you to

switch instantly from one program source to
another at the control center itself or from
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image -fading sun glare on our outdoor electronic scoreboards. And was based on the
proven fact that certain chemicals absorb
certain colors in the light
spectrum.The result was a
combination of chemicals
mixed with the glass to
absorb the offending light.

In adapting this principle to our home screens,
we added other color-

Conventional screen

reflects most ambient light.

absorbing chemicals to
eliminate the undesirable
The video revolution calls for revolutionary video:
the Mitsubishi Component TVSystem.
light elements emitted by
Diamond Vision
most ambient light.
absorbs
the
of
the
phosphors
your favorite chair via the wireless remote.
picture tube.Then painstakingly re -engiThe 25 -inch (diagonal) professional neered the phosphors themselves to match
quality monitor features an Automatic Picthe new screen's transmission characteristics.
ture Latitude Circuit and a comb filter that
The result is not only a picture relatively
yield 330 lines of resolution (versus the norunaffected by ambient light, but a significantly
mal 280) for a crisper, sharper over-the -air
picture. Or a stunning 400 lines of resolution improved picture overall. Brightness. Contrast. Color fidelity.
from direct tape or disc input, achieved by
And compared
bypassing the picture -degrading RF signal
to conventional picconversion process.
ture tubes, the color
A pair of big, beautiful, high-fidelity
reproduction range
speakers deliver sound that's actually as good
is 15% to 40% wider,
as the picture. Even stereo, from stereo video
depending on the
discs, videotapes and FM simulcasts.
amount of ambient
In short, Mitsubishi component TV
light present.
offers the picture and sound upgrade that
04
01
02
03
So when you
Comparison of the color range reproresults when individual components aren't
duced by Diamond Vision and convenShop for a compotional TV tubes under ambient light.
compromised by the need to fit them all into
nent TV system, look for that little"Diamond
one box.
But there's something more. Something Vision" sign in the lower right hand comer of
the screen. It tells you a lot about what's inside.
you won't find in any other company's TV
And there's another sure sign just below
component or otherwise.
Our exclusive, patented Diamond Vision that. Something that speaks even more
eloquently about how that system is built.
picture tube.
It's just one word.
UP TO 40% WIDER COLOR
Mitsubishi.
RANGE WITH DIAMOND VISION.
o
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Diamond Vision is the most important picture tube innovation in years.
It was developed initially to eliminate

mt MITSUBISHI

Even If You Cant HaveThe Best Of Everything,
You Can HaveThe Best Of Something.

to change without notice.
Mitsubishi Electric Sales America, Inc. 3030 Victoria St., Rancho Dominguez, CA 90221. Available at specialty houses nationwide. Specifications are subject
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From now on,
no matter what

type of cartridge
you need ... you
can
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use

high performance
1) The
Samarium Cobalt

Cartridges that Stanton
is famous for.
981HZS, 980HZS, 881S, 880S

Its patented moving stylus system
features the exclusive Stereohedron
Diamond mounted in an ultra -low
mass Samarium Cobalt armature
(0.2 mg) that enables the 981 HZS to
track at the highest levels found in
the newest high tech records used in
all kinds of professional applications
around the world.

See page
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DIRECTORY ADDENDA
11 OUTDOOR
FM ANTENNAS ANALYZED
ONE -BRAND SYSTEM REVIEW:
H. H. SCOTT SLIMCOM 650SL

Comprehensive

revolutionary
2) The
low impedance
Samarium Cobalt Concept
"a step beyond the
moving coil"

-

981LZS, 98OLZS, 885LZS, 785LZE
A moving magnet cartridge that
because of its unique design works
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digital audio disc player; inset,
Vector Research VCX-800 cassette deck
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directly into the moving coil input of
most receivers and integrated amplifiers and provides extended frequency response well beyond
50kHz. It offers the best features of
the moving coil with the technical
soundness of the Stanton Samarium
Cobalt design concept.

State

Leonard Feldman
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Audio Publishing, Editorial and
Advertising Production Offices,
1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Subscription Inquiries, (800) 525-9511;
in Colorado (303) 447-9330.
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NOW CAN SANSUI CLAIM THE WORLD'S
ONLY DISTORTION -FREE RECEIVER?

SIMPLE.WITH SUPER FEEDFORWARD DC AMR
Creating technological breakthroughs is nothing new to
Sansui. One of our most recent
innovations, the unique Super
Feedforward DC power amplifier
system routs all types of distortion-harmonic, intermodulation,
transient intermodulation,
switching you name it.
And it's the reason we can
claim that Sansui's new top -of the-line. 120 -watt* Z-9000
receiver is truly distortion -free.
Simply stated, the Sansui
Super Feedforward circuit is the
perfect marriage between negative feedback and feedforward.
As a result, you're never bothered by any type of distortion.
You hear precisely what's on
the records, tapes and broadcasts. Nothing added, nothing
lost-just pure music.

graphic equalizer
for greater tone control.

7 -band

Unlike receivers with
conventional two or three tone
controls, the Z-9000 provides
total flexibility with a state-of-

the-art 7 -band graphic equalizer that helps balance the
sound in your listening room.
IMPROVEMENT IN DISTORTION
WITH SUPER FEEDFORWARD SYSTEM

Improvement with
Super Feedforward

Extras add more
pleasure to your listening.
The Z-9000 is loaded with
high technology refinements
that let you experiment with
sound the way no other receiver

can.
The built-in reverb unit with
its own display can make your

Improvement with
Negative Feedback

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Digital Quartz-PLL
tuning is more precise.
While Super Feedforward
alone is enough to outperform
most receivers, the Z-9000
adds the pinpoint accuracy of
drift -free digital Quartz-PLL
tuning. To make sure it's as easy
to use as it is precise, there's
microprocessor -control led
pushbutton pre -selection of
eight FM and eight AM stations.
Plus automatic scanning to
recall each preset station at the
previously programmed volume
level. Each time you touch the
tuning button you can scan or
go up and down the FM and
AM bands, bringing in perfectly
tuned stations even when
they're a hairline away from
each other.

finest tapes and recordings
sound even more magnificent
by adding natural depth, extra
brilliance and sound realism.
The exclusive quartz/timer
clock with three independent
memory functions can be
programmed to wake you up,
lull you to sleep, and tape a
broadcast in your absence.
There are also high and subsonic filters and a preamp that
handles both moving magnet
and moving coil cartridges.
If the new distortion -free
Sansui Z-9000 sounds too good
to be true, satisfy yourself with
an audition at your audio
specialist. Or write today for
additional details.

Sa,zc:
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071, Gardena, CA 90248
Sansui Electric Co., Ltc Tokyo, Japan
,

Putting more pleasure in soun

't20 watts per channel minimum RMS into

8 ohms. 20Hz to 20kHz
with no more than 0 005% total harmonic distortion
I
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Hangover-a rather loose
term to describe the stored
energy resonance in a
loudspeaker, the principal
cause of coloration that
immediately tells you
you're listening to a
loudspeaker.
Take it away and there's a
new world-the
loudspeakers have nothing
more to say -instead
there's just the orchestra and
the magic of the music.
If music is an important part
of your life, then a pair
of ESL-63 loudspeakers
could be the best
investment you've
ever made.

Perhaps even
something
to celebrate about.
For further details and the
name and address of your
nearest QUAD ESL -63
retailer, write: QUAD,
425 Sherman Avenue,
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The Nakamichi DRAGON
The Most Incredible Creature Of The Decade
first deck to reproduce every cassette with exquisite clarity and definition. Dragon's revolutionary NAAC (Nakamichi Auto Azimuth Correction) system
determines the actual recorded azimuth and continuously manipulates the playback head into perfect alignment without special test tones automatically-on
every cassette. Restored are the missing highs that have made pre-recorded cassettes (and many home -recorded ones!) inferior to phonograph records. Gone is
the dullness caused by noise -reduction systems that don't receive all the high frequency energy that was recorded. Move into the future with a deck that's
already there!
Dragon-Nakamichi's first auto-reverse deck. Not until we created NAAC to correct the playback -azimuth error that occurs when tape is reproduced in the reverse
direction would we put our name on an auto -reverse deck.
Dragon-the world's first deck to reproduce in both directions with equal perfection, the first auto-reverse deck to employ Asymmetrical Dual Capstans, each directly driven by its own Super Linear Torque DD Motor electronically locked to a
precision quartz -crystal reference for amazingly low flutter.
Dragon-with a full complement of "traditional" Nakamichi features and such new
innovations as switchable subsonic filters to prevent tape overload when recording
a warped record and an Auto Rec Pause that triggers automatically whenever a
10 -second program break is detected!
Dragon-another Nakamichi miracle! See it now at your Nakamichi dealer.

Dragon-the

n,

Nakamichi
Corporation.

Nakamichi

U S A

1101

Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica. CA 90401
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WHAT YOUR EN
LS
This tiny microprocessor is the

latest innoucitibn in
Pioneer's best components. It can improve the
way mu listen to your music. And
it can also improve mur rnu.sic.

Not that there's anything wrong with
the one you've got.
We just had something a little smaller
in mind. More like the one you see here.
Technically, it's called a micropro-

THE SX-8 RECEIVER:
DON'T TURN THAT DIAL.
How smart is smart?
For starters, the brain inside the SX-8
allows us to use push button controls,
eliminating noise and distortion caused by
mechanical dials.
So all you hear is
crisp, clean music.
Just the way it was

recorded. The brain
also willingly takes
All -electronic receiver operation does
over the chores you
away with knobs and dials. lblume,
station a id bass and treble levels can
cessor or computer chip.
used to do yourself.
be easih monitored thanks to L.E.D.
readouts.
But we like to think of it as a little brain.
Just push a
Because when it's built into our Pioneer
button to raise or lower volume or tone,
receivers, tape decks and turntables, they
change stations, even check the time. Push
become more.
the ScanTuning button and the receiver
They become smart.
automatically scans every station, playing
And when it comes to getting the most five seconds of each one.
music out of your music, smart components
Then, simply touch the Memory button.
have a lot of advantages over dumb ones.
Your station, volume, and tone settings will

'

Pioneer 'fleckpnics (IJSA) Inc., P.O. Box

1540,

long Beach. CA

90801.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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e instantly stored in the memory. Ready to
be recalled just as fast.
THE CT -9R TAPE DECK:
SMART ENOUGH TO FIND NOTHING.

ever done even a small amount o.
cassette recording, you've gone
through the not -so -convenient fast
If you've

forward/stop/play/reverse/stop/play
procedure of trying to find the blank
area where your last recording left off
and the next one can begin.
The CT-9R, on the other hand,
as a button marked Blank Search. Give it
a push and it will find the area that's long
enough to tape on, back up to the last
recorded piece, leave a four second space
and stop, ready to record.
Automatically.
And, as if that weren t enough, the
CT-9R also has one of the world's fastest
Automatic Bias Level Equalization systems.
In plain English, that means that it takes just
eight seconds for Auto B.L.E. to analyze the
tape being used (no easy task with
over 200 different tapes on the market)
and then adjust the deck for optimum
performance with that tape. Improving

ÌI

!!

1 _l.
I
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record. If you're not one of them, you'll take
an immediate liking to the new PL -88E
It's front loading, stackable and, best
of all, it's fully programmable.
Punch in up to eight cuts per side in
any order that makes your ears happy.
The turntable will automatically skip the
ones that don't.
And when you're recording from
records to cassettes you'll appreciate the
e deck synchro that automatically
places any Pioneer Auto
Optical double
Reverse tape deck into
eye sensor
searches for the
the pause mode when
shiny inter
selection bands and
the turntable tone arm
insures that the stylus
sets down in the exact
lifts off the record.
center. Even on off
centered records.
Leaving you free for
more important things.
Like listening to music.
The Pioneer CT-9R tape deck, SX 8
receiver and PL -88F turntable. Proof that
to get the quality of music you buy quality
components for, you don't need a lot of
knowledge.
You just need a little brain.
-

-

-

PIONEER

Because the music matters.

The real-time counte,
reads out the amount

of tape left in meanI

.1.

ingful minutes and
seconds instead of
meaningless inches.

the quality of your recordings faster
than you can say "wow and flutter."
THE PL-88F TURNTABLE: IT WON'T
PLAY WHAT YOU DON'T LIKE.

L

recorded music,
there has probably been one, maybe metwo people who like every cut on a
In the history of

r
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

HAPPILY EVER AFTER?
Everybody 'round here knows
about the big wedding of technologies and equipment going
on today. That huge, blowsy, successful achiever, "King TV with the cracked
voice," better known as Video, is tying
the knot-until death do us part-with
a dainty, refined little thing called Hi-Fi.
She's older but she speaks pretty.
That's us! And just as a married man
imposes his name on his spouse, as
though she were only an ampersand
(&), so video is now busy innovating in
its own name all sorts of big ideas
borrowed straight from the blushing
bride.
COMPONENTS! Where have heard
that before? The idea is not TV's, but
ours, and already 40 -odd years old,
though you'd hardly guess it from the
video ads. STEREO! Coming, coming,
but is it an innovation? It was, a quarter -century ago in audio. And DISCS!
Now you can build a whole library of
Great Works to play right in your own
living room. Zowie, what an idea! It
dates from slightly before 1900, at
which time it was indeed innovative.
Never imagined before. Brand-new. In
these areas, present-day video is just
borrowing, adapting, not innovating.
Maybe we're going to have to do the
innovating, we who now are in audio.
Can you really imagine the first-time
thrill of hearing a real, intelligible voice
coming out of a machine, actually making sense and offering entertainment?
That's what the phonograph did for
people in the 1890s and on into the
first age of recorded opera. This was
real innovation, living up to the potential of a wholly new array of equipment.
Can you remember, as do, some 30
years ago, the slow realization that stereo, the spread of sound to right and
left-much distrusted at first-was
really going to work? We could not
possibly have imagined the effect in
earlier mono days. lived as long with
mono as have since lived with stereo;
should know.
And high fidelity. That hi-fi componentry, too, was a genuine new thing
which those of us who had simply
owned radio -phonographs of various
kinds could not have envisioned beforehand. Hi-fi, the very idea of a play
of quality between a recording and its
reproduction, was certainly new for the
intelligent consumer and it hit me like a
I

I

I

I

I

thunderbolt. It still retains that vitality
because it is still real.
These were some of the genuine
shock treatments that audio, minus
pictures, has been able to give to the
public. It's a good record, you'll admit.
The days of TV's shock treatments
are mostly over. The business got bigger faster than it moved forward; its
innovations have been slow and pretty
safe. Too big! The genius of TV is ever
so clearly in its engineering. Its weakness is in its software, the whole enormous, expensive, commercialized, rigidly mediocre day-to-day mass of it.
There are miracles of TV programming,
here and there, superb documentaries, great dramas, acres of news,
Emmy awards, sports. None of these
can make up for the dead weight of the
rest. It won't go away. It can't. The air,
the cables, must be kept full.
Is this for us, for our hi-fi business, to
join? Are we to be dragged down into
mediocrity?
The video genius is in its incredibly
capable machinery, the ever -blossoming hardware and the possibilities that
it opens up for real innovation. In pure
engineering, video is supreme and the
video engineers are already into a New
Age as anybody can see. Just wait
until the ancient tube at last shrinks to
zero size and gives way to compact
image processing, tubeless, for fewer
demands on space and, in the end,

what with the usual inflow of integrated
circuits and microprocessors on chips,
also micro in cost for the viewer. If we
are given half a chance-by politics,
economics, war-without question we
will soon have a TV, a video, that is so
much more versatile than ours today
that you wouldn't believe it-now, that
is. (You'll take it for granted then.)
But what's going to be done with all
this marvelous stuff? Who's going to do
it? It's likely we'll have to. Those of us
who have come up through audio,
through the sound media minus pictures. Our program people, our recording people, pop and classical alike.
Television won't help! It's musclebound. It's bogged down in weight lifting. It's the Mr. America of entertainment. In comparison, we in hi-fi are
flyweights and maybe the better for it.
In current TV, as is,
note only two
areas of video programming where
things are being done that really are
new, unimaginable before. I'll risk the
brickbats and describe them. One,
without the slightest doubt, is current
TV sports. That area is alive and moving! Sportscasting on TV is genuinely
out of nothing that has come before,
unless with a mild bow to old-time radio. And like all real innovation, the
stuff is incredibly effective, so much so
(as we all know) that by comparison
the "original," the living sport itself on
the spot, is already an inferior mes I
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MAXELL IS PLEASED TO PRESENTAN
EVEN HIGHER PERFORMANCE TAPE.

If you're familiar with Maxell UD -XL tapes you probably find it hard to believe that any
tape could give you higher performance.
But hearing is believing. And while we can't play our newest tape for you right here on
this page, we can replay the comments of Audio Video Magazine.
"Those who thought it was impossible to improve on Maxell's UD -XL II were mistaken.
The 1981 tape of the year award goes to Maxell XL II -S7
How does high bias XL II -S and our normal bias equivalent XL I -S give you such high
performance? By engineering smaller and more unifoi'illy shaped epitaxial oxide particles we were able to pack more into a given area of tape. Resulting in a higher maximum
ou ut level, improved signal-to-noise ratio and better frequency response.
keep the particles from rubbing off on your recording heads Maxell XL -S also has
an improved binder system. And to eliminate tape deformation, XL -S comes with our unique Quin -Lok Clamp/Hub
Assembly to hold the leader firmly in place.
Of course, Maxell XL WS and XL I -S carry a little higher
price tag than lesser cassettes.
We think you'll find it a small price to pay for higher
IT'S WORTH
performance.
tO

o

IT
N
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"The video genius is in
its incredibly capable

Dynavector's
Moving Coil

is Now
Affordable.
You can now experience
the superb musicality of
Dynavector's moving coil
cartridge at a reasonable price
and without the additional
expense of a step-up device.
The DV10X3 is a high
output cartridge (no step-up
device required) that embodies
all the design advantages of
Dynavector's moving coil
technology, including low
mass for wider dynamic range,
precision wound silver coils for
lower distortion and powerful
Samarium cobalt magnets for
increased product life.
With our DV10X3, you can
hear the improvementhonest music reproduction

without coloration.
The big surprise is that
this new DV10X3 retails for
only $150.
We know that once you
listen to the DV10X3, you'll be
sold on Dynavector. Write or
call for information or visit
your audio specialist.

Dynavctor
World leader in moving -coil cartridges

Dynavector Systems USA
1721 Newport Circle
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 549-7204
Dynavector 1982
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machinery and the
possibilities it opens up
for real innovation."

sage, often bewildering-especially to
the uninitiated. On TV, all is clear! Unheard-of techniques do the trick-the
instant slow-motion replay, for instance, or the marvelous use of the
zoom, so that the viewer is, you might
say, weightless and disembodied, all
over the field, seeing everything. Can
you imagine describing this to a baseball fan of 1899?
Here we can admire the mesh of
technology and its actual dramatic
use, perfectly at one. That's real. It's
innovative. But (sigh) is audio of any
importance? Will even our best hi-fi
make any vital difference? Nope. It's all
video.
The other really innovative TV area,
shared with the movies (more and
more these work cheek to jowl together) is the incredible, often foolish but
absolutely unheard-of art of computer
animation, combined of course with
assorted space wars, which was recently brought to a focus in the Disney
Tron. Say no more! This is a thing that
video can do and superbly, in all its
entertainment forms, in games, arcades and computers, via broadcast
and cable and cassette and, maybe,
even disc. And do it as never before
imagined. won't say much about artistic values at this point, but basic innovations like these tend to grow fast on
their own enormous potential. Compare the earliest motion-picture dramas with the profound works of art that
came later, even before sound was
added to a silent medium.
But what part can state-of-the-art audio play in this area? Sigh again. A lot
of beeps, blips and electronic howls?
It's video stuff, through and through.
Oh, so you think there are other areas of present TV that are truly innovative? Well, go a bit further. There's
plenty of fine entertainment, of course.
But is it really new, alive for the future,
or just borrowed from the past? love
good films but they aren't as good on
TV as on the screen, though much
more convenient.
am always impressed by TV news coverage-it's
amazing. But do not think that a picture of an anchorperson reading news
across a big desk is exactly a profound innovation, compared with radio
news. (They had to put the person
somewhere in the picture.) Again, the
news is all engineering, that instant asI

I

I

I

sembling of info and pictures from everywhere, the ubiquitous satellite. That,
decidedly, is real and new in our time.
The news does project a few mild
"firsts," like those windows at the back
through which newscasters in distant
places seem to talk to us. That's clever
and useful engineering, not to be
imagined in TV's earlier days. So with
other news tricks, but mildly.
What's so innovative about the talk
show? Maybe its length-not much
else. If they moved the guests from the
left couch to the right, suppose that
would be innovation. did a talk -show
(dead -center mono) in 1943.
So is hi-fi going to get very far in the
video news and the talk shows? Well,
we can always install stereo.
We have to be careful about this
business of mediocrity in programming
and lo -fi standards on the technical
side. They are often rigidly unamenable to change and for good reasonsimply because they work as is.
In audio we have never felt that the
sound of TV even rates the term "audio." Pretty sad. Still mono. If it is audio, then it ranks with the feeblest, including ancient P.A. systems in
churches, ball parks and maybe the
New York subway. Most audio professionals will agree and many are all
hepped up and missionary about
we'll fix things up for good TV sound!
take a different tack. I've always felt
that present TV sound is exactly right
for its purpose. Otherwise why does it
satisfy the millions? No, it's not because we have no choice! No, not because people are clods with tin ears.
They are right because 98% of the
present TV message gets through
quite adequately via the present sound
system. That's why. We can use better
fi (at reasonable cost) but we do not
I

I

it-

I

really need it.
The TV message, as is, consists almost entirely of the speaking voice. It
is no accident that nature shaped our
hearing to maximize the understanding
of speech, and vice versa: The telephone has grown up on this principle.
Hi-fi on the phone would do no harm
but we don't need it either. No bass
required. We supply it within the ear.
Just enough midrange to distinguish
the sibilant S from the fricative F,
though we did fine without even that for
many years.

The song you're recording is building to a big finish.
Unfortunately, your tape may finish before the band does.
The Onkyo TA -2055 takes the guesswork out of making

that

perfect cassette
recordings. It features a
Real Time Counter
displays the consumed
or remaining time on the
tape, so you can plan
your music selections
down to the secondCreating your own tapes
takes a lot of effort, and
the TA -2055 insures that
time is on your side.
There are more outstanding recording benefits to this
remarkable deck. Jarring, abrupt song transitions are prevented by our Auto Space control that automatically inserts

®9

five seconds of blank space between cuts. Onkyo's patented
Accubias lets you fine tune to the correct recording bias of
the tape. The result is professional recording quality with the

flattest frequency
response a tape can
produce. Dolby B & C
Noise Reduction
systems are standard,
and a microcomputer
controlled direct -drive
3 -motor transport
guarantees smoothness
and reliability, in
recording or playback.
The TA -2055 takes its
place with our other cassette decks as a superb example of
Onkyo technology and value for the dollar.
Our perfect timing will make for perfect listening.

200 Williams Drive. Ramsey. NJ 07446
Dolby 8

& C are

trademarks of Dolby Labs
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"Present TV sound is
exactly right for its
purpose. Otherwise, why
does it satisfy the
millions?"

People will indeed accept improvements of this sort if they are handed to
them on a platter. But they really aren't
much interested, and they are right.
The messages get through as is!
That's what really matters.
Same for color. Color is lovely but
people still don't much object to purple

or green faces on the tube. Just look
around you. Too much effort to get up
and fuss with the controls-not worth
the effort because the TV message
gets through anyway.
You don't argue about these things.
You can't. No matter how high your
standards. Stereo, for instance. For TV

speech, for most video fare now, it
would be a very marginal improvement
and sometimes a liability. (The canny
Japanese use it largely for two -language channels.) [But also for stereo-even baseball games. -1.B.] Who
cares about directionality and ambience via the little TV box, or even the
smallish projection screen? Too much
separation and you confuse. (And bollix up the mono reception.) As of the
whole of TV-why bother? TV is not
organized for little minorities who like
classical concerts and such. And after
all, do you ever notice that the TV
sound in your favorite bar comes from
the other side of the room, or behind
you, far from the picture? Who cares?
Doesn't bother the message a bit.
On the other hand, certain forms of
distortion are immediately serious. Audio noise, static, garbled voices, signal
interference (that's why we have FM).

Video snow, ghosts, rollings and
shearings. These hit people right in the
plexus, because they do interfere with

DEMONSTRATION
Only the very best retailers
carry this sign.
The only valid and fair method
of evaluating audio components
involves assessing their
performance in circumstances
which approach a domestic
environment. This implies that
only one pair of loudspeakers
can be in the room at any time.
The presence of any other
transducer, no matter how small,

will significantly degrade the
performance of any audio system.
The best retailers realize that modern
equipment demands higher
standards of demonstration than
the familiar wall of speakers
on wobbly stands.
The best retailers employ only
single -speaker dem -rooms.

LINN

PRODUCTS
For further information contact:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS LTD., 6842 HAWTHORN PARK DR., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA USA 46220
ALDBURN ELECTRONICS LTD., 50 ROLARK DR., SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA M1R 4G2
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the message in a big way.
Finally, music. Music is still the mainstay of hi-fi. There's music on video
too, but it is characterized in four very
unpalatable ways. First, it is still mono,
as of audio around 1957, but the
sound is good 1932. Can we go for
that? Second, music is statistically unimportant; speech is the overwhelming
audio message on TV. In our hi-fi,
speech is almost nonexistent. Third,
video music is by its very nature inherently background. The picture always
hits harder. Even the most urgent efforts in high-minded classical music
still leave the picture very much ahead,
the music secondary.
And fourth, in contrast to the enormous diversity of available sound in
our hi-fi, present video music is irrevocably limited to strict big-time stuff. It
has to be. Can't be helped. Inherent in
the present TV setup, except for a bit
of PBS now and then.
Yes, it's a dismal picture-for us.
Where can we fit in? It's going to be a
very incompatible marriage, right
down the line point by point. Unless we
join the video engineers (the innovators) and get away from this monster,
TV, to create some genuinely new entertainments that combine sound and
sight. Like nothing ever before. This, or
A
we die.
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The one thing
we never change.
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During the last fifteen years, we've made a lot of improvements
on our Advent speakers. 137 to be exact. We've redesigned
woofers and tweeters.. Crossover networks and phase plates.
Cabinets and mounting hardware. Even screws. But there's
one thing we haven't changed. That's the value. The ability of
an Advent speaker to out -perform many speakers that cos_
more. How? By making changes that sound good not just .00k
good. While other speaker companies have spent their time
adding all manner of dials, knobs and wild grilles, we've quietly gone about the business of perfecting the two-way speaker.
For example, our newest change is the Advent "Direct.
Report tweeter. It is a parabolic rather than hemispheric
design. And the special phase plate for the tweeter has been
tapered to improve dispersion. Stereo Review liked it as much
as we did. They said, "We cannot recall ever having measured
a front -radiating dome tweeter whose dispersion equaled
that of the new Advent design:'
We think you'll agree with Stereo
Review. The new tweeter is indeed
exceptional. The change substantially improved the sound
quality. But it hasn't substantially changed the price. You see,
value has always been a part of
the Advent legend. Add that's
something we haven't changed...
never will.
For the location cal! Advent
dealer nearest i o-1, cell toll free
800-323-1566. (In illlincis call
800-942-0502.)
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IVAN BERGER

PLUG-IN PLAUDITS

Shure pickup and Technics P -Mount adaptor.

Goodbye, Screws and Washers?
You can probably measure how
long you're been reading Audio by
how many tiny screws, nuts, washers,
weights and spacers have
accumulated from the phono
cartridges you've mounted. You may
not need all that hardware much
longer, though.
The ideal has always been a plugin cartridge which would snap into
perfect alignment with the arm, no
tools or screws or alignment gauges
needed. But cartridge makers have
resisted standardizing on such a
mount.
At least, they did till Technics
started selling rafts of linear -tracking
turntables with plug-in Technics
cartridges. With no other way to sell
cartridges for these tables, the
cartridge makers soon came up with
plug-in cartridges of their own. AudioTechnica, Empire, Nagatronics,
Ortofon, Pickering, Shure and Stanton
are already joining the fold, and there
will doubtless be others soon.

Printer's Deviltry
We try to filter out the typos, and
we usually succeed. But there are

occasional beauties that we really
wish we could leave in, for sharpeyed readers to enjoy. For example,
the typesetter's change of a "2-µF"
capacitor to a "2 -MF" one. That would
turn a common capacitor, about the
size of an infant's fingernail, into a rip snorter the size of a 70 -story building,
350 feet in diameter!
Even that is based on new
technology, which allows 1-F
capacitors (built only for display,
nobody uses them) to be a mere
eight inches long by three inches in
diameter. At one time, says
Sprague Electric, a 1-F capacitor
would have filled a small room.
14

So far, only Technics turntables
(including some new models with
conventionally pivoted arms) and
Radio Shack's new LAB-2000 linear tracking model can use these
cartridges. But, with so many
cartridges available, other arm and
turntable makers will probably adopt
the system, too. Technics has
encouraged this by giving it a generic
name, "P -Mount," so other turntable
makers won't have to call their
products "Technics -compatible." So
far, there have been no takers.
P -Mount cartridges all have the
same mass (6 g), as well as the same
dimensions, so you won't have to
rebalance your arm if you swap
cartridges. What happens when a
new, lighter generation of cartridges
arrives? Technics' Sid Silver doubts
that will happen before digital discs
take over. If it does, though, one
could simply offer lower -mass arms
with snap -on counterweights to
handle earlier P -Mount cartridges.
My only reservation is to wonder
whether the mounting system is really
rigid enough. It seems to be, but we
have not yet run a P -mount arm and
cartridge through a formal test. To
keep the system rigid, the cartridge is
held in by a screw, not just snapped
in place, so you'll still need a
screwdriver, at least, when mounting
cartridges. That's a bit more work
than interchanging headshells with
premounted cartridges, but it also
helps eliminate the headshell's mass.

Piezo Film
Piezo-electric films have been used
in commercially made speakers
(Pioneer's HPM tweeters, for
example). If you'd like to try building
your own piezo speakers, you
may have trouble finding the
special films and information on
how to use them. Here's a source:
Piezo Film Group, Pennwalt Research
Chemicals, P.O. Box C, King of
Prussia, Pa. 19406. Their tech data
book on Kynar-) Piezo Film lists
microphones, pickups and
headphones as other possible
applications. Minimum order is $35
worth, which will get you about 200
square centimeters (31 square
inches) worth, in a variety of sizes
and thicknesses.

Components vs. Systems?
One-brand rack systems first
appeared as a merchandising ployregular components, matched in
style, size and performance, but sold
as one system rather than separately.
A rack cabinet tied the pieces
together visually and kept the system
compact. (The idea is neither new nor

Japanese-Stromberg-Carlson had
similar systems in the '50s, but with
console -shaped racks.)
This limited the choice of
components to the ones which fit the
rack (which rather pleased the buyers
who'd rather not face too many
choices). However, it may also have
been the first step toward locking
system -buyers into one brand or
system. Many systems now offer
unified remote controls that won't
work with other brands. Some have
automatic selectors, where starting
the turntable automatically switches
the preamp to phono, while tuning in
a station switches the preamp to FM.
Schneider's Direct Contact System
components plug together without
cables (as will Aiwa's V-1000 and a
forthcoming Technics system)though you can also hook up other
components using the normal jacks
and cables.
These are real conveniences. But
they do limit your choice. And they
needn't, if the industry had chosen
common control and connection
interfaces. But standard interfaces
would make these special features
less of a competitive advantage, so
don't hold your breath.
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Stevie's cassette is SA-X
for all the keys he plays in.
When it comes to music,
Stevie Wonder and TDK
are perfectionists. Stevie's
perfection lies in his talent.
TDK's perfection is in its
technology. The kind of
technology that makes our
newly reformulated SA-X
high bias cassette the
cassette that Stevie
depends on to capture every note and
nuance of every
performance.
SA-X cassettes
give Stevie a
new dimension

apponremoug. No. seeem...--Ba.

levels without distorin high bias recordtion or saturation.
ing with sound perLast, but not least,
formance which
approaches that of
111\ll TDK's Laboratory
Standard Mechanism
high-energy metal.
1.1111111111111111MMI1
gives Stevie unsurThe exclusive TDK
I.131-111111--1
passed cassette redouble-coating of
111111111111111111111,
liability, for a lifetime.
Super Avilyn
TDK SA-X-it's
particles
the machine for Stevie
provides
Wonder's machine. Shouldn't it
optimum performance for each frebe the machine for yours?
quency range. And
SA-X's super wide
dynamic range
and high MOL
handle high signal THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE
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of Jazz Studies is proud to announce
its Official Archive Collection

The Institute
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Unprecedented in recording history-the complete
and definitive collection of great jazz performances

"Now it's all together ... all the best of jazz,
at long lasin one place. With all the joy,
the sorrow, the vitality that makes jazz great.
It gives me a tremendous feeling to know
this collection is being done, and
I'm delighted to be a part of it."

-Dave Brubeck

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

A collection that only the Institute of Jazz Studies could assemble:

The best of over 60,000 records from the Institute's archives

and the vaults of every great jazz lab el.

Including rare out-of-issue pressings, unreleased recordingsand studio "takes" just recently disco vered.
The first and only collection to tell the entire jazz story.

the greatest
the history of
jazz will be brought together in a single,
definitive record collection.
This unprecedented collection is being issued by the Institute of Jazz Studies, home of the world's largest archive
of original jazz recordings. It will include the most important recordings of
every major jazz artist who ever lived.
And it will span all periods ... all labels
... all the great styles that have made
jazz the most inventive and exciting
music of our century.
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER,
recorded performances in

From the world's largest jazz archive
The Greatest Jazz Recordings of All
Time is the culmination of years of work

carried on at the Institute's headquarters at Rutgers University-by a staff of
authorities unique in all the world.
As they set about making their selections, no resource was denied them.
They considered countless recordings,
beginning with the Institute's own archive of more than 60,000 records. In
addition, they received the support of
all the great jazz labels, whose vaults
hold the master recordings essential for
this collection.

The most comprehensive
collection ever assembled
As a result, this will be the first collection to capture the all-time best of

Louis Armstrong, Stan Getz: Photos by Robert Parent; Ella Fitzgerald:
Photo by Raymond Ross; Lionel Hampton, Dave Brubeck: David
Redfern/Retna Ltd.; Benny Goodman: Rex Features Ltd.; King Oliver's
Creole Jazz Band: Courtesy of the Tulane University Jazz Archive.

O 1083 FAIRS

jazz, as it flourished in each generation.
The greatest music from the golden
age -the dazzling trumpet solos of
Louis Armstrong, the biting elegance of
Bix Beiderbecke's cornet, and the vital,
vibrant piano styles of Fats Waller.
From the era of swing -the inno-

vative bands of Benny Goodman,
Count Basie, Gene Krupa; the incomparable Duke Ellington; singers Billie
Holiday, Bing Crosby; guitarist Django
Reinhardt in his "Hot Club of France"
recordings.
The best of bop and cool jazz -with
alto sax artists ranging from the fiery
Charlie Parker to the impeccably
graceful Paul Desmond ... trumpeters
Dizzy Gillespie and Miles Davis ... the
Oscar Peterson Trio ... Milt Jackson,
with the Modern Jazz Quartet.
And the great musicians who are
bringing jazz to more people than ever

today

-including

ing you closer to the actual performance than was previously possible.
Furthermore, the Institute of Jazz
Studies has appointed The Franklin
Mint Record Society, one of America's

leading producers of high -quality
records, to press the records for this
collection. And they will use a special
vinyl compound containing its own antistatic element. In addition, each record
will be pressed in an atmosphere controlled "clean room." The result-a
pressing of superior fidelity that is also
more durable and resistant to dust. A
record of true proof -quality.
The records will be issued in hardbound albums. Each album will hold a
set of four 12" long-playing records.
And each will present a specially conceived program of selections, which
brings together related performances
in a way unique to this collection. Accompanying each album will be an expert commentary, written under the
supervision of Institute Director Dan
Morgenstern.

Available exclusively by subscription
Throughout the world today, people are

George Benson,

Herbie Hancock and Chick Corea.
A collection you could
never assemble in any other way
This is a collection that could not be
duplicated by any individual. For it
draws upon a wealth of rare recordings
which belong to the Jazz Instituteincluding important material just uncovered in the last few years.
Some of these recordings, such as
Teddy Wilson's solo piano version of
'Somebody Loves Me,' have actually
never been issued before. Others have
been unavailable for decades-such
as Art Tatum's 'Chloe.' And among the
most fascinating of all are the previously unreleased studio "takes" of
well-known numbers like 'Benny's Bugle' by Charlie Christian and 'I Can't
Get Started' by Bunny Berigan.
And all the classics and hits of jazz
will be here. Unforgettable performances of 'St. James Infirmary' by Jack
Teagarden, 'China Boy' by Eddie Condon, and 'Star Dust' by Lionel Hampton.

The superior
sound of proof-quality records
The sound quality of each record will be
a revelation. For every vintage recording will first undergo a painstaking restoration. Each will be electronically
"cleaned," groove by groove ... bring-

rediscovering jazz: realizing anew what
a vital musical form it is. If you have a
love for jazz ... whether you follow it
avidly or remember it with nostalgia...
this is an opportunity not to be missed.
The collection is available only by
subscription. Albums will be shipped at
the rate of one every other month, and
the price of $10.75 for each proof quality record will be guaranteed
throughout your subscription period.
To subscribe now, mail the accompanying application to The Franklin
Mint Record Society, Franklin Center,
PA 19091, by February 28, 1983.

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Selectable Phono Capacitance
Q. I am aware that a phono cartridge
requires a particular value of capacitance for optimal response; mine requires 200 to 300 pF. My receiver has
a load-capacitance selector, with a
choice of 100/250/450 pF; obviously I
have set the selector at 250 pF. I am
curious, however, to know if the 250-pF
load is in addition to that of the tone arm wiring and interconnecting cables,
or does the 250-pF load take into consideration the arm wiring and cables?
If it does not, I would change the capacitance load to 100 pF.-Bill Landiuk, Calgary, Alberta
A. The load -selector switch on your
receiver is designed to provide capacitance in addition to any other capacitance which may be present. Unless
you have relatively low capacitance
cable, you should find that by switching to the 100-pF setting, you have
better highs with less peakiness.

Tuner and Turntable
Volume Difference
Q. My tuner is two or three "notches"
louder than my turntable. Is there
something wrong?-Glenn L. Brass,
New York, N.Y.
A. There is no problem with your
tuner producing more volume than
your turntable. The difference in volume between these two sources will
vary, depending on the volume of the
recording being played and upon the
voltage produced by your particular

phonograph cartridge. Years ago,
equipment was supplied with level
controls for each input so that these
loudness differences could be taken
into account.

Relating Response to Bandwidth
Q. Please explain the difference between frequency response and power
bandwidth in an amplifier.-John Potter, Oakdale, N.Y.
A. Frequency response refers to the
measured amplitude or output of a de-

vice over various frequencies. In other
words, if a range of frequencies is fed
into the gear at equal amplitudes, the
output of the unit will contain these
frequencies at equal amplitudes
throughout the measured frequency
range-if the unit is perfect. Such a
system is said to have a flat frequency
response.

Amplifiers usually have a wider frequency response at low output levels
than at or near their maximum rated
power. Therefore, amplifier specifications may show both low-level frequency response (usually at watt output)
and the bandwidth over which the amplifier can deliver its full power.
For example, an amplifier putting out
1 watt might have a bandwidth from 25
Hz to 20 kHz. The same amplifier at 10
watts might have a bandwidth of only
1

30 Hz to 17 kHz.

Noisy Volume Control
Q. When I adjust the volume control
of my receiver up or down, there is a
static sound coming through my
speakers. This occurs whether the program source is FM, AM, phono or tape.
I have bypassed all of my music enhancers, thereby narrowing the discrepancy down to the control itself. After I adjust volume, the static sound
stops. Can I correct this problem at
home, or must I take my receiver to a
repair shop?-Donald F. Bullock, APO
San Francisco
A. The problem with your volume
control is that it is either internally oxidized or worn out. Most likely it is oxidized, which sounds terrible, but is
simple to cure if you can obtain contact cleaner, sold for cleaning volume
controls. First take the receiver apart
and look at the control. Often there is a
small opening around each of the two
terminal lugs (to which the wires are
connected). Squirt the contact cleaner
into both of these openings, but be
careful to use this cleaner sparingly.
If there are no openings around the
lugs, remove the volume control knob
and tip the unit so that the control shaft
faces up. Try to squirt some cleaner
where the shaft enters the body of the
control.
In either of these cleaning methods,
after the cleaner has been sprayed into
the control, rotate the shaft up and
down a few times so that the cleaner
will be dispersed over the sliding contact surfaces within the control. Keep
the amplifier turned off during this process.
In cases where the problem is not
severe, noise can be reduced or eliminated for a time merely by rotating the
control rapidly a few times, without using any cleaner.
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If none of the above helps, the control may require replacement. There is
also another, though rare, possibility. A
coupling capacitor associated with the
control may be leaky, thereby putting
d.c. voltage on the control. In this
event, the capacitor must be replaced.

Low -Frequency Filters
Q. I own a preamplifier with a filter
that inserts a 12 dB per octave roll -off
below 15 Hz in the phono preamplifier
section. My speakers' low -frequency
response is flat to 44 Hz. I hear no
difference with the filter engaged or
disengaged and assume this is because the filter operates far below my
ability to hear such low frequencies. Is
this correct?-Steven T. Johnson,
Rushville, Nebr.
A. Because your speakers are not
designed to reproduce frequencies flat
below 44 Hz, their bass response
would be so far down at 15 Hz that you
would not hear a difference with the
filter switched in or out. You might,
however, notice some cone movements with the filter out and less with it
switched in. This would be most noticeable at high volume levels, on a
quiet passage of a disc.
recommend that you leave the filter
switched in, which will avoid problems
in the event that the tonearm is
dropped. A transient produced under
such conditions would probably result
in damage to your speakers as well as
to your amplifier.
I

Speaker Doubling
Q. Please explain "doubling" in reference to loudspeakers.-James D.
Gibbs, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
A. Doubling is basically harmonic
distortion, and it occurs when a speaker is fed a signal lower than it can
reproduce, though it will sometimes
occur with high -power signals. Instead
of the fundamental tone, the speaker
produces its second harmonic, that is,
a tone double the original frequency,
hence the name. The reason doubling
occurs with high -power signals is that
harmonic distortion rises with increasing input level.
Lil
problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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The purpose of a turntable
is to remain quiet. It should
contribute no noise or vibration
./,` to the sounds picked up by
the cartridge.
That's why our new T-Series
turntables all use belt drive.
The belt drive provides acoustic
isolation from motor vibrations. It literally separates the motor from the platter
and spindle. This avoids the noise problems inherent in direct drive, where the
motor is connected directly to the platter.
A belt design, of course, requires more
careful engineering to achieve a constant
platter speed. But we considered it well
worth the effort.
In fact, we went to great
lengths to make the T-Series
among the finest turntables
you can buy. Doing so
required using massive
platters; wooden bases that
1

1ïi.

provide isolation from room
vibrations; as well as disc
stabilizers and vibrationabsorbent platter mats*
We also used low-mass
tone arms to handle

cA!Ve-

v
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warped records, and
capacitance trim to electrically match your
cartridge and receiver.
And even though Harman Kardon's
new T-Series delivers features found
only on the world's most expensive turntables, we haven't made ours expensive.
Harman Kardon turntables start at less
than $200. You can see them at quality
audio retailers. But you certainly won't be
able to hear them.

-1).15/

'/`

"Available on T40 and T60 models.

TO KEEP A
TURflTABLE QUIET
YOU HAVE TO GIVE IT
1Ì
A BE
T;`0
harrnanikardon

__._-----------__
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For your nearest dealer, call 1-800-528-6050, ext. 870, or write Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797-2057. In Canada, Gould Marketing, Montreal H4T 1E5.

_

_

T20_ T1-0
BELT DRIVE

TURNTABLE,
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Experience the Camel taste in Regulars, Lights and Filters.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigaretre Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Head.

REGULAR:

21

FILTERS: 15

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

"tai",

0.7 mg. nicotire,
"tar", ..4 mg. nicotine, ay. per cigarette,
mg. "tar", 1.1 mg.. nicotine av, per cigarette by

LIGHTS: 8 mg.

mg.

FTC Report DEC. '81:

cTC method.

VIDEO SCENES
BERT WHYTE

SNAPSHOT VIDEO
Any survey of the

video recorder

market reveals the steady
growth of portable VCR equipment. Nearly every supplier has a portable model and, as you would expect,
color video cameras are proliferating
very rapidly. Some of the portable
VCRs are quite compact and relatively
lightweight, but none of them quite
reach the dimensions and weight that
would make them attractive alternatives to Super -8 movie cameras.
Technicolor's mini VCR system, using quarter -inch tape cassettes hardly
larger than audio cassettes, was a step
in the right direction. Since reviewed
the system in the January 1982 issue
of Audio, nothing much more seems to
have happened with it, probably due to
its picture quality-fairly good for the
format, but not in the same league with
the larger, half -inch VHS and Beta portable VCRs.
Rumors continue that a number of
Japanese companies have quarter inch videocassette systems under de-

The smallest VCR
so far, JVC's
HR-C3U is still

compatible with
normal VHS
videocassette
recorders.

I

velopment, including some which
combine camera and recorder in a single, ultra -compact lightweight package. However, none have surfaced yet.
However, on June 1st of 1982, JVC
held a press conference and surprised

everyone by introducing the HR-C3U
super compact, lightweight videocassette recorder and their newly developed VHS compact videocassette.
The system employs standard half inch VHS tape in a special, small cassette; JVC evidently feels that this format is necessary to ensure good picture quality. The company signed up
about 10 licensees for the VHS -C, and
Maxell, Fuji, TDK and Scotch (and of
course JVC) indicated they would
make the TC -20 videocassettes, which
afford 20 minutes of recording.
Now, some six months later, the
VHS -C system is just beginning to
reach the market. JVC has its HR-C3U
compact VCR and Sharp is marketing
its VC -220 VHS -C videocassette recorder. Thus, it is time to take a closer
look at the JVC HR-C3U, and before
long expect to have some hands-on
experience with it.
In the case of the HR-C3U, "compact" means a really small VCR, one
measuring 7.2 in. W x 3 in. H x 8 in.
D, plus a half -inch more depth with the
battery pack attached. Without the bat I
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tery pack, the VCR weighs only 4.4
pounds; with the battery pack, it tips
the scale at just 5.3 pounds. The TC -20
videocassette is about the size of a
deck of playing cards.
For all its compact size, the HR-C3U
has many features. The recording
drum has a newly developed brush less, quartz -locked, direct -drive motor,
and there is a new direct -drive capstan
motor. The mechanism has been simplified and its performance improved
through the use of four motors. Automatic back -space editing prevents
picture breakup between successive
recordings. A full -function, wired remote control is provided. An LCD display is used for tape counting and realtime indication of remaining tape
length. Forward and reverse shuttle
search functions help locate particular
tape segments. Recorder controls are
light -touch pushbuttons with microprocessor-based full -logic operation.
Audio dubbing facilities are provided,
as is a recording standby -mode lock,
and there is automatic rewind at the
end of a tape. The HR-C3U can be
powered by rechargeable nickel -cadmium battery pack, household a.c., or
car battery. One of the unique features
is "automatic quick review" that permits viewing the last seconds of recording in the camera's viewfinder.
The HR-C3U has a full complement
of controls on the front panel, which
also includes a headphone jack and
microphone jack. The all-important
camera input is conveniently on the
front panel as well. On the right side of
the unit is an audio dubbing connector,
an r.f. output connector so that the unit
can be hooked up for viewing through
a TV set, and a video output connec-

tor. Apparently there is no video input
connector, which means that the HRC3U cannot be used to record digital
audio with a processor like the Sony
PCM-F1. [One could probably rig an
adaptor for the camera jack.-1.B.] An

optional $28.00 C -P1 U cassette adaptor holds the TC -20 cassette for playback or recording in a standard VHS
videocassette recorder. The HR-C3U
is furnished with quite a few accessories-the remote control, battery pack
and charger, carrying case, shoulder
strap, and TC -20 videocassette-and
lists for $850. Optional accessories include high -capacity battery pack,
high -output battery charger, car -battery adaptor, a.c. power pack, and recording and tuner cables.
Early next year (perhaps at the
WOES in Las Vegas) JVC plans to announce a companion compact camera
for the HR-C3U. Designated the GZS3U, it weighs 2.7 pounds, features a
6:1 f/1.2 power -zoom lens, electronic
viewfinder, auto/manual iris, and a half inch Saticon pickup tube. Price will
probably be around $725.
JVC has evidently done considerable research for technical improvements to their special Super HG TC -20
videocassette tape. This tape is said to
have super -fine magnetic particles,
very evenly dispersed, with high packing density and unidirectional particle
orientation. A special back-coating has
been used for more stable tape transport, allowing the magnetic surface to
be polished to a previously impractical
degree of smoothness. It is claimed
this affords a significantly better color
signal-to-noise ratio, with stable color
output and reduced modulation noise.
The TC -20 cassette also has a special
AUDIO/JANUARY 1983

/MERIDIAN TAKES HIGH FIDELITY BEYOND THE /MUNDANE
Meridian is a unique line of audio components produced by Boothroyd Stuart Limited of
London, one of the most prestigious design
teams in the world. Now in America, Meridian
signals the arrival of a new, beautiful and
unconventional approach to high-fidelity.
Meridian products are designed to create
an utterly believable musical experience in
your home. Meridian's quest for excellence,
demands engineering of the utmost sophistication, but excessive complexity of no redeeming benefit to the user is carefully avoided.
Meridian form is always dictated by function,
and yet, the components never fail to blend
gracefully into the most tasteful home settings.

Meridian electronic components are distinguished by their appealing visual design,
absolutely state-of-the-art performance, and
unique modular configuration. The modular
design provides unusual update capability
and maximum system flexibility.

Meridian InterActive Loudspeakers are

the striking results of new, fundamental research into the physical and psycho -acoustic factors which affect the musical realism
of reproduced sound. The Meridian M10 is
the new "big brother" to the highly acclaimed M2 and M3 systems. Each M10
contains seven active drivers, one passive
radiator, and four direct -drive power amplifiers. The built-in active crossovers are linear
phase high -order networks with an unusual
190 Hz mid -to -bass division and time delay
compensation for the tweeter. The system is
uniquely configured to assure virtual point
source "man -like" sound propagation. The
Meridian M10 InterActive Loudspeaker will
astonish you with its clean and powerful
bass, wide dynamic range, extremely low
coloration, and finely detailed multi -dimensional rendition of complex program.

Meridian products have received rave
reviews from hard -to -impress audio critics
around the world. Find out why. Write for more
information, review reprints, and the name
of the authorized Meridian dealer nearest you.

/MERIDIAN AUDIO OFAMERICA
A division of Misobanke International Inc.

Dept. AU -782, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Models shown: Preamplifier/Control Unit 101, FM Tuner 104, InterActive Loudspeaker M10
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

"For all its compact size,
JVC's HR-C3U has many
features, including a
full -function, wired
remote control."

"Dustatic" anti -static leader, and the
cassette housing itself is more carefully molded and mechanical parts held
to closer tolerances. All this is in aid of
maximum resolution and picture quality which of course, is absolutely vital if
the HR-C3U is to be considered a viable alternative to Super -8 movies.

Not until high -definition, 1,125 -line
video is achieved can the high resolution and sparkling detail of Koda chrome movie film be challenged.
However, what saw -at the demonstration of the HR-C3U system at the JVC
press conference was awfully good.
Good enough in fact, for many people,
I

VCR AUDIO METAMORPHOSIS

especially considering the cost differential between videocassette and Super -8 movies. The cost of Super -8 film
and developing for one hour is a whopping $187! At the anticipated list price
of $20 each (much cheaper at discount stores), three TC -20 cassettes
will give you the same hour of viewing
for $60. Add to this the fact that with
the HR-C3U there is instant playback-no waiting days for developing
of film, and if one desires, the cassette
can be erased and used again and
again. My own feeling is that JVC
should introduce a simple auto -focus/
auto -exposure camera; this plus the
other advantages of the HR-C3U
should really grab the attention of Super -8 devotees.
Every time have talked to videotape
service technicians, they have deplored the use of the typical abrasive
video head cleaners on the market.
They use wet cleaning on the head
drums because they know how to disassemble the VCR to gain access to
the drum. Now there are two "wet"
cleaners which are very easy to use.
Teac makes a VHS -only VCL-20 cleaning cassette, which has an orange -colored reservoir in the upper left corner
of the cassette. Five or six drops of the
supplied cleaning fluid (highly volatile,
it smells like carbon tetrachloride) are
placed in the reservoir and the cassette placed in play mode. After the
tape stops, the cleaning tape is rewound for its next use. This fluid
seemed to do a good job when used
it, and a 15 -cc bottle costs $19.95.
Koss Corp. has come out with a
unique wet video -head cleaner available in both VHS and Beta formats.
The Koss V.I.P. (Video Improvement
Process) features a special videocassette that is "loaded" with pre -moistened cleaning cartridges. The cassette is run through the play cycle and
then the cartridge is removed from the
cassette shell and discarded. The cartridges are hermetically sealed, and
three are furnished with the original
cassette package at $19.99. Replacement cartridges are three for $3.99.
This is a very effective system and its
disposable feature assures no post cleaning contamination. Clean recording -head drums are very important in
digital recording, and the Koss V.I.P.
cleaner helps prevent dropouts.
Q
I

Introducing the 5 band Stereo Synthesizer plus
Synthesize Stereo in playback.
Or Synthesize it and record it
on your stereo VCR.
Dissect audio by frequency,
reshape it into five overlapping
bands, distribute each band
in differing proportion to two
channels-and mono acquires
full-bodied dimension.
Include full -range adjustments
for separation, plus high and low
frequency dimension, and you've
achieved state of the art.
The perfect illusion of stereo.

DNRTM

Then add adjustable threshold
Dynamic Noise Reduction.
Because, unlike a TV speaker.
a quality audio system faithfully
reproduces the high -frequency hiss
inherent in VCR audio.
Hiss that DNRTM adeptly
suppresses.
STEREO-SYNTHESIS/DNRTM-so
close to stereo that telling the

difference is hard work.
An ample test of your auditory
senses awaits. For the dealer
nearest you, call toll free:
1-800-547-1491.

b'UcDEC
0704 S.W. Bancroft St.
pNRTM le a

Portland, Oregon 97201

trademark of National Semiconductor.
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

PHILADELICACIES
Joseph Schwantner: "Afternoons of
Infinity" and Witold Lutoslawski:
"Livre pour Orchestre." The Eastman
Philharmonia. David Effron.

Mercury Golden Imports SRI 75141,
$6.98.
Most discophiles think of the MercuGolden Import series as the vehicle
for Dutch transfers and pressings of
the famous Mercury stereo catalog of
the late '50s and '60s. It is not generally realized that the series occasionally
introduces a new recording, and this
one is noteworthy in several respects.
The music is compelling. The
Schwantner piece skillfully melds instrumental timbres with voices of the
ry

Dvorak: Symphony No. 8. The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy.
RCA ARL1-4264, $9.98.
Mussorgsky -Ravel: Pictures at an

Exhibition; Stravinsky: Firebird
(Suite 1919). The Philadelphia Orchestra, Riccardo Muti.
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-520, $17.00.
RCA's recording of the Dvorák is a
good example of intelligent multi-mikng; one senses that there is a main
microphone array, with accent microphones mixed in at reduced levels only
to limn inner voices. One is not aware
of gain riding per se, and imaging remains stable throughout. The high end
on both strings and brass is quite natural, and the overall dynamic range is
wide. With these fine sonics, Ormandy
emphasizes lyric elements over rhythmic ones, and in the balance, the performance is low-keyed and lacking in
briskness. With only occasional minor
ticks and pops, the pressing is a good
example of domestic record production.

Mobile Fidelity's reissue of Angel's
Mussorgsky -Stravinsky album presents Angel -EMI's first recordings of
the Philadelphia Orchestra made a few
years ago. The opening trumpet state-
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ment of "Pictures" had me running to
my test records so could determine if,
in fact, there was something wrong
with my system! There is an annoying,
high -frequency "sizzle" in this recording that conventional tone controls can
only partly correct. Once you adjust to
it, however, you will surely enjoy the
superb playing and the rich perspectives of the recording. Made in Phila(now a church),
delphia's Old Met
with its 2.5 sec '\ onds of reverberation time, the re ï cording has prekind of ambicisely the right
ance for this music.
conducting is
Riccardo Muti's
rate. He
absolutely firstkeeps tempos moving without sounding brisk or hurried, and there is a
I

-

\

orchestral players, exotic percussion
instruments, and even tuned goblets
played by rubbing their rims. The Lutoslawski work is more traditional in its
sonic resources, but it is likely to be
somewhat more inaccessible, at least
on first hearing.
The Eastman Philharmonia demonstrates that the Eastman School of Music in Rochester is just as capable as it
was during the Fennell/Symphonic
Wind Ensemble era of the '50s and
'60s of turning out thoroughly professional performances good enough for
record making.
The recording quality is excellent;
both pieces were recorded on the
Eastman premises, making good use
of the school's complete and modern
recording facility.
Highly recommended, if you like
modern classical music.
John M. Eargle

Riccardo
Muti

comfortable feeling
of tight control at al
times. The transition irta t'n
"Great Gate at Kiev' preserves
the momentum of the previcus movement. and the work. fo- once, ends
logically. Philadelphia is fa-tunate to
have him as Ormandy's successor.
Record pressing qual ty is what we
have come to expect of Mobile FideliJohn M. Eargle
ty-excellent.
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"The sumptuousness of the
sound belies the small size
of the Los Angeles

Chamber Orchestra."

Dvorák: Serenade, Op. 22; Waldes ruhe, for cello and orchestra; Notturno. The Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra. Gerard Schwarz.
Delos DMS 3011, digital, $17.98.
This disc contains some of Dvorák's
loveliest and most unusual writing. The

"Serenade" is the familiar work here,
and Schwarz leads his group in a performance which balances rhythmic
precision with melodic flow. The sumptuousness of the sound belies the
small size of the ensemble, and the
acoustics of medium -size Bridges Hall
of Music at Claremont College provide

Revox B791
The Straight Line on Precision Engineering
First, a few words about our straight line tracking system. Jt's called
Linatrack®, and it u:il¢esa low mass, incredibly short tonearm that's barely
13/4-' from pivot to stylLs t .. Trackiig error is eliminated as Linatrack®,
guided by an accurate it frared-in errupt servo circuit, moves straight
acnss the radius of the disk. The onearm mounts most popular

car ridges, and the entire Linatradk® module pivots aside for quick record
changing.
'recision engineering is at the heart of the B791. A quartz -regulated,
Hal -effect direct drive motor assu-es absolute speed stability with no
cogging effects. Ben the vari -speed is quartz locked, with a front panel
display to show both the nominal speed and the exact percentage of
speed deviation.
The Revox B791 is sdl d, substantial, meticulously assembled, and
handsomely finished. It is designed for maximum user convenience,
exceptional reliabili-.y,and sonic accuracy. It is not inexpensive.
That's the straight lire Hear the full sound at your nearest Revox dealer.

Gerard Schwarz
an excellent backdrop for the assembled musicians.

Douglas Davis' cello in "Silent
Woods" has not been given the usual
spotlight solo treatment; instead, the
instrument seems to come from the
orchestra itself and is heard in a more
natural perspective with the rest of the
ensemble.
The "Notturno" begins on a tentative, brooding note and uses a harmonic palette rare for Dvorrak. The
work develops in a more traditional
manner, however, and we are left with
the comforting feeling that the work
was in fact written by Dvorak.
The package is the usual complete
and handsome one we have come to
expect of Delos, and the notes are
extremely well written. If you are a bit
tired of the symphonies of Dvorak, try
this record. You are sure to find it a
genuine pleasure.
John M. Eargle

Marche Slav and Other Russian Favorites. The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin.
Telarc Digital DG -10072, $14.95.
This collection of Russian bon bons
includes, in addition to Tchaikovsky's

"Marche Slav," Rimsky-Korsakov's
"Russian Easter Overture," Glinka's
"Ruslan & Ludmilla Overture," Boro din's "In the Steppes of Central Asia,"
and Gliere's "Russian Sailor's Dance."
Like most of the Saint Louis recordings on Telarc, this one has good ambiance and a fine sense of fore -aft
spatial relationships. As in so many
Telarcs, the bass drum is a bit overblown, but for demonstration purposes
this may be entirely okay.
Slatkin leads his ensemble through

characteristically idiomatic performances of these works, and the playing is first-rate. The Rimsky-Korsakov
overture, easily the best piece of mu 1425 Em

ke. Nashville. TN 37210

(615) 254-5651
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BASF Chrome.

The world's quietest tape
is like no tape at all.
Today, only ore high bias

tape is able c combine outstanding ser s-tivity in the
critical highírequency
range with :he lowest background noise of any oxide
tape in the world.
That tape isBASF's

Professional I
Professional II is like no
other tape l ecause it's
made like ndother tape.
While ordinay high bias
tapes are made from modi_.

liec particles of ferric oxide,
Pro:essional II is made of
pare chromium dioxide.
These perfec-ly shaped and
u3i_ormly sized particles
provide a magnetic me d_-um that not on_y delivers
cm absolute minimum of
background noise, but out-

standing h=gh frequencies
cr well.
like all BASF tapes, Professional II comes encased
it the new ultra -precision
oessette shell for perfect
a:ignment, smooth, even

SF

r_owenent and consistent
high fidelity reproduction.

With Professional II, you'll

hecr adl of be music and
nore of the tape. And isn't

fail-except for abuse or
mishandling-simply
return it to BASF for a free

tail- what you want in
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BASF tape
e1il\i;`at;:l: All
..j;lAIy:MMII: cassettes
come with c
lifetime guarantee Shauli
any BASF cassette ever

1(H

ii noise level between
'2O1l and ordinary high bias tape is
3rectest =where the human ear is most
The ditle-ence

replacement.

Mobil. fidelity Sound Lab.

Professional 11 is so super= it was
chosen by Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab tor
their Original Master Recording ' High
Fidelity Cassettes. These state-o--the'art
prerecorded cassettes are duplicated in
real time (I.1) from the original -ecording
studio master tapes of some of the mhst
prominent recording artists of our tine.
BASF
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For the best recordings you'll ever make.
BASF Systems. Cos my

Dave. Becloid, Masachusetk 0F730
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"Leonard Slatkin leads his
ensemble through
characteristically idiomatic
performances."

sic in this collection, is given a resounding performance. "Marche Slav"
comes across as a sort of small-scale
"1812 Overture," even to the same
hymn finale, albeit without cannons!
The new Telarc packaging has done
away with the plush double -fold albums with their rich notes and photo-

the new Astatic Cartridge (a moving
flux design) sounded as good, if not better
than the Dynavector Diamond."
".

.

The Audiophile Society Minutes*

MF 100 with front
fulcrum cantilever
$295 suggested retail

The Moving Flux Cartridge is equal or superior to the
finest low output moving coils. Yet it can be directly
connected to your phono section without an intervening
head amp or transformer.
The Moving Flux is the only high output cartridge that
directly transmits the styli's signal to the coils without
the use of distortion causing pole pieces.
The same
advantage the finest low output moving coils have.

-

Astatic's unique Moving Flux cartridge is available from
North America's better audio salons.
`Publication of The Audiophile Society
9 Country Road
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543

AltSTITIC

Audio Division
Box 120 Conneaut, Ohio 44030

(216) 593-1111
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graphs. Doubtless, it is a result of current economic conditions, but the single album which remains is beautifully
done, with excellent notes.
John M. Eargle

Widor: Symphony No. 4 for Organ.
John Rose, organist.
Towerhill T-1014, $8.98.
Towerhill is a small, Los Angeles based classical label whose catalog
consists largely of organ music. This
record, fourth in a series devoted to
the French romantics, was recorded
on a 1971 Austin instrument in the chapel of Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut. The instrument is well suited
to the French literature, and the chapel
itself is appropriately reverberant.
John Rose is an intelligent player
who approaches this music with respect and conviction. His tempos are
sensible, and the war-horse toccata finale is accorded a measured, sane
approach which is far more satisfying
than the breakneck -speed performances one usually hears.
Most readers of this column may
never have heard of Widor, and they
probably think of Saint-Saens when
"organ symphony" is mentioned. Actually, the symphonies of Widor, and
those of Vierne as well, might better be
called suites. The fact that they were
written for the large French CavailléColl organs of the last half of the 19th
century, with their rich array of timbres,

doubtless suggested their being
called symphonies.
The recording perspective is mid hall rather than close-up, meaning that
the flatter the playback system, the
more natural the result. The 32 -foot
bottom end on this recording is one of
the most extended and natural have
heard in a long time. The "Untersatz"
has plenty of fundamental and has not
been filtered in any way. Listen for the
low C at the end of the fourth movement. What you will hear is the octave
of the 16 -Hz fundamental. Now, look at
your woofers. You will see very clearly
a 16 -Hz fundamental, the kind of thing
that rarely shows up in organ records,
just begging for a subwoofer that goes
down that low! Excellent demonstration material it is.
The transfer is excellent, and the
processing quality is quite good.
John M. Eargle
I

You've had your hair blown...

your glasses shattered...

Have you ever heard

a cassette sound like real music?
DENON'S 70 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
RECORDING LIVE MUSIC.
It shouldn't be surprising that most tape manufacturers
describe their products in terms that have little to do with
real music. After all, they are basically industrialists and
marketers.
Denon, on the other hand, is in the music business and has
been for over 70 years. Our vast range of recording experience includes supplying professional equipment to most of
Japan's recording studios and radio stations; the recording
and distribution of the world famous Denon PCM record
library (using the digital process which we developed) and
over 14 years specifically devoted to the manufacturing of
cassette tape.
Denon DX Series Cassette Tape is not someone else's product that we place our name on to capitalize on Denon's
success in other categories. We manufacture every single
element of our DX -Tape from the dual coatings (each designed
for a specific portion of the bandwidth) and the precision halfshel Is (which exceed the I.E.C. specifications by 300%) to the
non-abrasive, self-cleaning leader provided on each and every
DX cassette.

DYNAMIC DISTORTION:
THE FIRST TRUE MEASUREMENT
OF TAPE SOUND QUALITY.
The reason conventional tape testing measurements do not
tell the whole performance story is that they are based on
single test tones rather than complex musical signals. Denon,
on the other hand, adopted a means for measuring Dynamic
Distortion, the distortion created on the tape by actual music
signals. By specifically developing formulations to reduce
Dynamic Distortion, Denon was able to significantly improve
DX-Tape's ability to accurately recreate the sound of real music.
Thus, by satisfying conventional "static" and Dynamic Distortion parameters, every formulation of Denon DX-Tape
including normal (DX-1, DX -3), FeCr (DX -5), Chrome (DX-7),
and Metal (DXM) delivers the type of satisfying musical performance that is making Denon DX -Tape the first true "audiophile's" cassette.

CASSETTE TAPES, LIKE COMPONENTS,
CAN MEASURE ALIKE AND STILL
SOUND DIFFERENT.
Serious audiophiles know that components with identical
specifications can sound noticeably different. Conventional
measurement techniques do not explain this phenomenon,
so words such as "musical" are often used to describe sound
that possesses the "life -like" characteristics of real music.

Nippon Columbia Co., Ltd., No. 14-14, 4-Chome, Akasaka, Minato -Ku, Tokyo 107, Japan

D E N O N Imagine what we'll do next.

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card
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There's More to Noise
Reduction Than Silence.
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FIGURE 1: NOISE AND NOISE REDUCTION IN THE ABSENCE OF MUSIC.
Noise from biased cassette tape without noise reduction, the effects of Dolby C-type
noise reduction, and the effects of a wide -band compander are shown in the absence of
any signal.* Dolby C's noise reduction effect results in an overall perceived noise level
below the ambient noise of many listening rooms, even at high playback levels. In the
absence of signals, the conventional wide-band compander provides still more electrical
noise reduction (but usually no more audible noise reduction).

SLIDING BAND

-
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FIGURE 3: THE SLIDING BAND PRINCIPLE.
Dolby noise reduction operates over a band of
frequencies which slides up out of the way of the
music, resulting in noise reduction just where there is no
musical signal to hide the noise. Thus the perceived
noise level is consistently low at all times.
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FIGURE 2: NOISE AND NOISE REDUCTION IN THE PRESENCE OF MUSIC.
In the presence of a signal (148 Hz, D below middle C on the piano, recorded at Dolby
level), in all cases noise in the region of the signal will be masked by it. However, at
higher frequencies, especially between 2 kHz and 10 kHz where tape hiss is clearly audible,
Dolby noise reduction provides almost as much noise reduction as if the signal weren't
there, while the compander allows the noise to increase to a considerably higher level
than with Dolby C.

roviding noise reduction on silence
is not all that difficult. For years, conventional wide -band companders
have been available which dramatically
reduce noise between selections on a
tape or record.

-

Yet it is just as important to have noise
reduction when there is music playing.

While music will mask noise part of the
time, there are times when it won't. A bass
drum note, for example, cannot hide tape
hiss, no matter how loud the drum is: the
ear can detect both simultaneously.

Conventional noise reduction systems
effect noise reduction at the time of playback by turning down the volume when
there is little or no music present. This turns
down the noise as well. But they also turn
the volume back up again on louder music,
and so turn the noise back up at the same
time. Thus the bass drum note is accompanied by a burst of tape hiss hiss which
is audible if there is no music at higher
frequencies to hide it.

-

This problem is called noise modulation.
It means that with a conventional NR
system, the noise level is constantly
shifting up and down with changes in
the level of the music. But Dolby noise
reduction, on the other hand, is free of noise
modulation on virtually any type of music
(Figures 1 and 2).

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Unlike conventional companders, Dolby
noise reduction operates over a constantly
changing, or sliding band of frequencies
(Figure 3). The band extends low enough
to provide very effective noise reduction
on silence. But in the presence of music, the
band slides up just out of the way of the
music, so that noise at frequencies above
the music is almost as effectively reduced
as if the music weren't there.

Both Dolby B -type and Dolby C -type noise
reduction are sliding-band systems. With
the standard B -type system, noise reduction begins at 500 Hz and increases to
10 dB at 4 kHz and above, while with the
new C -type system, noise reduction begins
at 100 Hz and increases to 20 dB at 1 kHz
and above. With either system, the presence
of music does not prevent noise reduction
from occurring where it is still needed.
equalization, measured with a constant -bandwidth
wave analyzer, and weighted (CCIR/ARM) to reflect the
ear's sensitivity to noise and noise reduction effects.

`70115

0 Dolbÿ

Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.,
731 Sansome St., San Francisco, CA 94111,
Telephone (415)392-0300. Telex 34409.

"Dolby" and

the double -D symbol are the registered trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories for its A-type, B -type, and C -type noise
reduction systems. S81/3307/3403.

DIRECTORY ADDENDA
we first query and
then hound, nag, plead and urgently remind the manufacturers
whose products should be in our Annual Equipment Directory (October)
and Car Stereo Directory (July). And
every year we get a pretty good response-over 3,000 products in October, almost 1,000 in July, and about
200 more in November's Son of Directory section.
Nonetheless, some of our questionnaires get lost in the mail, or on the
desks of people who have gone on
vacation or departed altogether. Companies move and their mail takes
weeks to catch up with them, new
companies are born, imported product
lines switch importers, and so on.
Sooner or later, though, the information
I.B.
reaches us. And here it is.
Every year,

INDEX OF MANUFACTURES
Altec Lansing International

Crown International

Pentagram Loudspeaker Co.

1515 South Manchester Ave.
Anaheim, Cal. 92803

1718 West Mishawaka Rd.
Elkhart. Ind. 46514

207-19 35th Ave.
Bayside, N.Y. 11361

Anglo-American Audio

GroovDancer

Phase Linear

P.O. Box 653
Buffalo, N.Y. 14240

See AudioQuest

Div., International Jensen

JRM

4134 North United Pkwy.
Schiller Park, III. 60176

3716 Broadway N.E.
Knoxville, Tenn. 37917

Phoenix Systems

AudioQuest
3857 Birch St., #610
Newport Beach, Cal. 92660

91 Elm St.

Mark Levinson Audio Systems

Manchester, Conn. 06040

40 Jytek Dr.

2081 South Main St.
Route 17

Sequerra

Leominster, Mass. 01453

Middletown, Conn. 06457

B & W
See Anglo-American Audio

Micro-Trak

United Sounds of America
3000 Druid Park Dr.
Baltimore, Md. 21215

620 Race St.
Holyoke, Mass. 01040

Signet

P.O. Box 664

Nikko Audio

4701 Hudson Dr.
Stow, Ohio 44224

Woodinville, Wash. 98072

7801 East Compton Blvd.

Avid Audio

Carver

Clarion
5500 Rosecrans Ave.
Lawndale, Cal. 90260

Craig
921 West Artesia Blvd.

Paramount, Cal. 90723

Sontek

Onkyo

332 East Hope St.
Mesa, Ariz. 85201

200 Williams Dr.
Ramsey, N.J. 07446

Sony
Sony Dr.
Park Ridge, N.J. 07656

Compton, Cal. 90220
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15
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MICRO-TRAK

10P
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10
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6
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M
L
L
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150

AB

Yes
No
No
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L

M
M

4.8
6.0
6.0
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No
No

560

2.0

No

56

2.0

No

229.00
795.95
1799.95
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449.95
329.95
234.95
179.95

14.1

1095.00
695.00
975.00

38
21

23

900 watts peak.
400 watts peak.
As above.
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400.00

As above, with

x-overlor
subwoofer.
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2

86
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Sel.

Sel.

Yes
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21

4725.00

As above.
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1

86
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Yes
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18
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0.05

0.05

1

86
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Sel.
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No

14
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± 0.1

20-20

ML -7

± 0.1
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±0.1

MICRO-TRAK

ONKYO

±0.5

6410

PiM

20.20

10

0.05

0.05

2

100

70

No

5

47k

No

No

2

194.00

6411

P

20-20

10

0.05

0.05

2

100

70

No

5

47k

No

No

2

229.00

P-3060

0.8-170

20

0.004

0.004

2

2.5

330

82

150
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Sel.
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15.8
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P-3090

0.8-170

13
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2.5
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23.1
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2

0.625

200

85
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47k

Yes

Varies

14

750.00

10

0.003

0.002

2

0.625

150

80

150
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Sel.

47k

Yes

Varies

11

450.00

8

0.01

0.01

0

5

150

85

1V

No

100

47k

No

Sel.

5

99.00

IEC/RIAA selectable.

8

0.01

0.01

0

0.17

5

88

1V

No

200

Yes

Sel.

5

99.00

As above.

10

0.005

0.01

1

0.80

185

80

Yes

±1
±1

+0,
+0,
PHASE LINEAR

10-100

P

3600

10-100
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-3

K

16-100

P -10 -MC

K

16-100

+0,
SONTEK

-3

P -10 -MM

+0,

C-1

K

CX

-3

3800

+0,

Model 6411-CX, with
circuitry, 5325.00.

-3

P

+0,

PHOENIX
SYSTEMS

For use with ML -11
amp only.

-3
-3

4-100
+ 0, -3

Sel.

Sel.

No

Toroidal transformer.
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TX -11
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D

D
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40
50
65
30
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0.04
0.04
0.03
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0.04
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15.30
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0
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1.5
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1.5
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1.5
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1.5

14.0

10.3/17.2
10.8/18.3
11.2/19.2
11.2/19.2
12/19.2
13.2/19.2

1.3
1.5
1.5

14.7
17.2
17.2

1.5
1.5
1.8

17.2
18.3
19.2

35.2

20.3
20.3
15.5
20.0

37.2
37.2
37.2
37.2
39.2
41.0

0.1/0.2
0.1/0.2

55
60
60
60
60

70/75
70/60
70/60
70/60
75/65

12.8
18.7
19.8
22.4
13.7

240.00
400.00
480.00
550.00
300.00

0.12/0.2
0.15/0.25
0.15/0.3
0.15/0.3
0.2/0.4
0.3/0.5

70
60
55
60
55
50

75/70
72/67
71/66
72/66
71/66
70/65

28.6
20.9

539.95
399.95
299.95
349.95
249.95
199.95

. wto
bao

'°'

0.1/0.2
0.2/0.3
0.2/0.3

17

18.7
14.5
12.8

TURNTABLES
e

99

e

MANUFACTURER
NIKKO AUDIO

NP -500
NP -800

ß°O`0
0.08
0.035

aax'

a0

F`Jh`''N

°b p7í

a

,oa'

4

O

°0aa,

°

h9°;
ay

,

e

\°

as

44`°

4 -Pole

uaa

F

aQa

gi4o
Ja

Oc

aaa

a0a

e

Sync. Belt
Direct

F.G. D.C.

A° x/
as

páa

a0a

e

No

6

Strobe

3

LED
LED
LED

e

oac
aa,°o4 s
°oa^
4a
a
` Q.o` iQ
O° 4ao°
°
a
N°
-e- F,4°a,
o
4`a O`
`A°.
op
.ao
t°a
°J \5,íio Q 4a aaF .aae S.foJa
P`a°

et,

é

a

p°J o
8

asa
sQ

0

o

as

s`a°

goa

aÓ

Q
as

\a°

4°°

No
No

Yes
Yes

81/4

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

81/4

Yes
Yes
Yes

83/4

83/4

O

Q`

p

`
f
;"
c ° ae\
a
\
e e
\a

`é'°

po Q`°

4. a
Ooo

aa°

p

a

e

Qt

o``

ra4a

q'

a°°o
`asyo
G e.ooe9°aeo`a e're
a.
e
e e e Oa
Oaaa4
e
°O

a
°a
°4

1/2

O

No
No

C/R
C/R

Yes
Yes

Yes

No
No
No
No

R

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

163/4 x 141/4 x 51/4
163/4 s 141/4 x 51/e

120.00
200.00

151

Servo
ONKYO

PHASE LINEAR

CP-1000A
CP-1017A
CP-1027F
CP-1028R
PL -33
CP-1130F
CP-1150F
CP-1260F
8000 A

0.08
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.027
0.025
0.025
0.025

0.013
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62
70
72

72
72
72

A.C. Sync.
D.C. Seno
D.C. Servo
D.C. Servo

D.C. Servo
D.C. Servo

75
75
78

Quartz
PLL Hall

Belt
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

3
3

0.002

3

LED

6

LED

No

LED

No

83/4
83/4

Yes

Yes
Yes

83/4
83/4

73/4

C/R

C/R/P

No

C/R

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

163/4 x
161/4 x
163/4 x
163/4 x
13 x 5
163/4 x
163/4 x
183/4 x

163

124.95
159.95
189.95
259.95
289.95
249.95
329.95
359.95

No

Yes

193/4 x 63/4 x 173/4

650.00

Yes

C/R
C/R
C/R
C/R

9%
Yes

R

0.2

0.5-4

180

53/4
53
51
53/4

x
x

15
15

x

14%

x

x 131/4
51/e x 15
5% x 15
64Yó x

33

LOUDSPEAKERS
°,S

F °.\

it

MANUFACTURER
AUDIOOUEST

AVID AUDIO

O`

°

s°`e

oa°

eoe

FF

Little Guy

r

o°r°s

Se

Sa

t°

°pe

\00

°°A°

4 ò`°

yrA`

5?z` sQ,esQos

°°r°

o`°

ee`'

e

aIii.°

`'o.'°o

e

°°

'

c°

se.

ee

'Se'''.

Inf. Bat.

61/2

2

Cone

AO Big Guy

Inf. Baf.

8

(2)2

Cones

6Oab

Ac. Sus.

61

1

Dome

70-20

80ab

Ac. Sus.

8

1

Dome

53-20

102ab

Ac. Sus.

10

1

Dome

232ab

Bass Ref.

10

1

Dome

43-20
+ 0, -3
40-20

AO

T

+0,
+0,

JRM

PENTAGRAM

Cone

41/2

Transparency
Sat. Tower

Vented,
Triamped

(16)5

Transparency
Subwoofer

Vented
Subwoof.

18

P-10

Pas. Rad.

10

+0,
11

Hom/
Lens

4

Ring

Subwool.

W-1

`t P

e°°

gt,

e J.ea

toge

o°

òa°'e e°se
0

oee`

°Ate
t

ss

eo

Q,e

SQ

`+' °
Or`c°

eao

4`°

It°e

,oes

¿`os0
e°

oa

°o

`e 4°

s
ee

O

15

17 x 10 x 8

Oak

90

15

38 x 11 x 12

Oak

87

15

3.5k

8

14 x 83/4 x 8

88

15

3k

8

191/2 x 12 x 83/4

89

15

2.5k

8

25 x 15 x 101/2

90

15

650,5k

8

28 x 15 x l0a/4

Wood
Vinyl
Wood
Vinyl
Wood
Vinyl
Wood
Vinyl

Brown
Cloth
Brown
Cloth
Brown
Cloth
Brown
Cloth

Sel.

50 x 141/2 x 8

Opt.

Opt.

-3
-3

-3

150-20

100, 150,800,

T

±3

7k

W

24-150

(2)
40
150

150

8/5

24 x 36 x 24

35

450,5.5k

7/5

341/2 x 251/2 x 231/2

Opt.

Sel.

4

211/2 x 211/2 x 32

Oak

,p ,
.

1>,

S

e

.`ee.

450.00
Pair
650.00
Pair

Brown
Cloth
Brown
Cloth

86

W,M,

11

18

35
42

210.00
Pair
270.00
Pair
378.00
Pair
550.00
Pair

1200.00

450.00

±3
Leal

Dome

2

24-20
±1

No

Rbn.
SONTEK

°

oo..

90

30-250

(2)15

Black
Cloth

85

1600.00
Pair

350.00

TON EARMS
s
Oe`

e
F°`

°AP

Q`

°

v

°°

4°r

Q°°
e.4r

e°Q

°0e

\pAe

e0e

`'

MANUFACTURER
MICRO-TRAK

303
306

12r/z

83h

145/8

105/8

No
No

No
No

HS
HS

4h-10

Yes
Yes

2

}Fluid type anti -skate.

137.00
166.00

0-12
0-12

50
50

1/2-10

HEADPHONES
S

4

e

Q

°
ONKYO

SIGNET

SONY

,,e.

,51.

.4.l

0ò°°4°

°Q

F`e0ti

OQe

S

Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.

20-20
20-20
20-20

32
32
32

96
101
103

TK11

Dyn.

30-20

4-16

TK20

Dyn.

25-20

4-16

93 (d
1 kHz
100 (w
1 kHz

TK33

ES

10-22.5

4-16

tt

TK22

Oyn.

20-20

4-16

96
1 kHz

MDR -E22
MDR -E252
MDR -20T
MDR -30T

Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.

20-20
20-20

25
18
25
25
25
55
55
55
45

95
108
100
100
100
101
101
101
106

MOR -40T
MDR -50T
MOR -70T
MDR -80T

20-20
18-20
18-20
18-22
18-22
16-22
16-24

%

S°°°`

HP -L1
HP -L2
HP -L3

MDR-A30L

34

°r°A

ír°a

MANUFACTURER

s

4'

A°

e

.
+.ti`J`°

tT°

100

100
100
100

/

1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V
1V

,fie

F

SQ

9v

Fee

'

<

0°
s

SoQ`° °ar

°.

O'

°ry p°°A pSs° o,`oJ o`°°°`° °s°r° `°J°
1° c,``°
P °a
4°
4°`

5

t
t

F

0.9
1.0
1.2

F
F

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

.°.

O°°

°°

°
`e

os

e4°\
4°J

Q`O

29.95
39.95
49.95

es

a°

t4/9.8.

0.6f

4.9

F

1.9

S

Yes

No

Foam

tAt 110

0.5f

4.9

F

1.6

S

Yes

No

Foam

As above,

0.1t

8.2

F

7.4

S

Yes

No

Vinyl

tí100

0.4t

11.5

F

7.2

S

Yes

No

Knit

31/4

F

V

31/4

F

r/e

91

t
t

t
f

F

3/4

91/2

F

3/4

31/4
91/2
91/2
91/z

F

1

No
No
No
No
No

F

1

F

91/2

F

1.6
1.6
2.1

None
None
Foam
Foam
Foam
Foam
Foam
Foam
Foam

F

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

dB SPL;

mini plug.

folding headband.

dB for 1 V; matching
impedance adaptor.

24.95
29.95
19.95
29.95
34.95
39.95
49.45
64.95
84.95

¡fits

in ear;
As above.

mini plug.

Phone/mini plug.
As above.
As above; folding headband.
Phone/mini plug.
As above.
As above.
As above.
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PHONO CARTRIDGES
STYLUS TYPE
C

S

-Conical
-Spherical

X

é,
Use

D-ForE-EllipCDa4

-Hyper -Elliptical,

Stereohedron, Fine Line,
Line,
Line TraceLine Vanden
or similar

°s

í

IM+
MC+

GROOVDANCER

Js`Q

\
^jo`o

.ti tiyo
\o

,t,ti

o°

osQ

A

\
° ,

ò0

so`oc, ò0

SoQ

.\

F,

\SeQ

6`Soo

o`°

Q

,(°o'

°°

ooa

°ò`s

et.

aoa

eoo
o°c`

`c
Jrc r°a°o °°°
0 00°00,0
a Q
a
ao°ao°o.
1 4 4 zee,
O ae
c°

oa°ti

a

F

404
505
808
909

AO
AO
AO
AO

AUDIOOUEST

+oóe+°ç
íeoíeo

a°sQpO

°o\ati

00°\

MANUFACTURER

t-`oce
ít000

o

,

g.

q

10-50
10-50
10-50
10-50

MC
MC
MC
MC

Yes

25

25
25
25

2.5
0.23
2.5
0.23

2

Yes
Yes
Yes

15-40
15-35

IM
MC

No
No

20
25

5.0
2.5

1.2-2

47k

2

47k

2

2

X

47k
47k

2

100

U

E

U

E

8/8
8/8
8/8
8/8

6

7/7
8/8

5.5

6

6
6

225.00
225.00
450.00
450.00

112.50
112.50
225.00
225.00

85.00
135.00

40.00
67.50

OPEN -REEL TAPE DECKS
LETTER CODE FOR SPEEDS

A-77/2,
B-71/2,
C-71/2,

31/4,

11

33/4

31/4, 11/e,

15/16

0-11/2

E-15, 71/2,
F-15, 77h
G-15, 74h,

33/4

33/4, 17/2

H-33/4,

17/2

MANUFACTURER
MARK
LEVINSON

ML -3

1

3

ML-5A

1

3

2

2

30-25

A.C. Servo
Sync.

30.25

3

2

2

A.C. Servo
Sync.

3

385

0.04

No

25 x 21.8 x

No

±1.5

120

14,000.

120

25,000.

115/30 ips; built
on Studer A80RC

10.8

transport.
385

0.04

No

25x21.8x

No

±1.5

Extensive

modification of
A80RC transport,
completely phase
coherent.

10.8

CASSETTE DECKS
i
0\c', 4

\Sa

o

0os

\a.2°°0\0a°°`O° .°°
ao
4` of

+?

s°

ï
°oiati

00

a`o
toat

o\

in

MANUFACTURER
NIKKO AUDIO

ONKYO

o

@°

30-18
30-18
30-20
30-20
30-18

±3
±3
±3
±3
±3

2

TA-2070
TA -2060

20-19 ±3
20-19 ±3
20-18 -±-3
30-17 ± 3
30-16 ±3
30-16 -±-3
30-16 ±3

3
3
2

TA -2055
TA -2035
TA -2025
TA -2015
TA -W88

\e,

4o

ND -700 II
NO -620
ND -800
ND -1000
ND -520

2
2
3

2

2
2

2

2

J

°°òs

o°

osQ

Q`

°

F

+Ib

0.055
0.045
0.05
0.05
0.05

91
72

0.021
0.04

80
70
80
80
70
78
68

0.035
0.045
0.045
0.060
0.06

a

72
72
72

Sa

`so

,°

4

.°00°\
a°4`0.

o

soS0

ii

a°\o

B/D
B
B

8
B

B/C

Bt
B/C
B/C

0\S so°S °\\oJ \o su°r
oc° 4
iFo oaso o
o
\°44 \4o4a
o`'s
\\0
44
°\\
\0
P
so
o

Pò

°o

Q

?°

No
No
No
No
No

3
3
3
3

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3

2

3
3

2

3

Auto

\

ó 0°rO\óQ° 0°
No
No
No
No
No

2
2

3
3

2

8/C
8

3

2

B

r \°

\O

S\

`
4°°

\`+

No
No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

\

o°

°s

\oo,°

o

Q°o

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

171/4
171/4
171/4
171/4

x 43/4 x 111/4

Yes

175/e
161/2
161/2
161/2
161/2
161/2
167/2

x 31/2 x 153/s

x 43/4 x

105h

x 43/4 x 111/4
x 43/4 x 111/4
173h x 43h x 11

Yes
Yes
Yes

2

Yes

N.

°`r\'

es
O\`°

x 43/4
x 31/2
x 31/2
x 31/2
x 41/2
x 43/4

10.3
8.6
11
11

8.2

105h

20.9
14.3
14.8
9.9
9.9

x 105/s

10.1

x 103/4

14.3

x 13
x

145h

x 103/4
x

S
o,
Qro

320.00
240.00
380.00
580.00
200.00

699.95
469.95
359.95
299.95
254.95
209.95
379.95

a°\os

One -touch record system.

iDotby HX.

High-speed dubbing, dual

wells.

MICROPHONES
MANUFACTURER

CROWN

3LVR

PZM
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Elect.

Carbon
Fiber

Studio

150

76

(2) A3F

10

(2) TA4F

2rh

x 1/2

Tie Clip

399.00

Fail-safe pair.

35

MICROPHONES

/

e

\e

Q o0e

SONY

°

e..

e

ee

MANUFACTURER

QO úQ

e

,.>

coo°ti

o,e
e

,e ti'
OQ°\J

ee

e

Desk
Desk
Desk

4

Desk

1.8
2.8

Tie Clip
Tie Clip WS

50-14
70-15

Att.
Att.

17
41/2

t
t

Low

50-15

57.6tt

Att.

6

250
Low

20-20

56tí

XLR-3

20

Elect. Alum.
Elect. Alum.

Gen.

Gen.
Gen.

Video/

1}

es

Bt/4 x 11/4
se z
s/e x 3/e

61

Sir
c

e

.e

4

600
Low

Card.
Stereo,
Var.
Stereo,
Var.
Card.
Var.

ee°

6.4

Insir.

ECM -2207

Q

3

17
6

56ít

.

71/4 x

17

Insir.
Vocal

:

Q

Ó`ß\.e°

4,

,at

oc

°oss

`ek'

54/º x 13/4
7th x 2

Att.
Aft.
Att.

Vocal/

°

O

e

O°°°es

17

Att.

Alum.

Dyn.
Alum.
Elect. Alum.
Elect. Alum.

°e"
-et'c°`e

t
91/2}

100-12
50-13
40-13

Dyn.

Card.
Omni
Omni

°O
4°°`Sa

9

500
Speech Low
Speech 250

Stereo

° `Jx.et.
Qti

°zr-

eet.

ítß

Att.
Att.
Att.

F-V7ET
ECM -16T
ECM -150

\Qee°\
e`

iQe

100-12
100-12
90-13
80-12

Speech
Speech
Vocal

Elect. Alum.
Elect. Alum.

et,

°
°°e

600
600
600
Low

Alum.
Alum.
Alum.

Elect. Alum.

\

Jti

òo°e

Pe\

Dyn.
Dyn.
Dyn.

ECM -23F
ECM -Z300

S

`°°o

\

Card.
Card.

ECM -939T

e,

a

íe°s

F-V2A
F-V3T
F-V4T
F-991

ECM-929LT

c

\

e

°,

Jti

\o

e

ee

Óee

S

.e,.,Jti

ó

e

o

e\°

o
Q

tPhoee/mini plug.

21.95
29.95

S
S

39.95
39.95
59.95
39.95
65.00

ftAt

1

V/10

mlcrobars.
49.95
85.00

7.5
2.9

§e x 27

S

Sel.

S

t

5 x s/e

2.6

Sel.

WS

115.00

XLR-3

71h x 11/4

6.7

s/e x 27

WF

115.00
150.00

1

x 4 z 3

Opt. remote.
As above, with

stand.

Speech

EQUALIZERS
0

s

e
Gr

\
lC

MANUFACTURER

EO-20

2

10

E0-500

2

6

ONKYO

E0-08

1

10

PHOENIX SYSTEMS

P -94-S

2

2

NIKKO AUDIO

°;(.)''P

°°\ ò`'

\So

í\ `Ao°
.e..

oee

°,a

\°o°S

`e`

e
4i

0°°e

1sQ° 0 °

e°°'

r

eò

9`S

0o°sJ

S

\o`n'

q,ó-

p°\Q

Oo`

J`

°\

,

t

t0

°`o

Q

°a
o`

i

S.

:òn

F`o

O

4o`o F

\2 e0. `e. r\e

\

J

°¿`D

n,

Qee°

\Qe

°Q°

P

°n

`

o\o

Oe\Qe \°ò0°

aíe

°o`

°ores

r\e o`ro` o
2`
1*r

s

5,

o°`°

seO°

ee

5

e°
í°

e¿°

r'\,r

\oe

é`A

3

O`

12
12

Yes
Yes

Yes

1

0.007

1

0.01

100
100

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

19 x 35/e z 91/4
171/4 z 33/4 x 13

11

No

9.2

300.00
200.00

1

12

Yes

No

1.5

0.01

100

No

No

No

No

161/4 x 31/4 x 104/4

6.8

179.95

1/6-2

20

No

No

8

0.01

100

Yes

Yes

No

No

11 x 25/e z 53/4

3.3

99.00

1h

S

oes

`t

Q

Kit, "O"/volume
compensation.
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CAR RADIOS/TAPE PLAYERS
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S
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S
S
S
S
S
S
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Q
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Auto

2
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C

0
0
5
0
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0
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5
0
0
5
0
0

v°
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C
C

B

C
C

B

C

No
No
Yes

C
C
C

C
C
C
C

No
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No

B

s

p\'o o°

o

o oQ\Ap°

Iv,

7%
7%
7%
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x 234 x 5%
s 2 x 5%
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63/s x 1% x 5%
7% s 2 x 5%
7% s 2 x 5%
63/s s 1% x 5%
7% x 2 x 5%
63/s x 1% x 5%
7% x 2 x 57h
7% x 31/4 z 53/s
7% x 31/4 x 53h
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No
No
No
No
No
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No

C

Qs
o
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B
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C

S
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SQo ó
Po

4ose0o
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

ì
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50

No

4

65

1.5

Yes

0
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8

No
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No
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.

60

No

3.5

65

1

Yes

0

Yes

C

No

No

No
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I

61/4 x 13/4 x 43/4

3.8 (à

60

No

4

60

1.0

Yes

0

Yes

C

Yes

No

No

Yes

I

63h x 13/4 x 434
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No

4

60

2.0

Yes

5

Yes

C

Yes

No

No

Yes

I

61/4 x 134 x 434

70

Yes

4

64

1.0

Yes

5

Yes

C

Yes

No

No

Yes

I

61/4 s 2 z 434

65

Vex

4

60

2.0

Yes

0

Yes

C

Yes

B

Yes
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I

61/4 x 134 x 434
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No

4
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1.0
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0

Yes

C

No

No

No

Yes

I

I

50dB

5.8

50dB
50dB
T530

189.95

S

1531

189.95

S

1560

279.95

S

2.8 @
50d8
6.5 C:
50dß
3.3 @
50dB

154.95

T610

S

154.95

1614

S

149.95

1617

S

189.95

1618

S

9.4 @
50dB
6.3 @
50dB
4.4 C.
50dB
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60

3.4 (à

60

Yes

No

Yes

1.0

60

4

Yes

1.0

60

4

Yes

1.0

60

4

Yes

Yes

0

Yes

0

Yes

C

Yes

0

Yes

C

Yes

C

No
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No
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I
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x 2 x

I
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I
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S
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S

5.0 (à

65

Yes

8

56

1.5
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0
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C
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B
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I
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No

3.5

65
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0
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C

No
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I
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S
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4
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5
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0
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C

No
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I
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1624

129.95

S
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No

4

60

0.8
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0
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C

Yes

No

No

Yes

I
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No

4

60

2.0

Yes

5

Yes

C
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No

No
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t
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x 2 x

60

Yes

4

60

1.5

Yes

5

Yes

C

Yes

No

No

Yes

I

7%

x 2 x 51/s

60

Yes

12.5

50

0.1

Yes

10

Yes

C

Yes

B

Yes

Yes

I

71/4 x 234 x 5

65

Yes

12

64

0.9

Yes

5

Yes

C

Yes

B
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I
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No

Yes

I

7 x 134 x

I

7 s

I

71h x

5.0 (à
50dB

1640

169.95

S

50dB
2.9 @
50dB

1641

219.95

S

4.6 @

T687

599.95

S

1690

299.95

S

5%

50dB

5.0 @
50dB

189.95

1691

S

1692

249.95

S

T693

449.95

S
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6.8 @
50dB
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50dB
2.3 @
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No

12

2.1
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Yes

0

No

C

No

65
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12
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2.1
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0
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C

Yes

B

No

Yes
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12
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1.5
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12
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C

Yes

B

Yes
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x 2 s 6

5%

134 x 5%
2 x 6
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Q°
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o400
ALTEC LANSING

79.95
112.95
239.95

TK -1
SK -1

SW -1

389.95
169.95
239.95

AL -1
6 x 9-4A Duplex
6 x 9-48

Super Duplex
6 x 9-4C Duplex
SK -2 Duplex
B &

W

CLARION

LM -1 DM

80
40

Inc.
80
100
150
100

100

265.00

oe'//'

e°\

,oa
5k -18k

QJoeeeae

±4

C

3% Dia.
5% Die.
6% x 9%

3

S

Five Pieces

2

S

2

S

6%
7%

2
2

S

51/4

4
4

6 x 9

1k

6 x 9
6 x 9
6 x 9

4/1k

6 x 9
51/4

4

4

90-16 ±6
100-18 ±6

4

8/6

80-16

±4

2

4
4

100-10 ±5
30-150 Hz
±4
30-18 ± 5
80-18 ±6
60-18 s5

O`Se

S
S

C

x

938

x

9%

9%

SD5000

6 x 9

4

70-20 ±6

3

S

6 x 9 x 3

501000

179.00
79.00
139.00
119.00
89.00
99.00

120
60
23
80
60
60

6 x 9

4
4

45-20 ±6
30-2 ±6
80-20 ±6
70-20 ±6

3

F

3
3

S

6 x 9 x 31/4
7 x 3
6 x 9 x 2
6 x 9 x 3%

65-16±6
70-18 ±6

2

F

6x9x3/h

3

F

6%

SD970
SD630

7
5

8

6 x 9

4

6 x 9

4

6%

4

F
F

Front -mount control.

x 6 x 73/4

60

50980

,ro

7% x 9%
5% Dia.

189.00

SK107
SK99B

(Continued)

119.95
119.95

II

4C

eà\

os°e4`

x

Omnidirectional, twin direct -radiating
midrange and tweeter.

2%
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29.95
59.95
25.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
55.95
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V360
V363
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37.95
84.95
49.95
69.95
55.95
25.95
29.95
28.95
35.95

25
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15
15
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(Continued)
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4

5

5
4
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4
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^a'
oa
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F

2

F

2

F

2

F

2

F

2

F

4 x 11/4
31/4 x 15/e

F

43/a x 101/4

F

61/4
3 x 5

10

51/4

f

C

10

61/4

80-17.5 ±8

F

4
51rz
61/4
4

61/4

4 x 6
6 x 9
4 x 10
6 x 9
6
4

8
8

61/4 x 21/4
61/4 x 21/4
5 x 13/4
5 x 11/4
4 z 11/4

F

2

7

31/4

O\

2

80-15
60-17 ±6
130-80 ±6
120-20
110-13.5 ± B
70-17 ±9
120-20 ±8
70-21.5 ±9
100-21 ±6
60-22 ±10
70-21 ±5
60-23 ±9
170-9.3 ±8
130-15 ±6
70-17 ± 10
140-15

6 x 9

o°s\°o

R

r\
,e e oso o°

'k`

90-17 ±6
80-18 ±6
90-18 ±6
200-10 ±6
130-18 ±6
120-20 ±6
150-12 ±6

4

31/4

°4`

u°-

°S

3

F

63/e x 91/4
31/4 Dia.
4 Dia.
51/4 Dia.
61/4 Dia.

F

41/4

F
F
F

2

Dla.
Dia.

F

61/4

F

4 x 6

3

F

63/e x 91/4

2
2

F

43h x 101/4

F

F

63/e x 93/4
91/4 x 71/4 x 6
41/4 x 41/4

F

61/4

S

7x31/4x4
61/a x 61/4 x 43/4
61/4

2

S

Dia.

tSurtace, 250

Hz to 16 kHz,

flush, 95 Hz to 16 kHz,

±6

±6

dB;

dB.

Dia.
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400A
800A
1800A
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100E0B4
300E0B3

59.00
109.00
289.00
49.00
89.00
189.00

V507
R501
R502
R510
R511
R550
R551

79.95
49.95
89.95
149.95
199.95
99.95
169.95

pe0°
pF0°\r/
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Amp
Amp
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5
5
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1.0
1.0
1.0

15
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1.0
1.0

51h x 11/4 x 51/4

15
15
25
30
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5.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.03
0.03

51/4 x 11/4 x 41/4
61/4 x 11/4 x 41/4
81/4 x 23h x 53/4
83/4 x 31/e x 63/4
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75
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80
75
75

13.5

80
75
75
75
75
75
75

°\0s

43/4 x 11/4 x 63/5
51/4 x 11/4 x 63/4
73/a x 23/4 x 113/4
43/4 x 11/4 x 23/5

63/4 x 11/4 x 63/4

10 x 3 x 63/4
61/4 x 13/4 x 43/4
61/4 x 13/4 o 43/4
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tec

n1ca

HOW COULD A
CASSETTE DECK
WITH TWO HEADS
BE SO HARD
TO GET?

%SPX

Nter

off .011

METAL

Cr02
TAPE

SELECTOR
NORMAL

Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Card

The Kyocera D-801 Cassette Deck
is hard to get because so much more
is built into it. For example, it has
five circuit boards where most
decks have only one or two. But
that's only the beginning.

It more than meets the ultimate

tape deck challenge.
The challenge is to move tape
across the heads at as nearly a constant speed as possible. Variations
in speed, of course, come out in
your speakers or headphones as
wow and flutter.
Many decks claim a wow and
flutter figure of 0.05% WRMStrouble is, speed variations of
0.05% are clearly audible with
piano music (one of the most revealing tests you can give a cassette
deck-try it on the D-801 and
marvel!).
The D-801 by Kyocera comes
through with a remarkably low wow
and flutter figure of 0.02% WRMS
-and that is derived from a unique,
three -motor, dual capstan drive
mechanism. Two capstans are
driven by a direct drive motor. A
beltless/clutchless simple DC motor
drives the feed and takeup reels,
while a third motor is used as a
head -position assist drive (it greatly
prolongs head -to-tape azimuth accuracy). The dual capstan system
provides that sensationally accurate
tape travel, maintaining proper tension between capstans to eliminate
external shock source modulating
noise.

It more than meets the needs of
the audio perfectionist.
The D-801 goes above and beyond
even the fussiest audiophile's needs
with 3 -position bias/equalization
selection (with fine bias adjustment), 400 Hz calibration tone,
Automatic Program Mute Recording, automatic search, and
electronic 4 digit display, including
counter, elapsed time and time remaining functions.
The D -801's noise reduction systems were built for the audio purist.
It has two-Dolby* B & C- Dolby B
for music material of limited dynamic
range, Dolby C for music of the
widest dynamic range, so noise reduction can be tailored to program
material.
Finally, the specs everyone
wants: frequency response of
30-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB using metal
or CrO2 tape, and a S/N ratio of 78
dB with metal tape in Dolby C NR
mode.
If you have any trouble finding
a Kyocera dealer, contact:
Cybernet International Inc.,
7 Powder Horn Drive, Warren,
N¡ 07060 (201) 560-0060.

*Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby
Laboratories, Inc.
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FM
OUTDOOR
11
ANTENNAS
ANALYZED
LEONARD FELDMAN
of years
ago, the Editors of
Audio asked me to
test and evaluate a half dozen or so of then -popular outdoor FM antennas. To this
day, my neighbors look at
me with raised eyebrows, no
doubt convinced that am
either slightly eccentric or
awfully hard to please: During that testing period
hired the services of an antenna installer who would
climb up to my chimney top
every two or three days, remove the FM antenna that
had been painstakingly
mounted there a few days
before, and proceed to

Testing outdoor antennas
meaningfully is not simple,
learned from discusas
sions with Mr. Barr. Furthermore, as is obvious from the
"specifications" listed (and
not listed) in Table I, most
manufacturers of antennas
provide only the most meager data regarding their
products; the tester is left on
his own to come up with
tests and numbers that enable proper evaluation of
antenna performance under
given reception conditions.

Anumber

I

I

I

li

t .

fit

, !

!

.pppq

t

t

..-vrtre
t

t

.rt

t

r .te

t t t

I
t

t

e

c

The Test Site and Setup
The test site was the CBS
Technology Center, some

35 miles from most of the FM
The reference Smith chart shows the relative
a new one in its
transmitting antennas in
predominance of resistive, capacitive and inductive
place. This went on for the
mid -Manhattan, New York. A
components in an antenna's impedance. Resistances fall
better part of a whole
source antenna was mounton the horizontal line, inductive reactances above and
month!
ed on the roof of the laboracapacitive reactances below.
When the present Editor
tory. The antennas under
asked me to do another surtest were mounted on top of a testing tower approximately
vey and test of FM antennas, my first reaction was, "Thanks,
75 feet above ground level and about 400 feet away from
but no thanks!" Cold weather was approaching, and
the source antenna. The dynamic range of the test facility
wasn't ready for more of those neighborly stares. Happily,
was in excess of 50 dB. The average radiation uniformity
learned that the actual testing, this time, would be done in
across any given antenna under test was approximately 1
Stamford, Connecticut, by the prestigious CBS Technology
dB. Transmissions of the test signals were done only during
Center and under the supervision of Frank Barr, Manager of
the normal vertical blanking period of the nearest TV station
their Product Evaluation Laboratory. My job would simply be
in order to prevent interference with any FM or TV station in
to interpret and explain the data. Having worked with Frank
vicinity.
the
agreed.
test
projects,
Barr on a variety of other

mount

I

.

I

I
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Antenna Characteristics
As a general rule, when you see an

Antennacraft GFM-6

antenna that has many rods or elements, you can assume that it is highly
directional. That is, it is more sensitive
to signals arriving perpendicular to its
active elements than it is to signals
coming in from other angles, or even

from the opposite direction. Such di rectionality is desirable in an FM antenna for at least two reasons. First, antennas that are highly directional also
have high "gain." Gain, when referring
to an FM antenna, must always be related to a standard reference antenna
whose gain is arbitrarily said to be 0

Table I-Manufacturer's specifications and measured test data. A +j
value
value for impedance represents inductive reactance, while a
represents capacitive reactance. No specs are given by Radio Shack; the
balance list impedance at 300 ohms, except for Winegard's CH -6060 which
is listed as 75/300 ohms.

-j

Antennacraft GFM-10

Beamwidth-

Gain-dB

F/B

RatiodB

Deg.

No. of

Test

Spec

Spec

Test

6

6.4

+5

75

72

16

19

Antennacraft GFM-10

10

8.1

+9

66

64

17

16

Antennacraft GFM-SS

2

- 3.0

-3

Omni

Omni

--

Channel Master 4408

9

9.5

Make & Model

Antennacraft GFM-6

Elements

Spec

Test

Antennacraft GFM-SS

+ 12.5

No

47

Spec

Channel Master 4405

1

0

Finco FM -4G

6

6.89.6

Finco FMT

2

0

Channel Master 4408

Radio Shack 15-1638A

10

No

Radio Shack 15-1639

2

No

Spec

Omni

-

Omn

+ 8.5

42

71

17

- 1.5

Omni

-

Omni

+5.5

No

60

No

0

Spec

Channel Master 4405

No

Spec

14.5

17

Spec

-3.5

Omni

---

Omni

--

+8

No

66

No

17.5

Spec

Winegard CH -6060

6

No

Spec
Winegard TV -6011

2

No

Spec

0

Omni

Spec

---

Omni

---

Spec
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dB. In these tests, the reference antenna was a simple, standard half -wave
dipole, cut to a length which is resonant at the frequency of the received
signal with which it is tested. Rabbit
ears and the flat twin -lead antennas
provided with FM tuners and receivers
are the most common dipoles.

Six of the antennas tested are multi element, directional types, and these
would be expected to have gain well
above 0 dB. The remaining five are so-

called omnidirectional types, and
these might be expected to show 0 -dB
gain values or even slightly negative
gain. The measurement of gain was
made from the frontal or main lobe (0°)
of the polar plots taken for each antenna and reproduced here. For example,
a gain of 6 dB as listed in Table
(summary of test data) means that the
particular antenna delivers twice the
voltage or four times the power (in dBf)
compared to a standard half -wave dipole. The higher the gain and directionality of the antenna, the longer and
narrower the front lobe becomes.
I

Impedance
MHz
88
98
108

250 +j75
225 -j15
540 + j165

88
98
108

375 +j90
175 +j35
675 j300

88
98
108

115
250

88

98
108

Price-$

1.4
1.4

27.00

2.0
1.4
1.8

-

2.8

+j60

2.8

-j270

2.5

360 +j120

1.5

360 + j25
210 +j120

1.2
1.8

180

88

VSWR

-j90

47.00

19.00

78. 95

1.9

210 +1180
330 -j30
210 -j60

1.9

88
98
108

210 -190
420 j0

2.2
1.4

-j115

2.1

88
98
108

180 -j50
315 -j180
375 +j120

1.8
1.8
1.5

25.90

88
98
108

315 +j115
150 j0
750
j300

1.4

30.00

-

2.0
3.0

88
98
108

105 +j75
255 -j225

3.0
2.2

360 +j90

1.4

88
98

170 +j115
115 +j40
240 +j1$5

4.0
1.7

- j30
360 -j165

1.5
1.8
1.8

98
108

108

88
98
108

-

165

205

345+j180
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22

s<

1.2

1.5

50.10

12.00

44.75

2.1

34.75

Radio Shack 15.1638A

Directivity and Beamwidth
While antenna gain is certainly an
important parameter to be considered
in judging an FM antenna, it is assuredly not the only one. The polar
patterns plotted by CBS Technology
Center for the 11 antennas provide us
with other useful information. For the
six directional antennas, measurements of beamwidth and front -to-back
ratio were also made. Beamwidth is the
antenna's front radiation angle, which
is defined by the half-power points
(-3 dB). If this angle is too great, the
antenna is insufficiently directional,
and it may have trouble rejecting reflected signals. If the beamwidth is too
narrow, you may have trouble locating
the precise position that gives the best
reception on one station, possibly sacrificing some quality on other stations.
The six highly directional antennas
tested are designed to be used in
weak signal areas but may also be
suited for close -in reception conditions
where problems such as multipath reflect ons and co -channel or adjacent
channel interference exist.
Omnidirectional antennas, though
always much lower in gain and lacking
any significant directionality, may still
be the best choice in certain situations.
For example, if you live in an area
which is relatively free of multipath
problems, receives strong signals, but
receives them from many points on the
compass, a low-cost omnidirectional
antenna may suffice. If, on the other
hand, you have multipath problems,
weak -signal conditions and station sig43

Radio Shack 15.1639

Winegard CH -6060

!

Winegard TV -6011

"Using a good FM antenna
is probably the single most
significant improvement
you can make for good
FM reception."
nais arriving from many points on the
compass, your only solution may be to
select a directional antenna and add a
powered rotator.
The last characteristic which can be
determined from the polar plots is
called front -to-back ratio. It is the ratio
between the signal gain of the front
lobe and the gain of the signal coming
in from the rear (180°). Although all
antennas also have some lobes to the
sides and rear, those with the smallest
back lobes are likely to have the best
rejection of signals coming from the
back of the antenna. This is especially
important if you happen to be located
between the two transmitters, each off
in a

different direction.

Antenna Impedance
If you've ever examined the rear
panel of an FM tuner or receiver, you
have probably seen the notation "300
ohms" next to the two screw terminals
to which the antenna down -lead is connected. Many tuners also incorporate
coaxial connectors which bear the notation "75 ohms." These numbers refer
to the input impedance of the r.f. circuitry of the FM set. Ideally, there
should be a perfect match between
your antenna, its down -lead or cable,
and the input impedance of your FM
receiver or tuner. All of the antennas
tested for this report have a nominal
impedance rating of 300 ohms, with
the exception of the Winegard CH 6060. The CH -6060 is basically a 75 ohm unit, but it is supplied with a
matching transformer that can be set
for either 75 or 300 ohms. If your FM
tuner or receiver is equipped only with
a 75 -ohm input terminal, it is possible
to use a 300 -to -75 ohm transformer
device which, in theory at least, maintains a correct match between the antenna and the circuits to which it is

connected.
When a proper match is maintained
between antenna and FM tuner, maximum power transfer takes place between the two. In practice, such a perfect match is seldom achieved. The
impedance of an antenna is hardly
ever exactly its nominal value (300 or
75 ohms), and even if it is, it is not likely

that this value will be maintained over
the entire tuning range (in this case,
from 88 to 108 MHz). Furthermore, an
ideal antenna would have an imped-
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ance which is purely resistive, whereas
in actual practice an antenna's impedance is usually partly resistive and
partly reactive (inductive or capacitive).

ideal at a frequency of 98 MHz, at least
insofar as its being purely resistive.
The Channel Master 4405, at 98 MHz,
also comes very close to the ideal value of 300 ohms (resistive) with minimal

Mismatches in impedance cause

capacitive reactance which would

some of the signal energy received to
be reflected back up the transmission
line, to the antenna. If the antenna is
totally resistive, it absorbs this reflected energy. But if, as in most cases,
there are reactive components in the
antenna's impedance, some of the reflected wave bounces back yet again
towards the tuner or receiver. Such reflections can cause various forms of
distortion in the received audio program, most of which sound like multi path distortion.
While deviations from the purely resistive ideal make for a less -than -perfect antenna, performance degradation (even with relatively large mismatches and rather highly reactive
components) is not as great as you
might think. So, while the a.c. impedances shown in the test results of Table seem, in many cases, to be far
from the "ideal," note that both resistive and reactive components normally
vary rather widely over the FM frequency band, and at some frequency the
overall impedance may be closer to
the ideal value of 300 ohms, and purely resistive at that.
Although Table lists only the impedances observed at 88, 98, and 108
MHz for the 11 antennas tested, these
values were obtained using a display
known as a Smith chart. A detailed
photostatic view of the Smith chart is
shown for reference along with Smith
chart 'scope readings for each of the
11 antennas measured. The bright
dots in each 'scope photo show the
impedance value for the identified frequencies. A purely resistive value will
appear as a bright dot along the display's horizontal center line. An impedance dot in the upper hemisphere of
the display indicates an inductive reactance. Dots appearing below center
indicate the capacitive reactance. An
antenna having a purely resistive impedance of exactly 300 ohms would
produce a dot lying exactly on the horizontal axis, where the numeral 1.0 is
seen in the reference Smith chart.
Note, for example, that the Finco (Finney Co.) FM -4G comes close to this

have negligible effect. In Table under
"Impedance," the first number in each

I

I

I

measurement tells the resistive component, while the number following the
letter "j" depicts the reactive component. A "+j" means inductive reactance while a "-j" means capacitive
reactance.
The Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
(VSWR), also tabulated in Table I, is
the ratio of the highest and lowest voltages in a transmission line and is a
function of the impedance match between the antenna and the FM receiver. Under ideal conditions, the VSWR
would have a value of 1.0. All of the FM
antennas tested exhibit values greater
than 1.0, showing that some portion of
the electromagnetic energy is being
reflected instead of being delivered
with maximum efficiency to the antenna. should stress that "perfection" in
antenna design is never completely
achieved, particularly when an antenna has to cover a wide range of frequencies.
I

Test Results
The results obtained by CBS Technology Center and summarized in Table pretty well speak for themselves.
Clearly, when it comes to antennas for
FM there is no such thing as a single
"best" model for everyone, since qualities that are important in a particular
geographic location will be less important in another.
The highest gain was exhibited by
the Channel Master 4408 (12.5 dB),
with the Antennacraft GFM-10, Finco
FM -4G and Winegard CH -6060 next in
line. Those seeking a narrow -beam width (highly directional) antenna may
also want to choose the Channel Master 4408, though the Radio Shack 151638A, the Antennacraft GFM-10 and
the Winegard CH -6060 all did quite
well in this regard. If high front -to-back
ratio is what you need, the six -element
GFM-6 by Antennacraft did very well (a
high 19 dB), followed closely by the
Winegard CH -6060 and the Radio
Shack 15-1638A (17.5 and 17 dB respectively).
I
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"As a general rule of thumb,
antennas with many rods
or elements are considered
highly directional."

Polar patterns for 11 tested antennas.
The dashed lines indicate the gain of
a reference dipole, for comparison.
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"While gain is certainly an
important parameter in
judging an FM antenna, it
is not the only one."

Smith charts for the 11 antennas
tested. Numbers shown are FM
frequencies in MHz.
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"If you have multipath and
weak signals from many
directions, you may need
both a directional antenna
and a rotator."

ANTENNA TYPES AND TERMS
Antenna performance is always
rated relative to the performance of
a reference dipole. You may never
see such an antenna on a rooftop,
but if you did, it would look like a
flattened -out Channel Master 4405
or like one of the crossbars on the
other omnidirectional antennas
shown. Rabbit ears and the flat,
twin -lead antennas provided with
FM tuners and receivers are the
most common dipoles.
A reference dipole's directivity
also resembles that of the Channel
Master 4405 except that the
dipole's figure -8 pattern is
narrower, with less side pickup.
Omnidirectional antennas should
theoretically be equally sensitive in
all directions. In practice, their
patterns usually range from the fat
figure-8 of the 4405 to the
pinched -in circle of the
Winegard TV -6011.
Directional antennas come in
several types (yagi, log periodic,
et al.) which almost invariably
consist of several parallel
elements, one behind the other.
While they are usually far more
sensitive in their forward direction
than any other, plots of their
directivity usually show some
sensitivity to the back or sides.
Directional antennas tend to have

TRANSMITTER

TALL
BUILDING

FM

y ..
MOUNTAIN
RANGE

ANTENNA

How multipath occurs. Note that the signal being broadcast by the
transmitter will arrive at the home antenna by three different paths.
more obviously asymmetrical
directivity plots, too.
Directivity is needed both to
concentrate an antenna's
sensitivity in one direction for
weak -signal pickup, and td

exclude unwanted signals. In
fringe areas where the listener
lives roughly halfway between two
stations sharing the same
frequency, such signals may
include co -channel interference.
Unwanted stations may also
include strong stations on a
frequency near that of the desired
one, especially if the tuner's
selectivity is poor.
Directional antennas are also
frequently used to reduce

As for antennas with "best" impedance characteristics and lowest voltage standing wave ratios, no clear winner emerges since, as
said, these
characteristics vary widely with frequency of the signal being received by
the particular antenna. did note that
VSWRs for the Channel Master 4408
and 4405, the Finco FMT, and the
Winegard TV -6011 did not exceed 2.0
at any of the frequencies at which they
were tested.

Technology Center, this fact is often
overlooked by many, who insist upon
using the ribbon -wire dipole supplied
by the manufacturers of most tuners
and receivers.
The six directional antennas tested
were designed to be used in weak
signal areas or, as stated earlier, in
areas having reception problems attributable to signal reflections. If you
are trying to receive very distant signals or plan to use one antenna for
more than one set (an arrangement

General Conclusions
Using a good FM antenna is probably the single most significant improvement you can make for good FM reception. As pointed out by the CBS

which obviously

I

I
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reduces signal

strength available to each set), one of
these antennas would be a good
choice. Mounting should be on a separate mast, away from other antennas

multipath pickup, where the
incoming signal is accompanied
by signal reflections (see
illustration). Since reflections follow
longer paths than the direct signal,
they are delayed. A mixture of
direct and delayed signals can
cause distortion on FM, equivalent
to "ghosts" on television. A
directional antenna can exclude
these delayed signals to pick up
only the direct signal. In some
situations, a directional antenna
can be aimed to exclude a direct
signal accompanied by several
reflections. Instead, it should be
aimed to pick up a reflection
coming in alone from someplace
else.
-Ivan Berger
and power lines, and, if need be, an
antenna rotator should be used.
The remaining five antennas tested
are omnidirectional. Compared with a
standard dipole, these units have very
little gain and often even a loss. They
should only be used in strong signal
areas which are free of multipath and
r.f. interference. No rotator is needed,
and an omnidirectional antenna can
generally be mounted on an existing
TV antenna mast, although a distance
of at least four feet should be maintained between it and any other antenna already on that mast. In addition,
any antenna installation should be kept
well away from any power line as a
safety precaution.
ul
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ONE -BRAND
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studied the literature in preparing for this analysis of H. H.

As

I

Scott's highest priced onebrand system (one of six Slimcom systems ranging in price from just under
$1,000.00 'o $2,160.00), looked forward to being able to test and report
on a superb package. was overjoyed
to see that Scott had elected to use
components in their assembled onebrand systems which are identical to
prethose they sell as separates.
I

I

I

sumed, therefore, that the system
would be as good as or better than the
sum of its excellent parts.
Unfortunately, not all those parts are
up to the quality would have expected from the venerable Scott company
I
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(one of the true pioneers of high-fidelity
components). As a result, the sum of
those parts doesn't come off that well.
It only pays to buy a packaged system
when its individual components are superb, or when the system price is substantially lower than that of its component parts, or when the system provides facilities not available from individual components.
For example, some one -brand systems offer remote control. A few also
have components which interact, so
that the turntable can cue the tape
deck or so that selection of an FM
station on the tuner will automatically
set the amplifier's selector to FM. You
won't find such extra features here.

That's not to say the components of
the Slimcom 650SL don't go well to gether. They are all of the same basic
width (about 17 inches) and look good
when stacked one above the other.
Visual displays, such as the power lev el on the integrated amplifier and the
record -level indicators on the cassette
deck, are of the same color and de sign. Panel finish and touch buttons on
all of the units are similar, even on the
turntable (which is mounted atop the

supplied rack -type, wood -finished
cabinet). This lends an attractive, co hesive look to the entire system.
The 458A integrated amplifier delivered in excess of 72 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads at its rated harmonic
AUDIO/JANUARY 1983

cuits (with comprehensive tape copy
facilities) and a loudness control. A
pleasant surprise on a unit in this price
category is the presence of a phonoinput stage which will, at the touch of a
switch, accommodate a moving -coil
phono cartridge.
The slim 558T tuner offers seven AM
and seven FM station presets and effective, frequency -synthesized tuning.

distortion of 0.03%. A most interesting
calibration scheme for the power -output LEDs is used: At low signal levels,
the maximum scale for the LEDs is
watt. When that level is exceeded, the
range automatically changes to a maximum of 100 watts full-scale. Separate
bass, midrange and treble tone controls are provided, as are subsonic and
high -cut filters, two tape monitor cir1

N

ONE -BRAND SYSTEM RATINGS
Manufacturer: H. H. Scott
Model: Slimcom 650SL
Company Address: 20 Commerce Way, Woburn, Mass. 01888.
Cabinet Dimensions: 37 in. W x 32 in. H x 18 in. D.
Price: $2,160.00. For literature, circle No. 98.
Component & Specification

Claimed

Measured

Power Amp Section (458A)
Power/Channel, watts
Rated THD, %

65

72.6
0.01

Preamp/Control Section (458A)
Freq. Response, Phono, ±dB
Phono S/N, dB

RIM, ±0.5

0.03

FM Tuner Section (558T)
50 -dB Quieting, Stereo, dBf
S/N, Stereo, dB
THD, Stereo, 1 kHz, %
Separation, 1 kHz, dB
Alt. Channel Selectivity, dB

Turntable/Cartridge Section (PS68C)
Frequency Resp., Hz -kHz, ± dB
Separation, 1 kHz, dB
Rumble, DIN B, dB
Wow & Flutter, % wtd. rms
Cassette Recorder Section (638DM)
Freq. Resp., Hz-kHz, ±3 dB
Normal Tape
Chrome Tape
Metal Tape
S/N, Best Tape, dB (with NR)
Wow & Flutter, % wtd. rms

Rating System
= Poor;
= Good;

ff

ff

J,

80

RIAA, +0,
79.5

Rating

-1.5

37.0
72.0
0.2
50.0
60.0

37.0
71.0

N/A
N/A

20-20, +1.4,
20.5

0.035

0.05

25-16
25-17
25-17
66
0.045

26-14.5
25-14.5
25-16.0
67.5
0.065

ff
.1V)

»f
1)f

0.11

35.0
60.0

-60

= Very Good;

ff

fff
-1.7

-62

ffff

= Excellent;

f

ff
fff
f1)

f
f
1)11f

fff ff

= Superb.

General Comments
Power Amplifier: Sound quality acceptable, with adequate power reserve for matching
speakers. Phono equalization not accurate at high frequencies. Turntable & Cartridge:
Reasonably well -matched to each other, but heavy tracking requirement for cartridge
and further deviations from flat response detracts from low -noise and otherwise good
performance of turntable. Tuner: Well -designed and easy to tune, but misalignment
caused poor separation readings in lab tests. Cassette Deck: Should have done better
in frequency response with the premium tapes used, but did offer good S/N ratio and
accurate Dolby tracking.
Overall Comment: There is little that distinguishes the components of this system from
equivalent separates; therefore, there is no particular advantage in opting for the entire
package. would recommend the integrated amplifier, tuner and turntable (providing
you upgrade the cartridge), but there are better cassette decks available at its price.
Y2.
Overall Rating:
I

I

ff
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addition, the now -familiar tuning
modes such as automatic (tuning
stops when usable signals are encountered) and up -down manual are also
included. A high -blend circuit can be
switched in to reduce noise during
weak -signal stereo reception, with
some reduction in treble stereo separation. While stereo quieting, signal-tonoise ratios and distortion levels essentially met or exceeded published
specifications, stereo separation at
kHz fell far short of the claimed 50 dB,
In

1

measuring only 35 dB. Clearly, more
careful alignment of the multiplex decoder section would have brought the
separation within spec. Indicating displays of this tuner include frequency
readout, preset station frequency, tuning, stereo, signal strength, and "memory" (which lights up when the tuner is
ready to preset or "memorize" a station
frequency).
The unidentifiable moving-magnet
cartridge supplied with the PS68C
turntable came properly mounted in a
tonearm shell, thereby eliminating the
most difficult chore (for most neophytes) of the installation sequence.
The rest of the turntable setup was
easily accomplished with this relatively
simple and straightforward semi -automatic direct -drive unit. Rumble was actually a bit lower (62 dB, DIN B) than
claimed by Scott, but had difficulty
substantiating their wow -and -flutter figure of 0.035%. It is quite possible that
eccentricities of the test record and/or
the center spindle of the table may
have contributed to the somewhat
higher reading (which was, nevertheless, still acceptably low). My criticism
is of the nondescript cartridge rather
than the turntable itself. Though well damped at the high -frequency end of
the spectrum, it did exhibit deviations
from flat response, amounting to about
1.5 dB above reference level and 1.7
dB below reference level.
felt, too,
that a tracking requirement of 2 grams
was a bit on the heavy side and would
recommend substitution of a higher
quality cartridge. The turntable and
tonearm can certainly handle a better
pickup than the one supplied, without
encountering any difficulties.
I

I

Although
used premium -grade
cassette tapes (TDK AD, SA and MA
for the three major generic tape types),
Continued on page 71
I
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
Dynamic Range: More than 90 dB.
S/N Ratio: More than 90 dB.
Channel Separation: More than 60
dB.

Distortion: 0.03%.
Wow and Flutter: Not measurable.
Line Output Level: 1.4 volts for 0 -dB
record level.

Power Consumption: 24 watts.
Dimensions: 12.6 in. (32 cm) W x 5.7

HITACHI
DA-1000

(14.5 cm)

H

x 9.2 in. (23.4 cm) D.

Weight: 12.32 lbs. (5.54 kg).
Price: Not determined.
Company Address: 401 West Artesia

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYER

Blvd., Compton, Cal. 90220.
For literature, circle No. 90
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must confess that when was asked to test and evaluate
second digital audio disc player only a few weeks after
having tested the Sony CDP-101 (for the November 1982
issue of Audio, with a follow-up elsewhere in this issue),
suspected that the project would result in identical measurements and even identical product descriptions. Nothing
could have been further from the truth. am happy to inform
my colleagues who test and evaluate audio products that
their futures are secure. Digital audio players are not all
peas in a pod. They are, in fact, as different from each other
as are analog audio products. As it tùrns out, these first two
DAD players differ not only in features and physical configuration, but in measured performance characteristics as well.
If had to sum up my conclusions about each, I'd say that
the Hitachi has the edge on convenience features, but not
as far as pure, measured performance is concerned.
The Hitachi DA -1000 is configured somewhat like a cassette deck, in that digital discs are loaded into the machine
via a swing -down door. A slot at the top of this door accepts
the disc, which should be inserted with its label facing you.
Slight downward pressure on the disc itself activates a
I

I

a

I

I

I

motor mechanism which both "swallows" the disc and
closes the hinged door. With no further directions from the
user, the disc (which is now upright, its label towards the
user) then spins briefly so that the laser pickup can read the
disc's coded "Table of Contents."
The left section of the panel is dedicated to several
illuminated displays and to the power on/off switch. One of
these displays tells the number of individual selections on
the disc, as well as the number of the selection currently
being played. Thus, a few seconds after the measurement
test record is inserted in the machine, this display tells us
that there are 39 separate "bands" or selections on the
record, as indeed there are. (See my description of the test
disc in the Sony CDP-101 "Equipment Profile" postscript in
this issue.) Another display, below the "Program/Play" display, indicates volume level supplied to the phone jack and
to the variable -level output jacks at the rear of the unit. A
real-time counter display indicates elapsed time since the
beginning of the selection being played or, during programming of the desired selection, the total time of the selections
being called for. Still another display, the "Location Indica -

HITACHI

Key In key computer control

LOCATION INDICATOR

a

e

a

m 20

swas
m aa e e

lfo Sn eo
ENO

II

PAUSE

OPEN/CLOSE
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"Fast -forward and fast backward are more like a
tape deck's auto search
than tape fast -forward and
fast-rewind."

3-

Fig.
THD analysis
of a 1 -kHz

test signal.

Fig.

\..7\7\

4-

Distortion
components
(lower trace)
during playback
of high-level
1 -kHz test signal;
the output signal
is represented
by the upper
trace.

Fig.

5-

Twin-tone IM
measurement
discloses no
visible IM components, but
noise level is
within dynamic
range of the
spectrum
analyzer display.

tor," shows how far into the disc you are, using a moving LED spot on a scale calibrated in five-minute increments
from 0 to 60 minutes (the approximate total playing time per
side of a DAD disc).
The right-hand portion of the DA -1000's front panel contains buttons for programming, volume "Up" and "Down,"
play, stop, and door open/close as well as a stereo phone
jack. In addition, there are two rocker bars in this area, one
of which handles fast-forward/fast-replay functions, the other pause and "Memory Stop." These last-named functions
are so versatile that it was necessary to read the preliminary
English translation of the owner's manual to understand all
of the functions they perform. Take the fast-forward/fastbackward button, for example: When fast -forward is
pressed, the laser pickup advances only to the beginning of
52

the next selection and then begins to play it. Depressing
fast -backwards once brings the pickup back to the start of
the selection currently being heard, while depressing it a
second time moves the pickup back to the start of the
previous selection. In this, it is less like a tape recorder's
fast -forward and fast -rewind than like a cassette deck's auto
search function.
The remaining controls are for programming and volume
adjustment. Random-access programming is accomplished
by depressing the "Program" touch button, followed by the
number of the selection you want to hear first; this process is
repeated until you have programmed all preferences in
desired order. To make programming a little less tedious,
touch buttons labeled "1" and "10" are provided. Thus, if
you want to hear selection number 22, you would touch the
"10" button two times and the "1" button twice; the number
"22" will then appear in the indicator at the left end of the
panel. A "Clear" button erases previous programming and a
"Call" button permits you to see on the display what you've
programmed. A "Repeat" button, if depressed when there is
no preprogramming entered, will simply cause the disc to
be played over again. If it is depressed when a randomaccess program has been entered, it will cause repeat play
of only those bands that have been selected.
When in stop mode, pressing the "Call" button displays
the play time of all selections on the disc. In play mode,
pressing "Call" displays the play time from the start of the
disc to the current play position. With so many displays and
indications available (I've probably left some out) and so
much information to be gathered about each disc, one
wonders when the user will have time to listen to some

music!
The rear panel of the DA -1000 is much more simply
configured. It is equipped only with a pair of fixed output
jacks and a pair of variable output jacks whose output
signal level, like that of the headphone jack, is controlled by
the volume control buttons.

Measurements
subjected the Hitachi DA -1000 player to all the tests on
the Sony test disc. Frequency response was almost ruler flat, as shown in Fig. 1, though there was a fraction of a dB
I

of rise at around 16 Hz and a dip amounting to just short of 1
dB at 20 kHz. These slight deviations from perfectly flat
response would seem to indicate that the anti-aliasing,
sharp cutoff filter in this particular sample may not have
been optimally tuned, but the deviations are certainly negligible from a listener's point of view.
Separation, though superb (and 20 dB better than Hitachi
specifies), was not as high as the other player's. It hovered
around the 80 dB level, decreasing to just over 70 dB at the
20-kHz test frequency. This still exceeds the modest claim
of 60 dB made by Hitachi and surpasses by far anything
that has yet been achieved with an analog disc or tape.
Total harmonic distortion at 0 dB (maximum output) level
for this unit was considerably higher than measured for the
Sony player and was, in fact, considerably higher than the
0.03% claimed by Hitachi. A graphic plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency, using the test frequencies available
on the test record, is shown in Fig. 2.
I
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"Dynamic range is less

than claimed-but still 20
to 25 dB better than even
the best analog LP discs."

was somewhat perplexed by this relatively high (though
audibly insignificant) THD level, the more so because the
competing unit had exhibited distortion levels that were at
least an order of magnitude lower. Applying the -kHz test
signal (at 0 dB) to spectral analysis, confirmed that the
problem was, indeed, common garden-variety THD and not
noise or other nonharmonically related residual signals, as
can be seen in Fig. 3. To the right of the desired -kHz
"spike" we see a rather large number of harmonic components, all the way up to a tenth harmonic. Higher order
components may also be present but may be too low in
level to be discerned with this spectrum analyzer's limited
80 dB of dynamic range. Investigating further, checked the
output waveform and the distortion component waveform
(as derived from a distortion analyzer) on a dual -trace
'scope, Fig. 4. The lower trace shows the distortion components found in the output signal, which is depicted by the
upper trace. The problem looks almost the same as clipping, so suspected that perhaps what Sony considers to
be "0 dB level" might be higher than that for the Hitachi unit.
therefore repeated the distortion measurements at a -10
dB signal level, which is also available on the test disc.
Distortion remained virtually the same: 0.1%.
SMPTE IM, also measured using the same test disc, was
0.06% at 0 dB level and 0.16% at -10 dB recording level. If
there were any IM components generated by the twin -tone
(19 and 20 kHz) test signals, they remained buried beneath
the noise floor observable in the spectrum analyzer display
I

1

I

1
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I

of Fig. 5.

As for that noise floor, measured it as being 83 dB below
reference maximum output level when no weighting was
applied and as 87 dB below when using an A -weighted
network. This falls somewhat short of the 90 dB of dynamic
range claimed for the DA -1000, but again, it is around 20 to
25 dB better than the dynamic range available from even
the best analog LP records.
De -emphasis built into the DA -1000 was within around 0.2
dB of the values required, judging from the three available
test frequencies on the test disc. While precise readings of
4.53 and 9.04 dB are prescribed at 1, 5 and 10
0.37,
kHz, measured attenuations of -0.4, -4.8, and -8.8 dB
at those frequencies respectively.
I
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Use and Listening Tests
In my first tests of a digital audio disc player, most of the
musical listening was confined to Polygram DADs. For testing the Hitachi DA -1000, was also able to add a CBS -Sony
DAD release to the collection. The new disc, cataloged as
38DC 1, is a recording of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony plus
Schubert's Eighth ("Unfinished") Symphony, both conducted by Lorin Maazel with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.
Of interest was its price, printed right on the back page of
the little pamphlet packaged with the disc. (It's legal in
Japan for manufacturers to set retail prices for their wares,
though retailers can still discount those prices if they like,
and many do.) The price read 3800 yen which, when converted at a rate of around 260 yen to the dollar (current rate
as this is being written), works out to $14.62. Not bad for an
"audiophile" record such as this, wouldn't you say? Although most of the information contained in the pamphlet is

Japanese, the recording data section is in English and
indicates that the Beethoven was recorded in Nagoya, Japan on November 5, 1980, and the Schubert work about a
week later, on November 13, 1980, at Hitomi Memorial Hall
in Tokyo. mention this only to convey the important fact that
these were live recordings mastered digitally, and not simply re -recordings of analog master tapes in digital format.
Though the Hitachi DA -1000's measurements were no
match for the other player's, its sound quality when playing
discs was superb. It is hard to correlate musical loudness
levels with single test-tone levels, but it did seem to me that
the test record tended to push things a bit, and that most of
the musical discs
played had peak levels recorded at
somewhat lower absolute levels. do not know whether this
was done deliberately to prevent accidental overrecording
(a veritable catastrophe in the case of digital records) or is
simply a random thing.
From time to time, the Hitachi DA -1000 did not respond
tried to
correctly to my programming commands when
program sequential bands on the test record in a particular
order. In one case the laser pickup began playing the
wrong selection; in several other cases, especially when
called for a high -numbered selection, the player began to
spin the disc, seemed to search for the required band, and
then gave up and stopped. It may well be this was because
the test record had so many (39) separate "selections." The
failure to program correctly never occurred with any of the
musical records which played on the machine.
All of this in no way detracts from the excellent quality of
music reproduction which heard and which was virtually
indistinguishable from the quality of sound obtained from
the Sony unit.
get the feeling that Hitachi's engineers
concentrated more on displays and front -panel features. If
that doesn't add anything to the price, fine. But if the DA 1000 ends up costing significantly more than the competition without sounding better (and in fact, measuring somewhat poorer), then it is up to the individual as to whether the
bells and whistles are worth the extra money.
Leonard Feldman
Editor's Note: This DA -1000 was a late pre -production unit,
built by hand instead of on the line, and its measurements
may possibly not be up to those of actual production samples. We will test a production unit as soon as possible, and
will report on any differences we find.-E.P.
in
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Two recent Compact Disc releases.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Stabilizer Plate
Diameter: 11.81 in. (300 mm).
Thickness: 0.374 in. (9.5 mm).
Weight: 3.087 lbs. (1.4 kg).
Basic Material: Duraluminum.

Suction Unit (ÁT661)
Power Source: Two

C

batteries, 3

Current Drain: 500 mA, loaded.
Low -Voltage Operational Limit: 1.64
volts.

Time Required to Obtain Suction: 7
seconds or less (110 -cc capacity
load).

Obtainable Vacuum: 400 mm Hg or

I
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General Specifications

Dimensions: 2.79

in. (71 mm) W x
1.61 in. (41 mm) H x 5.16 in. (131
mm) D.
Weight: 6 oz. (168 grams) without bat-

teries.

Accessories: Spindle

adaptor, turntable platter spacer, record compressor, cleaning leather,
suction nozzle, two C batteries.
Price: $295.00.
Company Address: 1221 Commerce
Dr., Stow, Ohio 44224.
For literature, circle No. 91

better.

During the Consumer Electronics Show held in Las Vegas
January 1982, Jon Kelly, President of Audio-Technica
U.S., demonstrated a prototype of a vacuum record -clamping device that replaces the turntable mat and converts the
turntable to a vacuum -platter turntable, clamping the record
in place for over an hour. This item was, indeed, unique!
A vacuum -suction system is used to flatten out all record
warps, usually of the "dish" or "pinch" type, on a 12 -inch
(30 cm) record. At the same time, it firmly bonds the vinyl
record to the vacuum platter, thus eliminating the everpresent problem of vinyl resonance. In the prototype shown
at the CES, the vacuum was created with a hand -operated
vacuum pump. was of the opinion that this type of vacuum
pump would, after a while, become a nuisance such that
the Disc Stabilizer would not be used except by the most
avid audiophile. Apparently, many people were in agreein

mm Hg (3 volts d.c.).

Supplied

volts d.c.

AUDIOTECHNICA
AT666EX DISC
STABILIZER

Limiter Operation Vacuum: Over 350

ment because it wasn't long before was informed that the
vacuum pump would be battery operated.
During the summer CES, held in Chicago last June,
Audio-Technica introduced the modified version with the
battery -operated vacuum pump. With this innovation, the
AT666EX Disc Stabilizer can be used to modernize most
direct -drive turntables and possibly any belt -driven turntable currently available. Some older spring -suspension turntables may require a heavier type of suspension spring
capable of handling the additional three -pound weight. Further, the turntable manufacturer should be asked if the
bearings can withstand the device's three pounds; am
quite certain, for example, that the Linn Sondek's can't.
Vacuum-platter turntables are not a new idea, inasmuch
as they have been around for a few decades. Their primary
use is to hold (bond) the acetate record blank (lacquer)
I

I
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firmly to the cutting lathe turntable when a master disc is
being cut. About three or four years ago Luxman introduced
their PD -555 turntable with a vacuum -suction system that is
excellent, but the price is almost $3,000. Subsequently,
Luxman produced at least three additional turntable models
utilizing the vacuum -suction system, but still employing a
uhdermanual vacuum pump and still fairly expensive.
stand that the Michell Gyrodec is a vacuum -suction turntable utilizing a bellows -type vacuum pump (looking somewhat like a concertina bellows) that is placed over the
center pin when drawing the vacuum. Thorens recently
announced that they were introducing a new turntable
(TD226) with their VCM vacuum system, but here again the
price is beyond the reach of most audiophiles. Undoubtedly, there will be a number of others soon.
The Audio-Technica AT666EX Disc Stabilizer is a precision -machined, duraluminum vacuum -platter turntable accessory. It has thin, rather flat, rubber seals located around
the outer edge, just inside the bead on the record surface,
and at the inner area just before the raised label area. The
pliable, thin rubber gaskets are 7.5 mm wide. The outer
diameter of the outer gasket is 297 mm, and the outer
diameter of the inner gasket is 120 mm. When a record is
placed on this vacuum platter and held down evenly across
the entire record surface with a record compressor or heavy
turntable mat, an air -filled chamber is formed. The vacuum
platter has channels going from the formed air -filled chamber to a suction (vacuum) outlet tube on the vacuum platter
rim. The vacuum pump attaches here when drawing a
vacuum. On the opposite side of the vacuum platter rim is a
small, hand -turnable relief valve- It breaks the vacuum,
allowing the record to be removed from the vacuum platter.
After the battery-operated pump creates a sufficient
vacuum by removal of air from the chamber formed by the
record and vacuum platter, the pump automatically stops.
The gaskets, which have a tacky feel, firmly attach themselves to the record rim and label, permitting no air to enter
the formed chamber. In turn, the record is immediately
pulled (sucked) flat against the vacuum platter surface,
effectively eliminating the warps. When the vacuum is
drawn, atmospheric pressure exerts a force of about 551
lbs. (250 kg) on the record surface, forming a solid bond
between the vinyl and the metal vacuum platter and making
the record effectively a part of the vacuum platter.
After using the AT666EX over a long period of time, it may
well be advisable to replace the rubber gaskets in order to
keep the device in a mint -like condition. Those who have
more than one turntable can purchase, separately, additional stabilizer plates.
A word of caution-the rubber sealing gaskets and the
record surface contacting these gaskets must be scrupulously clean if the vacuum is to be maintained for at least 30
minutes. The average length of an LP record is about 27
minutes, with a rare record lasting 33 minutes.
The advantage of a vacuum clamp system is that it
eliminates record warp, distortion, and resonance problems
associated with the usual manner of playing records. Feedback, both acoustic and stylus, is usually the cause of disc
resonance that results in an increase in distortion and
sound -smearing. The same sort of distortion and sound I
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smearing can also occur in the absence of acoustic feedback but in the presence of stylus feedback.

Test Procedures and Results
All tests were performed under the following conditions:
Constant ambient temperature and humidity at 75° F, 67%
humidity; constant ambient temperature at 84° F, 70% humidity, and constant ambient temperature at 66° F, 70%
humidity. Each temperature change required that all elements remain at that temperature and humidity for a period
of three to four hours.

Records used in the tests were cleaned with the Disc washer record -cleaning system. The rubber gaskets of the
Disc Stabilizer were cleaned in various ways, e.g., with a
dampened and wrung -out cleaning leather (chamois),
Scotch tape, 25% to 50% ethyl alcohol, pure white cake
soap, and a plastic kitchen sponge. Again, a word of caution: The only 25% to 50% alcohol permissible for use in
cleaning the rubber gaskets is ethyl alcohol (also known as
ethanol, grain alcohol or grain spirits). Neither methyl alcohol (also known as methanol, carbinol or wood alcohol) nor
isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol) should be used as they
frequently contain other ingredients (e.g., lanolin) which are
harmful to rubber. A trade secret-if ethyl alcohol is not
available, 100 -proof (not 80 proof) vodka (e.g., Smirnoff or
Wolfschmidt) may be used inasmuch as it is 50% ethyl
alcohol and has no additives, such as flavoring agents.
Stolichnaya vodka is not acceptable because it contains a
flavoring agent. If you wish to use a 25% alcohol solution,
dilute the acceptable vodka 1:1, one ounce of distilled or
mineral -free water and one ounce of vodka.
The Technics SP -10 Mk Il direct -drive turntable was used
in these tests in combination with the Audio-Technica
AT666EX Disc Stabilizer. Where necessary, the Luxman
PD -555 vacuum turntable was used as the control.
The records used in testing had an average mild warp,
and one record was very warped.
To get the platter and rubber gaskets clean enough for
my lab tests experimented with a number of procedures.
In the first of these,
dampened the cleaning leather in
water, thoroughly wrung it out, and then applied the chamois to both the platter and rubber gaskets. A second technique involved using a 50% alcohol -dampened, lint -free
cloth to wipe both platter and rubber gaskets. A third and
more thorough method was to take a plastic kitchen sponge
dampened with plain tap water, lightly rubbed on a cake of
white soap, and then applied to the metal platter and rubber gaskets. The soap was then removed with a tap -water
dampened plastic sponge, and the entire platter and the
rubber gaskets wiped with a 50% alcohol -dampened, lint free cloth.
After any cleaning procedure, if some lint and dust remain on the tacky rubber gasket, the adhesive side of
Scotch tape (or Audio-Technica's AT6104 Dust Cleaner)
should be dabbed, not rubbed, over the entire area of the
rubber gasket to remove the foreign matter. The record
areas that will be in contact with the rubber gaskets should
be dabbed with Scotch tape to remove any foreign matter.
The absence (zero warp) or presence of warp was visually checked with the aid of a tonearm and cartridge combiI

I
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"The rubber sealing
gaskets and the record
must be scrupulously clean
if the vacuum is to be

maintained."

nation. The check points were about 1/2 inch beyond the
record edge, in the middle of the record, and about 1/2, inch
from the run -out groove.
The record compressor was used at all times to press the
record evenly against the Disc Stabilizer when establishing
the vacuum seal. Using the electric pump, the vacuum seal
was established within five to six seconds.
Due to the nature of this study, requested two additional
Disc Stabilizers so that initially each device would undergo
only one cleaning test.
When using the first cleaning procedure (the damp
chamois) under any of the temperature and humidity conditions, the vacuum seal did not hold well and warp was
visible for 12 to 15 minutes after establishing the vacuum
seal and zero visual warp. However, the record could be
played reasonably satisfactorily under these conditions
since only the outer edge showed the presence of warp,
and the stylus was already playing the middle of the record.
Therefore, the sound was not affected too much by the
visible presence of some edge warp. Because the rubber
gaskets are tacky, they continue to adhere to the record,
and about 25% of the vacuum remains. An increase of the
ambient temperature to 84° F only prolonged the time required to establish the vacuum but did not appear to have
any effect on the length of time the vacuum held. A decrease in ambient temperature to 66° F did not appear to
have any visible effect on the test or the length of time the
vacuum held. From the temperature studies, concluded
that the AT666EX is not temperature sensitive.
When using the badly warped record in these tests, there
was some difficulty in establishing a vacuum seal. When the
vacuum was established, the normally raised edge of the
warp area was flattened, but the usual condition of the
record called for a part of the record to be raised (i.e.
warped). Accordingly, this created a strongly positive upward force that continuously worked against the vacuum
seal and in about 9 or 10 minutes broke the vacuum seal.
All the test results following the second cleaning procedure were, in general, quite similar to those of the first
cleaning procedure. However, when the third and more
extensive cleaning procedure was used, the vacuum seal
held for 27 minutes. Apparently, records that are badly
warped cannot be flattened for the entire playing time. This
record was checked on the control device, the Luxman PD 555, where the problem was not encountered.
Because of the problems associated with the first two
cleaning procedures, concluded that the Disc Stabilizer
and the rubber gaskets were contaminated during the manufacturing and/or assembly period and needed a more
thorough cleaning. Consequently, cleaned the entire Disc
Stabilizer using the third cleaning technique.
The test results were dramatic. A vacuum seal was established at zero warp that held for a period of two hours and
20 minutes, although a moderate amount of warp was visible across the entire record at the end of the time period.
The badly warped record stayed reasonably flat for over
one hour, starting with zero warp. The average warped
record was held flat for proper playing with just a barely
perceptible warp seen at the outer edge on some records
at 25 to 30 minutes. Most of the mildly warped records
I
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remained flattened for more than 30 minutes, long enough
to eliminate the problems caused by warp during play.
After using either of the first two cleaning procedures on
the Disc Stabilizer, conducted a number of experiments at
an ambient temperature of 75° F, 67% humidity. Using an
average, mildly warped record, established a vacuum seal
and zero warp, then reattached the vacuum hose to the
Disc Stabilizer and turned the vacuum pump to the "On"
position. On the average of about once every 5.9 seconds,
the vacuum pump started to draw a vacuum for less than a
half second, reestablishing the original vacuum. This action
was observed for 30 minutes at a time for a total of four
hours. Under these conditions it became evident that a
small leak developed 41/2 minutes after the original vacuum
was drawn and verified for zero warp. When the 30 -minute
time period had elapsed, the constant action of the vacuum
pump maintained the vacuum despite the leak. When the
vacuum was permitted to leak, the experiment ended within
15 minutes.
When the third cleaning procedure was used this phenomenon did not occur. With the pump attached as above,
the vacuum seal held from 25 to 30 minutes before the
vacuum pump was activated to reestablish the original
vacuum. This test was repeated four times with reasonably
similar results.
It should be mentioned that the more extensive third
cleaning procedure was needed only once-when the Disc
Stabilizer was first used. Thereafter, use of the dampened
cleaning leather appeared sufficient. Thé Scotch tape process was used at all times to remove any possible lint or dirt
that was not picked up by the cleaning leather. Of course,
at some time in the future when the Disc Stabilizer has
become soiled, it may again be necessary to clean the
entire Disc Stabilizer, using the third technique.
I

I

Use and Listening Tests
Having spent quite a number of hours listening to records
played on the Luxman PD -555 vacuum turntable during the
past couple of years, had a reasonably good aural reference point when listening to records played with the aid of
the Audio-Technica AT666EX Disc Stabilizer. In my opinion,
it is incontrovertible that a vacuum -turntable system, in
combination with a good tonearm and cartridge, dramatically improves the sound output from any record. For proof,
it is necessary only to play a record on the Luxman PD -555
vacuum turntable with and without the vacuum -clamping
device and then repeat the process using the Audio-Technica AT666EX Disc Stabilizer. The results are truly amazing.
Aurally, the AT666EX was practically identical to the Lux man control system, with clean sound, particularly in the
treble and upper midrange. It was a bit difficult to identify
the turntable when playing a record under "blind" conditions, the Technics SP -10 Mk II turntable fitted with an
Audio-Technica AT666EX or the Luxman PD -555 with its
own built-in vacuum -clamping device.
In conclusion,
find the Audio-Technica AT666EX Disc
Stabilizer to be a superb and effective vacuum record clamping device. recommend it without reservation, particularly to the audiophile who has almost everything.
B. V. Pisha
I
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You'll be sold
on our DRS 900

amplifier after
Just one peak.

Our new DRS'M 900 amplifier will bring you
as close as you can get to concert hall sound
without buying a ticket. How? Power and lots
of ít. And after all, who knows more about
high power amplifiers than Phase Linear? We
became known for them back in the days

-

when everyone's idea of
good stereo was loud stereo
If you could blow the windows out of your home,
you had a good stereo.
And nothing could blow
out windows like an
amplifier from Phase
Linear. Well, the volume
era is over. The quest for
purity ís on. The trouble
ís, you just can't

900 handled the previously
men _íoned cannon shot. No clipping,
no distortion. Yet, -he DRS 900 is
conservatively rated at 150 watts per
channel RMS (see specifications). You
SE e, efficient power is the key. The DRS
90) has a dual voltage power supply.
It operates at an eff c:ent 150
watt capability. Then, when
the music approaches a peak
requiring more
dynamic headroom (mc re power
to keep it frcm
clipping), the
OL r DRS

secondary
supply kicks
in, instantly
providing u.,-;
to 900 watts o
peak power
per channel A
conventional
150 watt ampliget pure scund
fier has a peak
reproduction
just about 300 watts.
power rating of
out of a low
power amplifier. Keep that in mind :he next time you're comparing ampLf e -s. Don't go by RMS alone.
You need lots of
power...power for You have to =pare dynamic headroom,
too. When you do, you'll be sold on our DRS 900.
purity. Advances in reccrdíng
See the entire line of Phase Linear audio
technology like direct-to -disc and
components at
dígítal audio disc recordings reDRS 900 SPECIFICATIONS
quire enormous amounts of peak your Phase
150 Watts per charnel continuous
Linear Dealet
power. Without ít. the amplifier
output power. nininum RMS into 8
ohms. with no nor?'han .015'ó total
simply clips the peaks leaving you today. For the
harmonic distcrtion, 20-20kHz. 900
Watts peak perchannel momentary
address of the
without the full musical exper'-output power into i ohms with no
dealer neared
more than .02°. TH], 20-20kHz.
ence. For example, accurately
reproducing the final cannon shot you, call us tall
from a digitally recorded version of free at (800) 323-4815. In Illinos call (800) 9428833. Or write us at 4134 N.
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture
United Parkway, Schiller Park,
can require 900 watts of
lL 60176. Oh, and remember
peak power! And that's at
o give us your address so we
reasonable volume levels.
can send you a copy of "The
That much power is needed
Phase Linear Report: Power
because the dynamic range
for Purity." lt's an exciting
(the ratio of the loudest
analysis of audio amplificanote to the residual noise)
tion ín the eighties. We think it
of a digital audio disc ís
should be required reading for
about four times that of a
anyone serious about audio.
conventional record.
Ii
.

hase n ear

Power for Purity
Enter No.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

HARMAN/
KARDON
T60
TURNTABLE
Turntable
Manufacturer's Specifications
Speeds: 331/3 and 45 rpm, variable
control.

Motor Type: Servo -controlled d.c..
quartz lock f.g. generator.
Drive Type: Belt.
Wow & Flutter: 0.035% wtd. rms.
Rumble: -67 dB, DIN B.
Pitch Range: ±3%.
Features: Disc stabilizer, capacitance
trim switch (+100, +200 pF), auto
lift, detachable gold -tipped phono
cables.
Tonearm
Type: Low -mass,
balanced.

straight,

statically

Stylus Overhang: 18 mm.
Offset Angle: 25.5°.
Effective Length: 8.9 in. (226 mm).
Tracking Error: ± 2°.

Recommended Tracking

Force

Range: 0 to 3 grams.
Phono Capacitance: 100/200/300 pF.

General Specifications

in. (44.0 cm) W x
5.8 in. (14.8 cm) H x 15.7 in. (37.2
cm) D.
Weight: 17.6 lbs. (8.0 kg).
Price: $399.95.
Company Address: 240 Crossways
Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797.
For literature, circle No. 92

Dimensions: 17.3

58

Harman/Kardon's new T60 turntable
design with some
rather interesting features. Unlike most
models in this particular price range, it
does not use a direct -drive system; the
makers have opted for a d.c. servo is a sleek, low -profile

controlled motor with a belt drive. The
belt-which is a flat nylon ribbondrives a 3.3 -lb. platter having an extra
deep polished edge. A flat, rubber mat
adds about 12 oz., and was pleased
to note that there are no ribs or holes to
I
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weight carbon fiber, has a single screw
fixing. Both arm and motor are mounted on a counterweighted subchassis
which is suspended on three "dash pots." This subchassis is made from
diecast aluminum, and the floating
suspension puts the center of gravity
at the platter spindle. The unit comes
complete with a disc stabilizer which
has a diameter of 23/4 inches, weighs
11/4 lbs., and has strobe markings on
the top. Another uncommon feature of
the T60 is a three-position capacitance
trim switch which can add 100 or 200
pF to the phono cartridge's load.
The cue lift lever is located just in
front of the arm base, next to the anti skating dial, while all the other controls
are situated at the front. Reading from
left to right, they are: Variable speed
control, quartz -lock switch, speed -selector switches, trim control, and auto/
manual switch. Operation is not fully
automatic, as the arm is only lifted at
the end of a record.
The base is constructed from heavy
chipboard with an attractive, smooth,
silver finish and an aluminum control
panel, and the unit stands on four
large, adjustable feet. Output connection-gold-plated RCA -type phono
sockets-are at the rear, together with
a ground terminal. Gold-plated plugs
are used on the low -capacitance connecting cables.

Measurements
For test purposes, an ADC ZLM cartridge was mounted on the shell, and
alignment was set with the neat plastic
gauge supplied. This gauge has the
overhang template on it as well as

cause resonances. The arm is a low mass type (only 8 grams) constructed
from tubular aluminum and measuring
8.9 inches from pivot to stylus. Micro race bearings are employed, and the
headshell, which is made from lightAUDIO/JANUARY 1983

"zero error" tracking points at 66.04
and 120.90 mm from the center spindle. The offset angle is 25.5°, which
puts the maximum tracking error at approximately +2° and -1.2°. Tracking
force was set to 1.5 grams for most
tests and the anti -skating dial just over
that figure. As a matter of interest, the
ADC ZLM was able to track most records quite happily at 0.8 gram in this
arm, and similar results were had with
the Shure V15 Type V. Arm -cartridge
resonance was a trifle low at 6.5 Hz,
but the rise was only 3 dB.
Wow and flutter measured a low
0.03% (DIN 45-507), and rumble was
-59 dB. Using the Thorens "RumpelMesskoppler," the figure increased to

66 dB (ARRL). Arm friction was very
low indeed in both vertical and horizontal modes, and there was no trace
of sideplay. Tracking force calibration
was within 5% from 1 to 2 grams, and
the anti -skating adjustment gave very
good matching. Speed was well within
the tolerances of the test record at
0.1% fast, and the variable control
gave a range of +3.4% and -4.4%,

measured with

the quartz

lock

switched off.
Speed was not affected when the
disc stabilizer was placed on the platter-although the natural oscillation
period of the suspension system
changed, with the amplitude decreasing and the decay time increasing.
This weight is not as effective in dealing with warped records as larger
edge clamps or vacuum systems, but
it does "bond" most records to the
platter quite well and certainly performs a useful function. As for the capacitance trim control, this is definitely
a worthwhile refinement since there are
a few cartridges out there which need
loads of 400 pF or so for best results.
Use and Listening Tests
In operation, the T60's arm is moved
manually to the required position, and
the cue lever is used to lower the stylus
gently into the groove. If the "Lift" button is set to "Manual," the motor will
not stop at the end of play and the
stylus will remain in the run -out groove.
In the "Auto" mode, the motor will stop
and the arm will lift-it will not return to
its rest position. The cueing device
works well, with a minimum of backlash, but it is not accessible when the
dust cover is closed.
Predictably, the T60 is reasonably
free from acoustic feedback, and the
base can be knocked quite hard before any mistracking occurs. Like other
Harman/Kardon products, the T60 is
notable for clean, "no nonsense" styling, and the performance level attained by its well -designed arm makes
use with a top-quality phono cartridge
necessary.
George W. Tillett

George Tillett, a former editor of this
magazine, died in an accident on
Saturday, October 30, 1982. Reflections will appear in our next issue.
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 17
kHz, to 19 kHz with Cr02 tape, to 21

kHz with metal tape.

Signal/Noise Ratio: 65 dBA.
Separation: 33 dB.
Crosstalk: Down 63 dB.
Erasure: 65 dB.
Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.25 mV; line,
60 mV.

Output Level: Line, 700 mV; headphone, 150 mV at 8 ohms.

VECTOR
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Flutter: 0.03% wtd. rms.
Wind Times: 120 seconds for C-60.
Dimensions: 17-5/16 in. (440 mm) W
x 55/8 in. (143 mm) H x 145/8 in.
(371 mm) D.

Weight: 21.6 lbs. (9.7 kg).
Price: $1,000.00.
Company Address: 20600 Nordhoff
St., Chatsworth, Cal. 91311.
For literature, circle No. 93
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The Vector Research VCX-800 cassette deck offers the
major features of most premium -priced decks (such as
Dolby B and C, remaining tape -time counter, and tape
calibration facilities) plus a few small but exclusive features
of definite interest.
One of the major features is the VCX-800's microprocessor -controlled "Compucounter." Press a light -touch button
to set it for your tape's length (C-45, C-60 or C-90) and a few
seconds after starting play or record from any point on the
tape, it will display remaining tape time ih fluorescent digits.
If the user forgets to enter the tape length, the Compucounter will light a "Correct" LED and set itself. Where
timing is not needed, pressing "C-90" and "Lock" gives an
uncalibrated time readout.
The Compucounter has two tape -position memories
which can be set with the "Save 1" and "Save 2" buttons
during play or record, or set to any tape time with the 10 digit keypad when the transport is stopped. The display
shows each entry as it is being made, and the "Save"
entries can be displayed at any time by pressing "Memory
Read."
Pressing "Search" winds the tape to the first memory
position, then returns to whichever mode (play or stop) the
deck was in when it was pressed. The auto rewind and play
buttons can set up combinations of automatic rewinding,
stopping or playing, as desired, including continuous cycling between the two memory locations. These start and
stop entries can be removed with a push of the "Save Clear"
button. The scheme is convenient and flexible.
Light -touch rectangular buttons control the transport functions, with LED status indicators for all except "Stop." Pressing the "Record" button puts the deck in record -pause
mode; recording begins when "Pause" is pushed. Flying start recording is not possible: Pushing "Record" while
holding down "Play" still just puts the deck into record pause mode.
A push of "Record Mute" records four seconds of silence
on the tape, then puts the deck in record -pause mode;
holding the button down lengthens the muting period-a
good scheme.
The row of push-in/push-out switches at the bottom center
of the front panel include the "Monitor" ("Source/Tape") and
five noise -reduction controls. The latter include "NR In/Out,"
"Dolby NR B/C," "Dolby System FM In/Out" (for decoding
FM broadcasts from an external tuner or receiver), "Dolby
System NR-HX In/Out" and "MPX Filter In/Out." The switches are logically interlocked: When "Dolby System FM" is
pressed, the "Dolby NR B/C" selector is automatically set to
Dolby B, since no station broadcasts with Dolby C. When
"Dolby System NR-HX" is engaged, the Dolby FM circuit is
defeated to prepare the deck for recording. This happens
regardless of the physical switch settings-good human
engineering.
The three -position ("Fe/Co/Metal") rotary tape -select
switch has a large bar knob. The input anc output level
controls have good -size knobs, with friction coupling between the two sections of the former. The horizontal bar graph meters have 20 segments for each channel (orange
up to zero and red above) and a switchable peak -hold
function with settings for "Auto" (held for a second or so)
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Fig. 1-Record-playback

responses using Maxell
UD -XL I tape with Dolby C
NR (solid line), with HX
added (short dash), and
without NR (long dash).
and "Manual" (held until released or exceeded). Further left
is the test section, with center-detented "Rec Cal" and "Bias
Adjust" trim pots. "Test In" inserts a 400 -Hz tone into the left
channel and a 400 -Hz to 15 -kHz swept sine wave into the
right channel. "Rec Cal" is adjusted for zero indication with
the "Monitor" switch in "Tape" position, and bias is adjusted
for flat response over the range of the sweep (also indicated
at zero, although actual test levels are lower). A "Test
Monitor" switch allows feeding the test signals out through
the line out and headphone jacks. A bright red indicator
between the bar graphs reminds the user when test mode is
being used. The combination makes for an excellent tape to -deck matching scheme.
Also on the front panel are the mike phone jacks (left only,
for mono), the headphone jack, and, to the left of the

cassette compartment, the power and timer switches and
the eject button. On the back panel are the line in/out phono
jacks, the Dolby FM calibration pots, sockets for an optional
remote control and for control by the timer in the Vector
Research VRX-9500 receiver, and a fuse -holder. (The receiver also has dbx encoding and decoding.). The VCX-800
showed a number of fairly large p.c. boards, with very good
to excellent soldering. Many of the interconnections were
made with multi-pin plugs, though some wirewrap and direct soldering were also used. Adjustments were labelled,
as were all components with the exception of the resistors
(so, read the color coding). The drive ran very quietly, and
the two-motor, dual -capstan design was quite impressive.
The power transformer was large, and there were two fuses
in clips. The chassis construction was rugged and rigid.

Measurements
The playback responses were excellent at both equalizations, with most points within less than a dB of flat. Playback
level indications were correct within the resolution of the
meter segments. Reference tapes for the deck were TDK
AD, SA and MA, but excellent results were obtained from
many tapes with the aid of the "Rec Cal" and "Bias Adjust"
61

"If the user forgets
to enter the tape length,

the remaining -time counter
sets itself."

ed, the best of the good results go with the metal tape. The
built-in 400 -Hz (419-Hz actual) test oscillator used for re-

cord calibration had less than 0.3% distortion, much less
than most such built-in sources. Sweep range was actually
from 526 Hz to 14.5 kHz, plenty close enough to the nominal
400-Hz/15-kHz specification. The "Rec Cal" pot had a
range of -8 to +6.5 dB with UD -XL tape. The bias trim pot
could set the response at 10 kHz anywhere from -4.5 to
+3 dB relative to that at the detent position. Tests showed
these pots could match the great majority of tapes.
With a 10 -kHz test tone, there was 20° phase discrepancy
between tracks and a total of 20° jitter, better than most
decks. The multiplex filter was 3 dB down at 15.9 kHz and a
good 32.5 dB down at 19.00 kHz. There was no bias
observed in the output in record mode. At 1 kHz, separation
was a good 40 dB, and crosstalk was down more than 83
dB, an outstanding figure. Erasure of metal tape at 100 Hz
was 64 dB
very good result.
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Fig. 3-Record -playback

responses using
Memorex Metal IV tape
with Dolby C NR (solid
line), with HX added
(short dash), and without
NR (long dash).
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49.4
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HD=3%
54.1

53.5
56.2

The third -harmonic distortion was measured at 315 Hz in
Dolby C mode for all three tapes, from 10 dB below Dolby
level to the points where HDL3 = 3% (Fig. 4). The figures for
metal tape were certainly very good, and those for UD -XL
were even better. For Memorex Metal IV, HDL3 vs. frequency was determined from 50 Hz to 6 kHz at -10 dB (Fig. 5).
The distortion is quite low in the mid -band, with the expected rises at the frequency extremes.
The signal-to-noise ratios were checked with both IEC A
and CCIR/ARM weightings, with and without Dolby C NR
and with reference to both Dolby level and the 3% distortion
points. The results in Table II demonstrate quite clearly the
lower noise benefits of Dolby C NR, with excellent ratios for
all three tapes.
The input sensitivities were 0.13 mV for mike and 44 mV
for line, both notably lower (more sensitive) than specification. The overload points were at 25 mV for mike and 6.9 V
for line, high enough for normal usage. The input -level pot
sections tracked within a dB for about 45 dB down from
maximum, fairly good. The input impedance was close to 90
kilohms over most of the band, falling to a very acceptable
25 kilohms at 20 kHz. Output clipping appeared at a level
equivalent to + 14.3 dB relative to meter zero. The line
output was within the meter -segment resolution of the 700 mV specification. It fell to about 630 mV with a 10-kilohm
I

trim pots. Each tape was set up using the built-in test
scheme. Dolby tracking could be checked by switching
Dolby NR in and out. Mistracking was indicated by any
large level variations in the right -channel (swept sine wave)
signal after initial setup without NR. Maxell UD -XL I, TDK SA
and Memorex Metal IV were selected for the testing to
follow, but BASF Professional Super, Maxell UD -XL II -S and
TDK MA could have been chosen just as well.
Figures 1 to 3 show the record/playback responses with
the three tapes selected, at Dolby level and 20 dB below
that, both with and without Dolby C NR. Headroom extension (HX) NR was also added for the Dolby level tests with
Maxell UD -XL and TDK SA. All of the responses were very
good, and the Dolby tracking was generally excellent, as
shown. Dolby HX was most effective with the Type tape,
but there was some improvement with SA also. All of the
responses had a rise of 1 to 2 dB around 70 Hz. The
measured 3 dB down points are listed in Table I; as expectI

I

I
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"All of the responses were
very good, and the
Dolby tracking was

generally excellent."

4-

load, indicative of the 1-kilohm output impedance. The
multi-detented input and output pots had "steps" of 1 to 1.5
dB but were actually continuous and could be set at inbetween points. The output polarity was the same as the
input in "Source," but it was reversed in playback.
The bar -graph meters were faster than VU types, requiring close to 100 mS duration of the test-tone burst for zero
indication. The decay time for 20 dB was about 300 mS,
making a reasonable combination with the fairly fast response. The -3 dB response points were at 24 Hz and 21
kHz. Meter calibration was accurate above "-10" and
below "+5," but beyond those levels the errors were a dB
or greater. For example, "-20" was at -17 dB, and "+8"
was at +6.2 dB actual, but the important near -zero thresholds were all accurate. Up to zero, the segments were
orange and a somewhat dull red above that; meter reading
was easier in dimmer light. It should be noted that the
regular maximum indications were held: There was no faster -than -normal response with peak hold.
Playback of a 3 -kHz tone recorded at 120 V line power
showed no variation in speed (frequency) with the power
supply anywhere from 110 to 130 V. Flutter checks over the
length of a cassette revealed consistent performance at
every point, with figures of 0.04% wtd. rms and 0.068% wtd.
peak. The wtd. rms result was slightly above specification,
but the results are excellent just the same, and another
cassette might very well have given lower figures. Speed
variations over a period of time were less than 0.03%. Wind
times averaged 115 seconds, better than specification, but
much longer than most decks. Run -out to stop, changing
wind direction, or going from wind to play all took a second
or less. There was a wait of approximately two seconds after
insertion of a cassette before the VCX-800 would initiate any
mode. That was caused by the worthwhile loose -loop takeup system, which always did its thing first.

Fig.

Use and Listening Tests
Vector Research provides instructions in two forms: A 14 page manual and a two -page hard -paper operation reference guide that is very handy for keeping next to the deck.
The manual has good text, including the maintenance instructions, and very good diagrams on various auto -wind/
play actions. There are several detailed schematics covering all of the circuit cards.
Tape loading/unloading was easy and direct. Access for
maintenance tasks was fairly good, but definitely improved
when the door cover was removed. All of the controls and
switches were completely reliable throughout the testing.
Interchannel level adjustments were a bit fussy because of
the high friction, which would have been less of a problem if
the knobs were knurled. Different features of the deck kept
showing their conveniences. The readout of remaining time
was one of the most helpful for this user. The test scheme
worked very well, and adjustments could be made within a
few seconds to match most tapes and to ensure good Dolby
tracking. Metering was easy in general, and "Peak Hold"
was of obvious benefit. No record or pause noises were
detected: There were low-level stop clunks, heard in tape
noise (with Dolby C).
The listening tests included pink noise and high -quality

distortion vs. frequency
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with Dolby C NR, at 10 dB
below Dolby level, using
Memorex Metal IV tape.
discs such as Umbrella's "Big Band Jazz" with Rob McConnell and the Boss Brass. There was excellent Dolby tracking
in all cases, with only the very slightest subtle shifts at times.
With some of the sources, there was some improvement
when HX was added. Dolby C showed its definite low -noise
superiority in quiet portions of the best discs. A slight emphasis could be noted in the bass on a number of occasions, but the playback was still very close to the original.
The VCX-800 would not be the best choice for someone
who records just miscellaneous pop selections and likes to
play them in a specific order. This deck does not have a
selection program scheme, and its wind times are on the
high side. However, the unit is most worthy of comparison to
other decks in its price range: It offers excellent performance in general, an accurate and convenient remaining time readout, an excellent test matching system, and other
automatic features-to say nothing of Dolby B and C, as
well as HX and FM Dolby decoding. Howard A. Roberson
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Manufacturer's Specifications*
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz,
±0.5 dB.
Ratto: Greater than 90 dB.
Channel Separation: Greater than 90

Company Address: Sony Dr., Park
Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 94

S/IN

dB at

1

kHz.

For complete list of specifications,
see November 1982 issue, page 43.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.004% at I
kHz.

POSTSCRIPT:

SONY

CDP-1 01

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYER

Here is a "better -late -than -never" effort to quantify the performance of the
remarkable Sony CDP-101 DAD player
which tested for the November 1982
issue of Audio. If you read that report,
you will recall that right up to press
time had hoped to have a definitive
test record with which to measure the
I

I
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performance of the new digital disc
player in an objective manner. At last,
the people at Sony (co-inventors with
Philips of the Compact Dig tal Disc
player system) came up with the first
such disc that know of and loaned me
a copy. And of course, that gave me a
good excuse to borrow back the DAD
I

player, along with a couple of new
Compact Digital Discs hadn't auditioned before.
I

Contents of the Test Disc
The Sony Test Disc (catalog number
YEDS 2) is entitled "Test C.D. Type
1

for Signal Performance Check."

It

con -
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tains a total of 39 separate bands or
test signals and, like all digital discs,
also has an encoded "Table of Contents" listing the number and length of
these selections.
Band 1 is a 1 -kHz, reference -level
signal recorded at 0 dB level on both
channels. (Recall that "0 dB" in this
digital disc system is the highest recordable level available.) Unlike analog tape or disc recording, there is no
available headroom beyond 0 dB.
Bands 2 through 11 contain spot frequencies of 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1
kHz, 5 kHz, 7 kHz, 10 kHz, 16 kHz, 18
kHz and 20 kHz, all recorded at the
same 0 dB level and on both channels.
These bands are used to check playback frequency response, THD versus
frequency, and the presence of any
modulation noise.
Bands 12 through 20 contain 1 -kHz
test signals on both channels, recorded at progressively lower and lower
signal levels, beginning at 0 dB and
3,
6,
followed by levels of -1,
10, -20, -60, -80, and -90 dB.
These signals are used to check linearity of the player as well as THD versus
level.
Band 2 is the digital equivalent of a
"silent groove" analog recording and
is used to check the player's signal-tonoise ratio.
Bands 22 and 23 contain a two-tone,
SMPTE-type IM test signal (400 Hz and
7 kHz in a 4:1 ratio) at levels of 0 and
10 dB, while Bands 24 and 25 contain 19 and 20 kHz twin tones recorded
at 0 and -10 dB levels.
Bands 26 through 33 contain frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz and
20 kHz at 0 dB level, recorded first on
the left channel and then on the right.
These signals are used to measure the
system's channel separation capability. Bands 34 and 35 contain square wave signals at 100 Hz and 1 kHz for
transient response measurement.
The standards developed for the
Compact Digital Disc incorporate pre emphasis and de -emphasis characteristics involving time constants of 50
and 15 µS. To test whether players
have correct de -emphasis characteristics, bands 36 through 38 contain test
frequencies of 1, 5, and 16 kHz, recorded so that during playback they
should reproduce levels of -0.37,
4.53, and -9.04 dB respectively.
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2-THD for a 1 -kHz
test tone at 0 dB level
was too low to be
measured on a spectrum
analyzer with a range of
80 dB. There was also no
evidence of modulation
noise on the
Sony CDP-101.
Fig.
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4-Twin-tone IM test
signal was reproduced
with no evidence of
modulation products
within the audio range.
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"There is no evidence of
modulation noise or
harmonic distortion within
the analyzer's range."

Finally, band 39 of the test record
concludes with an extended 1 -kHz reference test tone, again recorded at 0
dB level. This last tone runs for a full 14
minutes and 56 seconds, providing
ample time for anyone to run through
other desired single -tone, mid -frequency testing. All of the other bands
give even the slowest moving lab tester plenty of time in which to make
through 11
measurements. Bands
run for 1 minute and 56 seconds each;
bands 12 through 38 run for 56 seconds each. Total recorded time on the
Sony test disc is 61 minutes and 24
seconds-and all of that on one side of
a disc which measures only 43/4 inches
in diameter!
1

Sony test disc. Total harmonic distor-

tion remained consistently below
0.01% for the 0 dB level at which these
test signals were recorded. Recognizing that THD of a digital recorded signal tends to rise rather than fall at lower
signal levels, also measured the THD
I

for a 1 -kHz signal at levels of -10 and
20 dB. As expected, THD did rise
somewhat, to an insignificant 0.01% at
10 dB record level and to
0.025%
at -20 dB. Linearity remained accurate within 0.1 dB all the way from 0 dB
record level down to -80 dB!
SMPTE IM followed much the same
pattern as THD. At 0 dB record level,
measured an IM of 0.0075%, while at a
-10 dB level, the IM number increased to 0.02%. At this point think
should remind you that we're talking
about a disc recording and player, and
not an amplifier or preamplifier!
went through the motions of plotting
twin -tone IM on the spectrum analyzer,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. As shown in Fig.
4, no IM products showed up across
the sweep. Only the two test tones
themselves are evident at the righthand side of the screen.

-

-

I

I

Measurements
Figure
is a point -by -point plot of
playback frequency response (upper
curve) and channel separation for the
Sony CDP-101 player. Since the lowest
test frequency on the test disc was 100
Hz, it was not possible to plot response
or separation below that point. Having
listened to a good deal of program
material in my earlier tests and again in
have no reason to susthis re -test,
pect that response or separation would
deteriorate in any way at still lower
bass frequencies.
As for the separation plot shown, it
should be more accurately described
as a residual noise plot, since saw no
evidence of the discrete spot test frequencies on the 'scope when making
these measurements. The readings of
-90 dB or better really consisted of
residual noise from the analog electronic circuitry of the player and whatever minute amounts of quantization
noise might have been generated by
the digital playback circuitry itself.
In an attempt to see if any modulation noise could be detected when
playing back a steady tone, fed the
output of the player to a spectrum analyzer while playing the 1 -kHz reference -level signal on the test disc. Results are shown in the spectrum analyzer 'scope photo of Fig. 2. There is no
evidence of modulation noise or of harmonic distortion with the analyzer's 80
dB of dynamic range (- 80 dB translates to a percentage of 0.01%).
Figure 3 is a plot of harmonic distortion versus frequency for as many test
frequencies as were provided on the
1
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"The separation plot would
be more accurately
described as a residual
noise plot. I saw none of the

discrete test frequencies."

Signal-to-noise measured 91.0 dB,
unweighted, increasing to 95.5 dB
when an A -weighting network was inserted in the measurement path. De emphasis was accurate to within 0.1
dB (I measured -9.1 dB at 10 kHz, as
against a specified -9.04 dB, for example), but who's to say whether my
dB meter is more accurate than Sony's
test disc and/or player when we're
splitting such hairs?
It's always nice to get lab confirmation of what our ears tell us. In this
case, the delayed arrival of the Sony
test disc served a good purpose for
this reviewer. The enthusiasm that
expressed in the November issue for
the Sony CDP-101 player and for digital audio discs in general has not been
contradicted in any way by the lab test
measurements. It's nice to know that
my hearing is still reasonably acute!
I

Leonard Feldman

NEW ZEALAND HITS
LEXINGTON AVE.
(New Zealand?)
When the people from Perreaux said theyd
drop off their new amplifier, we didn't realize
they meant It literally. But they knew how to get
our attention...as if the first audio component
to reach the U.S. from New Zealand weren't
newsworthy enough. Yes, New Zealand.
The short trip from truck to sidewalk would
have meant the end of most amplifiers. But inside the store, the Perreaux was removed from
its carton and dropped on our solid brick floor
Next, the top and bottom panels were removed, and we were asked to run our fingers
over the metal edges and corners. That was
to let us appreciate the smooth results of the
hand -finishing, inside and out.
Finally, we were able to treat the Perreaux
like any other amplifier, by auditioning It with a
variety of speakers that present widely varying
loads to amplifiers.
We liked what we heard. The Perreaux met all
our musical standards, not to mention our insistence on reliability. And we were pleased to be
among the limited number of audio specialists
approached to carry Perreaux.
If you live in our area, we cordially invite you
to visit us for a demonstration. Or, like many of
our nation-wide and world-wide patrons, you
may order the Perreaux by phone or mail. All
major credit cards are accepted.
The delivery, we assure you, will be very
conventional.

The Perreaux PMF 2150B hybrid class A power amplifier.
Price: $1,480 (subject to change)
Five year limited warranty on parts and labor.
Sole US. distributor, Perreaux International
875 Merrick Ave., Westbury NY 11590.516-683-3000

Perreaux

Lyntc 11-1
1221

Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10028.212-535-5710
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 100
kHz, ±0.5 dB.
Control Range: ± 12 dB.
Harmonic Distortion: 0.01%.
Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 100 dB.
Input Impedance: Greater than 50 kilohms.

Output Impedance: 600 ohms.
Dimensions: 19 in. (483 mm) W x

3

mm) H x 8 in. (203 mm) D.
Weight: 51/2 lbs. (2.5 kg).
Price: $249.95.
Company Address: 680 Beach St.,
San Francisco, Cal. 94109.
For literature, circle No. 95
in. (76

PARASOUND
EQf210
GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER

The Parasound EQf210 is one of the most recent additions to the growing number of stereo graphic equalizers. It
is in the most common form, having 10 filter sections with
octave spacing from 30 Hz to 16 kHz. There are separate
sets of vertical slider adjustments for each channel, with a
range of ± 12 dB cut and boost. Each of the sliders has
detents not only at the zero position, but at each of five
boost and cut steps. There is no doubt about the value of a
detent at the zero position, but there was some question on
the desirability of detents at other positions. As the manufacturer states, the extra detents facilitate resetting to those
positions, but a question on the ease of exact adjustment
led to some special tests (reported later).
Between the two sets of filter controls is the "Level -Match"
slider for matching EQ-in and EQ-out levels. This is a worthwhile feature to include, even though there is no means
(such as LEDs) to indicate that the levels are matched
68

before switching. Four pushbutton switches control power,
"EQ" (to equalize the line output or the feed to a tape
recorder), "Monitor" (to connect a recorder's outputs to the
equalizer's line outputs) and "Bypass" (of the equalizer
filters). There are useful LED indicators above each switch;
red is a good choice for "Monitor" and "EQ" since confusion
could cause errors and unwanted results. All of the panel
designations are white on a black background, quite easily
read in any normal lighting.
On the back panel are the expected stereo phono -jack
sets for line in and out and tape recorder in and out. It was a
pleasant surprise to see some extra niceties: A second set
of line-out jacks for equalizing another signal path, an un switched a.c. convenience outlet, and a grounding post.
Examination of the interior of the Parasound unit revealed
quality parts and good workmanship with very good soldering on the medium -size p.c. board. It was disappointing,
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however, that the board material is phenolic, rather than the
superior glass epoxy. All components are clearly identified,
and interconnections are made with direct soldering. As the
manufacturer states, the front panel is 19 inches wide, and it
can be drilled for rack mounting for high-fidelity use; its
construction did not seem rugged enough for professional
applications.

5

-¡

0

Measurements
The frequency response of the EQf210 was very wide,
whether EQ was in or out. Flatness was maintained within
±0.2 dB to 100 kHz, with the -3 dB point somewhere
around 500 kHz. At the low end, the -1 dB point was at 2
Hz with EQ out and at 6.2 Hz with EQ in. The -3 dB points
weren't reached until less than 1 Hz without EQ and 3.9 Hz
with EQ. This flatness of response is certainly to be applauded, but there is some doubt on the desirability of such
extended response to nonmusical energy.
The best match for levels, EQ-in to EQ-out, came with the
"Level -Match" slider at its maximum, all the way up. At that
point, with all filter sliders at zero, the match was within 0.1
dB, and at its minimum position, the EQ signal path was
turned off. Thus, the control had more than enough range to
reduce the effect of any amount of boosting, but there is no
provision for level matching if the equalization, overall, is
more cut than boost.
The designated center frequencies of the filters are not
the accepted ISO standards, but the discrepancies were
not significant. The actual measured centers were of more
interest, and, as Fig. 1 shows, the centers did not have the
desired even spacing across the band. A couple of the
centers were off by 12%, which is on the high side, especially since some of the adjacent filters deviated in opposite
directions, increasing the unevenness of the spacing. The
maximum boost and cut values were close to 12 dB or
more, although the range of the 8 -kHz filter was about ± 11
dB. The uneven spacing and some differences in filter
shape contributed to the large deviations in the response
with all filters at maximum boost and cut. This result is not
that significant, though, as such settings would not occur in
normal use. Octave bandwidths (Q = 1.4) were obtained
with boosts of about 8.5 dB, and a Q of 1.0 was reached
with a boost of 7.3 dB. It was difficult to get these bandwidth
measurements because of the difficulty of setting filters
between detents.
A closer examination was given to the effects of setting
filters to their detented positions. On the average, the de tented slider steps produced successive changes of ±0.6,
± 1.4, ± 5.1, ± 11.3, and ± 12.3 dB. The changes we might
expect per step for five -step controls would be about 2.5
dB each, but the measured changes were 0.6, 0.8, 3.7, 6.2
and 1.0 dB. Figure 2 shows the swept responses with the
60 -Hz and 2- and 4 -kHz filters set at each detent from
maximum cut to maximum boost. The responses actually
stayed quite flat for the first two steps away from zero, so the
result was quite different from what the slider settings suggested. With the third step there was a considerable
change, and even more so with the fourth step. The fifth
step produced a change at two points but not at four others,
as shown. Attempts were made to make a series of boosts.
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"The EQf210 can do a very
good job of smoothing
response, but care may be
needed if settings are made
between off-zero detents."

and cuts to get specific dB changes in response, such as
-3.5 dB at 60 Hz. This and other between-detent settings
were difficult to make and required considerable patience.
A fast check of the output impedance indicated it was
less than 100 ohms across the band, showing substantially
no loading effect from a 10-kilohm load. The input impedance was 50 kilohms or more over most of the audio band.
As expected, this value fell with increasing frequency, but it
was still a very satisfactory figure of 17 kilohms at 20 kHz.
The maximum output voltage varied from 6.9 to 7.5 V,
varying with the particular combination of boost and match gain settings. Introducing cut reduced the maximum limits
by the same amount as the cut. During the course of some
of these checks, it was noted that the unit generated a high frequency oscillation (176 to 195 kHz) when all filters were
at maximum boost. The oscillation did not disappear until all
filters were pulled down one step and three were pulled
down to the third step. There would never be a logical
reason to have all channels boosted like that, but the condition did increase my doubts about the desirability of the
extended high -frequency response. The polarity of the output was the same as the input, whether EQ was in or out.
The mid -band distortion was typically about 0.0045%
within its normal voltage limits. At the frequency extremes,
the distortion rose to about 0.03%, which is still quite good:
Slew -rate limiting did not become obvious until 90 kHz at

more than 1 V. The signal-to-noise ratios were 94 dBA and
90 dB CCIR/ARM weighted, both with a 0.5-V reference
level. (For a 1-V reference, increase both figures by 6.)

Use and Listening Tests
The four -page instructions give few details on making
interconnections, and there are no illustrations as guidelines. The text is clearly written, however, with comments on
the musical spectrum and some discussion on system
equalizing and tape -recorder usage. There are good cautions on the possible negative effects from excessive boosts
at the frequency extremes. Figure 3 shows a simulated
loudspeaker response (top) and the results (middle) from
using the EQf210 to smooth it. The equivalent octave -band
RTA display is shown also (bottom). The improvements
made are considerable and very worthwhile. The away from -zero detents, however, made small adjustments quite
difficult; results would have been better without them.
The Parasound equalizer has low distortion and very low
noise, and it has good connection and switching facilities.
Excessive boosts should be avoided with equalizers in
general, but particularly with the EQf210 to ensure that high frequency oscillations cannot possibly occur. The unit can
do a very good job of smoothing sound system responses,
but care may be needed if settings must be made between
Howard A. Roberson
off -zero detents.
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(tal' iz men) An object endowed with the ability
to focus or concentrate power; a magical stone.

Technology unlocks magic. The new
Talisman MC phono cartridges are as
fundamentally superior to conventional
moving coils as moving coils are to

moving magnet cartridges.
Only Talisman uses the Direct Field
Focus design, which locates the coils
at the precise focusing point of a powerful Samarium Cobalt magnet. Extra magnetic components are eliminated. Transparency and coherence are improved.

TALISMAN S -Sapphire tube cantilever,
laser -mounted line -contact stylus.
TALISMAN B -Boron tube cantilever,
laser -mounted line -contact stylus.
TALISMAN A -Aluminum Magnesium
cantilever, nude -mounted

elliptical stylus.

Talisman ... the jewel and metal object
that unlocks the magic in your records.
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"There's nothing that is
actually bad -sounding
about this Scott system.
On the other hand, there's
nothing really outstanding."

ONE -BRAND: SCOTT 650SL
Continued from page 49
the two-head 638DM was unable to
deliver its claimed frequency response
for any one of the samples. It came
closest to reaching its rated 17 kHz (for
a -3 dB roll -off) with the metal-particle
formulation. Clearly, the 19 -kHz filter
built into the deck is insufficiently steep
and therefore begins to roll off response well before the 19 -kHz null
point where maximum attenuation is

needed. Dolby

B

noise reduction
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tracked well on the deck, and using
TDK SA tape measured a very good
67.5 dB of S/N, referenced to the 3%
distortion point, when Dolby B NR was
used. Wow and flutter, at 0.065% wtd.
rms, was somewhat higher than
claimed but was inaudible with most
taped program material.
did not test the 197611 speakers,
which are three-way types with 15inch, air -suspension woofers.
have always had great respect for
the Scott name and, indeed, there is
nothing that is actually bad -sounding

about this rather expensive system of
theirs. On the other hand, there's nothing really outstanding about it. Scott's
"suggested retail value" for the systern-the sum of the list prices for corn ponents and cabinet-is $2,160, but
dealers get a lower price when buying
the system as a whole, and they're free
to pass that savings on. That being the
case, it could be a bargain. But think
that if wanted Scott components,
would pick and choose among them
rather than settle for the Slimcom pack age as it comes.
Leonard Feldman
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

WHODUNNIT!
It's Hard: The Who
Warner Bros. 23731-1, $8.98.
Sound:

A-

Performance:

B-

I'm finding it's hard to get excited
about this new Who album. It is meticulously crafted with superb sound
and clarity plus exquisite separation in
the Quiex II early pressings. However,
this clarity does not necessarily work in
The Who's favor. It gives them a rather
too-proper appearance, but then "My
Generation" was a long time ago. So,
too, for that matter were Tommy and
Quadrophenia.
The Peter Townshend songs on the
album feel like more of the same batch
that went into his recent Chinese Eyes
solo album. As on Who Are You and
Face Dances, the songs that rock
hardest and toughest are from John
Entwistle.
It's Hard is clearly aimed at The
Who's new generation of fans, the video game generation pictured on the
cover, the kids who know The Who
firsthand only from stadium shows and
movies. Townshend is old enough to
have kids of fan age, and he has been
adroit enough to notice and to keep on
evolving. Indeed, the album's final
track, "Eminence Front," is the most
striking departure from The Who's traditional sound as it gives more than a
slight nod towards the modern beat.
Me, I'm still finding it hard to get very
excited.
Michael Tearson

nating on the riddle of the aging rocker. "The Sea Refuses No River," "Stop
Hurting People," and "Uniforms" all
suffer from lyrics that resist efforts to
sing them, let alone read them. "Communication" goes even further, crossing the line to unintelligibility.
But his ode to his lady, "Face
Dances Part Two," has a gloriously
bright melody that makes the words
better than they are. And "North Country Girl," a traditional ancestor to Bob
Dylan's "Girl from the North Country,"
is spare and joyous. "North Country
Girl," looking back to a love left behind, sets up the album's final songs,
which redeem the record. "Somebody
Saved Me" could have turned out precious, even embarrassing, but the
ever -boldness of Townshend carries it,
and that song leads to the introspective and retrospective "Slit Skirts."
Musically, Chinese Eyes holds no
surprises. The textures and musical
concepts indigenous to Townshend
are so firmly established that it would
take a Herculean effort for him not to
sound something like a more refined
version of The Who on his solo efforts.
Curiously, I'm beginning to get the idea
that his solo projects are beginning to
mean more to him than the continued
existence of The Who.
Michael Tearson

All the Best Cowboys Have Chinese
Eyes: Pete Townshend
Atco SD 38-149, $8.98.
Sound:

B

Performance:

B

Pete Townshend's newest solo album, while beautifully recorded by the
Chris Thomas/Bill Price team, is a bit of
a nag. And the reason why cuts directly to the heart of the songs that Townshend has been writing. Ever since
Tommy, there's been very little humor
in his work although until that time it
was essential.
Thus you now expect a new Who or
Townshend album to be a rather dour
if spiritual affair, and Chinese Eyes is
no exception. It contains both infuriatingly didactic and gloriously eloquent
moments, as Townshend again
spends most of his musical time rumi72
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PERSONAL COMPUTING.

it-what it is, why it
is growing so fast, and what's in itfor you-by subscribing
You can find out all about

to Personal Computing Magazine.

At absolutely no risk.
Did you know...

Executives are purchasing their own

personal computers and smuggling
them into their offices (under the
noses of data processing departments) by the hundreds of
thousands.
Children, exposed to personal
computing in the schools, are becoming involved, accomplished
users, by the hundreds ofthousands.
Writers are writing on them.
Scientists are calculating on them.
Engineers are designing on them.
Stockbrokers are researching with
them. By the hundreds of thousands.
The list goes on and on.
Communications systems that
will connect you and your personal
computer to newspapers, and Dow
Jones averages, information banks,
and to other users are here now.
The story of personal computing
is fascinating. And that'sjust what
we cover in Personal Computing
Magazine. But there's much more.

How to get involved.
Personal Computing Magazine covers the range of products now available, and becoming available, for
involvement in personal computing.

So you will be able to make a
more informed decision when your
time arrives.
(We are convinced, by the way,
that your involvement is not a matter
of `whether," but simply a matter
of `when.")
You will see how people like you
are using personal computing to
work better, have more fun, learn
more, and educate their families.

How to stay involved.
The involvement with personal
computing is a continuous, growing process. Each new use for the
personal computer tends to increase
enthusiasm. Personal Computing
Magazine is written to answer one
question: "What else can I do with
computing?"

Subscribe at no risk.
Find out.
We are able to make a no risk offer:
subscribe to Personal Computing. If,

after you receive the first issue, you
are not satisfied, simply cancel your
subscription and there is no charge
whatsoever.
A one year subscription is only
$11.97. That's under half the $30.00
newsstand price.
That $11.97 will deliver Personal
Computing Magazine to you each
month. And Personal Computing
Magazine delivers personal
computing.

Written for people like you.
Personal Computing is about people,
and about computing. It is not a
hobby magazine. It is not a builder's
guide. It is not a technical journal.
Personal Computing Magazine
covers the continuing, fascinating involvement of people like you with the
extension of the mind that is personal
computing.
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Captain Beefheart & The Magic Band

Ice Cream for Crow: Captain Beef heart & The Magic Band
Virgin/Epic PBL 38274, $8.98.

Performance: ASound: B+
Don Van Vliet (a.k.a. Captain Beef heart) is one of those artists who make
records with absolutely no regard for
current trends, commercial potential,
or his audience. You can choose to
call him a visionary or a lunatic, but on
Ice Cream for Crow he covers the entire territory between the two. It's easily
his best album in 10 years, but that
doesn't guarantee any wider audience
than he's had in the past. Still, given
the general effect New Wave music
has of opening people's ears to more
experimental efforts, with this album

Beefheart could find himself closer to
the mainstream record -buying public.
If one of his earliest supporters/rippers-off, Frank Zappa, can have a hit
single in 1982, there's no telling what
the present holds for this guy.

Beefheart's musical base is the
blues, with which he takes considerable liberties, courtesy of jazz rhythms
and an original lyrical approach.
Witnesseth: "The past sure is tense/
They're heading up for the main event/
All those people seem to be hell-bent/
See those people up on top of the
fence/And the man down there/Selling
knot holes through the fence/The little
shoe generation man." Well, what do
you expect from someone who lives in
a motor home in the middle of the Mo-

jave desert with his wife and mother?
Ice Cream for Crow has been likened to Clear Spot, the definitive blues
album of the '70s, and there are many
similarities-a lot of his albums between then and now were not nearly so
Delta bluesy in nature as this one.
Much credit for this must be given to

Beefheart's guitarist and manager
Gary Lucas, who seems to have
helped Van Vliet immensely in recovering and consolidating his vision. Lucas' playing (right channel, Walkmaniacs) is crisp and somewhat reminiscent of Ry Cooder, the original guitarist
in His Magic Band.
Beefheart fans should be most delighted with this one. Although it isn't
the kind of album you'd recommend for
background music at parties, traditional discos or Joan Jett fans, avantgarde jazzers and New Wavers into the
music of Richard Hell and Elvis Costello (two avowed fans of the Captain)
might want to check this record out
Jon & Sally Tiven
with a sober ear.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
TECHNICS Direct Drive
Turntable (list S150)
ONKYO TA -2010 3 -Head Accu -bias
Cassette Deck (list $470)
SONY 12" Color TV (list $500)

$

$219.00
$279.00

HITACHI Straight Tonearm
Semi -Automatic Turntable (list $100).

From an almost
unlimited choice,
the sound engineers at the world's
12 great classical
record companies
chose B&W louds-Deckers to monitor the fidelity of ieir recordings.

t

B&W The quest for perfection.
Made in England and distributed in the United States by Anglo American Audio,
P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, N.Y. and in Canada by Remcron Electronics Ltd., Toronto.
Member of hAisobanke International Group.
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

77.00

$

59.00

2.29
S
TDK SA90 Audio Tape (list $5.00)
CERWIN VEGA 12" 3 way
ea. $139.00
Loudspeakers (list $280 ea.)
FAMOUS BRAND Video Tape
7.99
S
T-120 or L750
CALL OR WRITE
BLAUPUNKT CR 2010

\\

DIRECT FREE -PORT
PRICING VIA'THE

SOURCE"

THE
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AND VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

CREDIT CARDS
AND COD'S
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FREE
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TODAY.

American International
AudioVideo
DEPT. A3

745 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540

609-452-7500
Enter No. 2 on Reader Service Card

An irresistible combination!

Eye to Eye

Eye to Eye
Warner Bros. Automatic BSK 3570,
$8.98.
Sound: B+

Performance: B

Eye to Eye has a sound we're very
likely to hear a lot more of as the '80s
unfold. They are a very sophisticated
brew, very jazzy and high-tech sounding, very sharp lyrics. With a kicky,
post rock and roll beat.
The core is the duo of English keyboardist Julian Marshall and American
vocalist Deborah Berg. They wear their
heroes on their sleeves. Berg's vocals
and overdub techniques have clarity
and odd accents reminiscent of Joni
Mitchell. Rhythms and weirdness resemble Talking Heads' Remain in Light
stripped down by the jazzy politeness
of latter day Steely Dan. Having the
Dan's producer Gary Katz on hand,
with his access to the top studio technicians on both coasts, should ensure
that quality.
Katz has given Eye to Eye a shimmering, detailed, pulsing sound punctuated with lots of quirky little keyboard
effects. A sturdy drum sound anchors
the album, allowing Marshall space to
float free. Berg's vocals are more technical than emotional. Enunciation is a
very strong point for her. The whole
presentation insists on a vivid "This Is
Art" stamp.
Their lyrics are deliciously worded
reflections on life in the '80s. Most take
on new twists on the age-old themes of
commitment and love. Some are more
political. The best, "Life in Motion," is
about all of the above: Life, love, war,
hunger. It is a nervous, kaleidoscopic
tic of a song.
With superb craftsmanship in its
conception and articulation, Eye to Eye
is an album that you might find slight at
first and then find growing on you.
Michael Tearson

Telarc captures it all. The full scope of
the remarkable Aeolian-Skinner organ,
the reknowned ambience of Symphony
Hall, Boston, the prodigious talent of
Michael Murray...and, above all, the
music. Couperin: Chacone in G minor.

Dupré: Carillon, Op. 27, No. 4. Gigout:
Scherzo. Frank: Pièce Héroique.
Widor: Toccata, Symphony V. Bach:

Sinfonia, Cantata 29 (transcr. Dupré).
Vierne: Final, Symphony I. Dupré:
Musette, Op. 51. Lemmens: Fanfare.

Other Telarc Digital and Direct -to-Disc recordings by Michael Murray
The Great Organ at Methuen

-Bach: Passacaglia and
Fugue in C Minor, Fantasia and
Fugue in G Minor "The great,"
Toccata in F, two chorale preludes Digital DG -10049
..a real treat for lovers of
Bach organ music - and if you
don't like organ music, this
may lust change your
mind."-Popular Electronics

The Great Organ at Methuen,
Vol.1 Works by Widor, Vierne,
Dupré, Karg-Elert, and Marcello
recorded at the Methuen

-

Memorial Music Hall, Methuen,
Mass. Direct -to -Disc TEL -5036
"A 'must' for organ lovers and
a stringent test for your audio

system" -HiFi Buyer's Review

Saint-Saena: Symphony No. 3

("Organ") with Eugene

Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra Digital DG -10051
... it was a sort of sonic time
bomb waiting for my ears.
Wow! This is the demo disc of
all time." -Audio

Give the gift of music.

audiotechnica..
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224
Enter No.

31

on Reader Service Card

your speakers
to
f\f\Ì\- Hang
'
sound better.
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This revolutionary
ceiiin sus nsion
system hangs your speakers for perfect "ear level"
stereo that sounds better than you've ever heard
them before. You'll love how they enhance the
look of your room, too. Just minutes to easily
install any speaker up to 100 lbs., they instantly
adjust to any angle. Order a pair of Pyramounts
right now and hear what you've been missing!
Send check or money order for $29.95 + $2.50
postage & handling.*

PYRAMvUN

1

725 Lorraine, Los Angeles, CA 90005
VISA or MC
Or call (213) 934-1642
Specify Black or White in Sm., Med., or Lg.

-

Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

Z1

DIGITAL AT DBX
AsI write this, the 72nd Audio

Engineering Society Convention will be getting underway in
a few days. Thus, it will be "autumn in
Anaheim," as the convention holds
forth at the Disneyland Convention
Center. This will be the first of the "new
era" AES conventions. Up to now,
there has been an AES convention in
an overseas location in March, a May
convention in Los Angeles, and-"autumn in New York"-a fall convention
at the Waldorf. Under a new AES policy, there is one overseas convention
and one convention alternating between the East and West Coasts in this
country each year. This 72nd AES
Convention in Anaheim will be followed
by the 73rd in Amsterdam in March
1983, and the 74th at the Waldorf in
New York in late October 1983. Obviously, under this setup there will be an
interval of two years between conventions on the West Coast and the East
Coast. Considering the rapid developments in audio technology, some feel
this is too long a period. Time will tell.
As have noted before, digital audio
is "hot" these days, and you can be
certain there will be many new developments in digital audio at the AES
Convention. We can expect second and even third -generation PCM digital
recorders. There are sure to be various
models of the Compact DAD (digital
audio disc), especially since the DAD
was officially launched in Tokyo late in
September.
Among all the PCM digital recorders
at this convention will be a surprise
package from dbx. This enterprising
company, heretofore associated with
noise -reduction equipment, will be unveiling their new Model 700 digital audio processor. The real eyebrow -raiser
here is that instead of the ubiquitous
PCM (pulse -code modulation) used in
current digital processors, the dbx 700
uses delta modulation.
In delta modulation, the numbers
produced by the system's ND (analog -to-digital) converter represent dif-
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The dbx 700 digital processor uses delta modulation, not PCM.

I

ferences between successive sampled
voltages, rather than a PCM adaptor's
instantaneous voltage of the input signal at each point of time. Delta modulation is not new; about 10 years ago
reviewed the Delta T digital delay system in Audio. (Incidentally, Barry
Blesser, one of our foremost digital ex I
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perts and outgoing President of the
AES, was a codeveloper of this system.) believe the manufacturing company evolved into Lexicon, well-known
for their PCM digital delay systems.
There are some inherent disadvantages in delta modulation which up to
now have precluded its use in digital
audio recording. Dynamic range was
limited, noise modulation problems
("breathing") were present, and the
noise floor exhibited distinct tonal
characteristics. On the plus side, delta
modulation has inherently less sensitivity to bit errors. Its anti-aliasing filters
are simple, easy to build and have
small phase shifts, as compared to the
complex filters and large phase shifts
of PCM equipment.
Some years ago, delta modulation
was improved by what was known as
Adaptive Delta Modulation (ADM). In
the words of Robert Adams, Senior
Project Engineer of dbx, "In ADM, the
digital number produced by the ND
converter is allowed to represent varying differences (step sizes) between
successive samples. When the input
signal changes quickly, the step size
becomes larger, producing a digital
output which tracks the input. When
the input signal changes slowly, the
I

step size is adjusted ('adapted') to be
smaller, to more accurately reproduce
the waveforms. By adjusting the step
size to suit the input signal, ADM extends the dynamic range of delta modulation." This ADM is a definite im-

provement over conventional delta
modulation, but still is not good
enough for serious recording.
Stimulated by the possibility of a lowcost, professional digital processor,
Mr. Adams and his team of engineers
set out to resolve the problems of
ADM. They succeeded in the development of two innovative circuits which
essentially give their delta modulation
processor performance equal to that of
a 16 -bit PCM processor. Mr. Adams
describes the dbx Companded Predictive Delta Modulation (CPDM) circuits thusly: "The analog -to-digital
conversion process in the dbx Model
700 differs from that used in ADM in
two important respects. First, in ADM,
step size is varied to follow the signal.
The dbx converter uses a precision
compander in which the signal itself is
varied with a voltage -controlled amplifier to avoid overloading a fixed delta
modulator. Second, the dbx delta
modulator uses a 'linear -predictive filter,' which relies on the recent history
AUDIO/JANUARY 1983

of the audio signal to predict its future.
These two differences result in substantial improvements in perfor-

mance."
The use of a fixed step -size, nonadaptive delta modulator is particularly
important. For example, "dither noise"
(a white noise added to the signal in
order to mask quantization noise) cannot be used in ADM. However, in the
dbx 700, dither noise can be added at
the input of the fixed delta modulator to
eliminate the noise floor anomalies (audible tonal effects) that plague ADM. In
addition, the use of the linear predictive filter can increase the dynamic
range of a fixed delta modulator by
more than 10 dB, which is enough to
eliminate all possibility (so it is
claimed) of audible noise modulation.
The dbx Model 700 is meant to be
used with professional U-matic helical scan video recorders, although consumer VHS and Beta video recorders
can be used as well. Because of the
video format, the dbx 700 is furnished
with a memory that has 16K bits of
RAM (random access memory) storage for wow and flutter absorption,
data interleaving and de -interleaving,
and video requirements. As Robert Adams points out, the A/D converter produces a steady stream of bits during
record. Since the video format has several areas where data cannot be recorded, the memory is asked to store
the data bits during these times. Of the
16K memory, 8K is assigned for data
interleaving (time scrambling) and 4K
for storing data during the video -synch

intervals.
During playback, the memory must
supply the D/A converter with a steady
stream of data while receiving the data
from the VCR. Since the VCR has wow
and flutter, this causes variations in the
bit rate sent to the memory. The memory absorbs these variations with the
last 4K bits of storage, and the result is
a claim of very low flutter (less than
0.01%) in the decoded signal.
According to Adams, his error -correction system works "by adding one
extra parity bit for every three data bits.
The parity bits are mathematically derived from the data bits so that any bit
errors on playback will produce a
unique error pattern in the received
parity bits. This error pattern is decoded to find exactly which bits are in
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If you'd like to know more about Jack Daniel's Whiskey,

drop us

a

line.

THESE MEN can tell exactly what's happening
inside every barrel ín a Jack Daniel's warehouse.
In the heat of summer the whiskey is expanding
into the charred inner wood of the barrel. Come
Halloween, it's starting to cool. And inching
its way back toward the center. Over the aging
period, this gentle circulation

of whiskey is going on
constantly. Of course, it
can't be perceived by the
human eye. But after a
sip of Jack Daniel's, we
believe you'll recognize
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Tennessee Whiskey

90 Proof

Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.

"Inherent disadvantages in
delta modulation up to now
precluded its use in digital
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Bryston believes there is a need for reference
standards of musical accuracy. That is why we
designed our Models 2B, 3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. Their only
reason for existing is to provide the most faithful
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible
within the bounds of available technology. Write
to us and we'll tell you how we do it, and where
you can listen to our perfect combination.
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corrected, which also gives
the user some information about the
videotape quality.
The dbx 700 is a two -channel system, with frequency response claimed
to be 10 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 0.5 dB. Dynamic range is quoted at a breathtaking 110 dB! Total harmonic distortion is
said to be less than 0.03% at 1 kHz, 1
volt rms, with wow and flutter less than
0.01% unweighted. Sampling rate is
quoted in a rather odd fashion as
"700k bits/sec." Some quick work on a
calculator will show that this would be
roughly equivalent to 16 bits at
44.056k/S in the PCM world.
The new dbx unit is rack -mountable
and measures 51/4 in. H x 19 in. W x
111/2 in. D. It weighs in at 20 pounds,
and construction is totally modular.
There is a metering system of two columns of 30 LEDs switchable for three
separate functions. A microphone
preamp is optional. The front panel has
input, output, and microphone preamp
modules with appropriate controls. The
price is "less than $5,000" which certainly qualifies it as the lowest priced
professional digital processor on the
market. Needless to say, the 700 is an
is being

exciting development.
It must be noted that dbx has said
nothing about editing facilities for this
unit. There is some talk about a f ixedhead transport on which "razor -blade"
editing would be possible. A consumer
model of the processor is said to be in
the works, and would hazard a guess
that it will cost between $1,000 and
$1,500. Here, the lack of editing facilities would place it in the same class as
other consumer digital processors on
the market, so this would not be a
drawback.
In any case, the dbx 700 digital processor breaks some new ground with
its delta modulation, and it will be interesting to see the reactions.
ál

The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a
revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clarity from a background of silence, then vanishes.
The progression of musical events seems real,

tangible, almost visual in

l

error, and the offending bits are then
corrected. This correction circuit works
in conjunction with the memory interleaving in such a way that a long burst
error is presented to it as a series of
short errors separated by good data."
The dbx Model 700's error -correction
circuit is claimed to be so good that it
will completely correct dropout or burst
errors up to 1,024 bits long, even if
they occur as frequently as 240 times
per second. An LED flashes when a bit

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Dolby B through Dolby C
Q. Can play Dolby B -encoded cassette tapes through Dolby C decoding?-Ward Audio, Kahului, Hawaii
A. don't see why you would, since
Dolby C decoders and tape decks with
Dolby C tend to have Dolby B as well.
1

I

If you try it, however, the main result of
the mismatch will be a drop in treble
response roughly equal to that produced when playing non -Dolby tapes
through a Dolby B decoder.
A more common problem is having
to play Dolby C tapes through a Dolby
B decoder. This will emphasize the treble, much as playing Dolby B tapes
with no decoder does.
Either way, there will also be other,

bandwidth above 2,122 Hz. However,
as we go up the audio spectrum, there
are twice as many unit bandwidths in
each octave. Hence, the amount of
noise energy doubles with each
successive octave up to 2,122 Hz, with
equal noise energy per octave thereafter. The total effect is to impart a
hissy character to the FM noise since
the lower octaves contain less noise
energy. In the case of 25-µS de -emphasis, noise energy doubles with
each octave up to 6,366 Hz so that FM
noise becomes even brighter.

FM Hiss Frequency

Premature Peaking
Q. My cassette deck has peak indicators in addition to VU meters for setting recording level. During recording,
the peak indicators start flashing while
the VU meters are registering a level of
-4 dB. I checked this on FM interstation hiss. When / record music, the VU
level is usually about -10 dB when the
peak indicators start flashing. This

Q. I have heard a lot about using FM
interstation hiss to test the ability of a
tape deck to give faithful audio reproduction. Approximately what frequency is this hiss?-Rob Canaday, Northwood, Ohio
A. In a stereo tuner, FM hiss consists
of all frequencies that the electronics
are capable of reproducing up to nearly 19 kHz. On most tuners, a very sharp
filter is used to remove the 19 -kHz pilot
signal, after it has served its purpose
for stereo, so as not to interfere with
operation of a tape deck.
Thus, there are an infinite number of
frequencies from about 0 Hz to 19 kHz
in the FM hiss you hear. However,
these frequencies are not of equal amplitude. At the low end, below 20 Hz or
so, tuners tend to be limited in their
response, producing a dropoff. Between, say, 20 Hz and 19 kHz, the
tuner's de -emphasis circuit produces
declining amplitude as frequency
rises. In the case of standard 75-4
de -emphasis, the decline begins (3 dB
down) at 2,122 Hz and approaches a
drop of 6 dB per octave. In the case of
Dolby 25-4 de -emphasis, the decline
begins at 6,366 Hz.
Thus, referring to 75-µS de-emphasis, there is essentially equal noise energy per unit bandwidth-say, -Hz
bandwidth-from about 20 to 2,122
Hz, and declining energy per unit

makes the meters useless as far as I'm
concerned. I obtain good results by
using the peak indicators, so I conclude that the meters are improperly
set. Can the meters be recalibrated so
that they show 0 VU on peaks, and
would it be possible for me to do
this?-Dan Zimmett, Saint Marys, Pa.
A. Peak -indicator LEDs read peak
program levels; most tape -recorder
meters (including all true VU meters)
read average program levels, which
are always lower. The difference between peak and average is greater on
musical program material than on essentially steady-state test signals such
as FM interstation noise. Therefore,
there is no way you can get average and peak-reading indicators to read
identically on all types of program material, though you could have the meters recalibrated to match the LEDs on
one specific type of signal.
The VU readings are by no means
"useless"; recording engineers in this
country used only VU indications, without supplementary peak indicators, for
decades. However, it does put you in
the unfortunate position of the man with
two watches, who's never quite as sure
what time it is as he was when he had
only one.
Both indicators can be useful,
though. If you want to aim for minimum
distortion, use the peak -reading LEDs

mild response irregularities, because
Dolby C processing covers a wider
range than Dolby B. No harm will be
done to either tape, tape deck or decoder, of course.

1
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as your guide to maximum permissible
recording levels, and your meters as a
guide to permissible minimums. If you
want to record for best signal-to-noise
ratio, use your meters' zero indication
as your permissible maximum under
most conditions, recording a bit above
that point on program material where
the LEDs never flash and a bit below
that point on material where the LEDs
flash often.

Why Monitor?
Q. My preamplifier contains a switch
for tape monitoring. What, then, are the
advantages of a three-head cassette
deck with monitoring features on the
deck itself?-Merrill German, Baltimore, Md.
A. True monitoring signifies that
while a tape is being recorded, one
can also hear the tape playback with
only a fraction of a second delay,
owing to the distance between the record and playback heads. This is possible only if the deck has separate record and playback head gaps and
electronics. If the same head is used
for both record and playback, it is impossible to record and play simultaneously.
In the case of a three-head deck, the
tape monitor switch enables you to listen either to the signal fed into the
deck for recording, or to the playback
signal from the tape. Preamps generally offer a similar switching arrange-

ment. Monitoring through your speakers requires that both the tape deck's
and preamp's monitor switches be set
to monitor position. Accessories which
preempt the tape jacks, such as equalizers, frequently have their own monitor
jacks and switches. With headphones
plugged into the deck, you can monitor
without using the preamplifier's monitor switch.
The purpose of tape monitoring is to
assure the recordist that the quality of
the signal on the tape is satisfactory,
and to facilitate adjustments if it is not.
Otherwise, one may discover only in
playback, and all too late, that the reLl
cording is not satisfactory.
problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at
AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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ADS RECEIVED AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL
BE HELD FOR THE NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at
$5.00 extra for handling and postage.
GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher, in his sole
discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full
Street address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient)
and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not
acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card
Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line
advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled
will be short rated accordingly. For any additional information contact Laura J. Lo Vecchio, Classified Adv.
Mgr., 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036... Direct
Dial (212) 719-6338.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
$195.
1 col x
1"
col
1 col
2 coi
2 col
1

x 2"
x 3'
x 1"
x 2"

$350.
$450.
$390.
$700.

1-313-471-3076 or 1-313-553-0508. Active Loudspeaker
systems by Beam Acoustics. Beam Acoustics SLR2 AP
loudspeaker with A & R Cambridge electronics. Superb
sound at low low prices. Franchise enquiries welcome for
Beam and Ram Loudspeakers. Call or write. B & K Imports.
24160 Twin Valley, Farmington, Michigan, 48024. Visa,
MC.
1-313-553-0508, 1-313-471-3076 B&K IMPORTS. FULL
QUAD SYSTEM
QUAD 44
(ABOUT $4300)
QUAD 405
QUAD FM4
QUAD 63's & STANDS
VISA -MC-COD -CHECKS -CASH
24160 TWIN VALLEY CT.
FARMINGTON, MICH 48024
BRITISH AUTO MAGS, OLD & NEW

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS must make a space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the 10th.
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1-313-553-0508, 1-313-471-3076, B&K IMPORTS:
"SERVING AUDIOPHILES WITH BETTER PRICES". EXAMPLES: QUAD 63's $2795., B&W DM16 $1650, CELESTION SL -6 $660, CONRAD -JOHNSON PV2Ar $585.,
MV75a $1195., DYNAVECTOR DV23R $215., KEF 101
$495, KEF 103.2 $749, LINN LV-X $170., LP -12 $859,
KAN $495., SARA $1329., MERIDIAN 101B $475., THE
OUTRAGEOUS MERIDIAN M-2 $1649., MISSION 770
$989., NAKAMICHI LX -3 $530, PINK TRIANGLE $999.,
ROGERS LS3/5a $536., SYRINX PU2 GOLD $560., CJ55
WALKER $340., ARC, ARISTON, A&R CAMBRIDGE,
BEAM ACTIVE & PASSIVE LOUDSPEAKERS,
CHARTWELL, BEDINI, FIDELITY RESEARCH, GRACE,
JR, M&K, MAYWARE, NY TECH, ORACLE, PRECISION
FIDELITY, RAM, SME SUGDEN, SUPEX OR ANYTHING
ELSE. VISA-MC-C.O.D.-CHECKS-CASH, 24160 TWIN
VALLEY CT., FARMINGTON, MICH 48024. CALL ANYTIME -FREE CATALOG, PRICE QUOTES ON REQUEST,
BRITISH AUDIO MACS, OLD & NEW.

1.313.553-05081-313-471-3076 PINK TRIANGLE HAND
MADE TURNTABLE VERY BRITISH $999., SYRINX PU2
GOLD $560., OSAWA 60L MC $199.
OUTSTANDING COMBINATION
B&K IMPORTS, 24160 TWIN VALLEY CT.
FARMINGTON,MICH 48024
VISA-MC -COD -CHECKS -CASH
BRITTISH AUDIO MAGS, OLD & NEW

1-313-553-0508 1-313-471-3076 B&K IMPORTS (ABOUT
$2850)
TURNTABLE
WALKER CJ55
LV -X LINN
TONEARM
DYNAVECTOR DV23r
CARTRIDGE
PREAMP
MERIDIAN 101B
SPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M -2's ACTIVE
STUNNING DYNAMICS, SUPERB CLARITY, SENSATIONAL IMAGING-OUTSTANDING OVERALL DESIGN
-VISA -MC -COD -CHECKS -24160 TWIN VALLEY CT.,
FARMINGTON, MICH 48024, BRITISH AUDIO MACS,
OLD & NEW
1-313-553-9248 FOR QUALITY COMPONENTS. KEF,
CJ55, LVX and more. Write or call for info. AB Sonics,
28140 Kendallwood, Farmington Hills, MI 48018

1-800-245-6000

TAPE WORLD
6 79
TDK: MAR -90
4 49
TDK: MA -90
3 29
TDK: SAX -90
3 19
TDK: ADX-90
2 19
TDK: SA -90
1 89
TDK: SA -60
1 89
TDK: AD-90
1 29
TDK: D-90
12.99
TDK: T-120HG
9 99
TDK: T-120, L-750
CALL
MAXELL: XL I or IIS-90
US
MAXELL: UDXL I or IIC90
OR
MAXELL: UDC -90
WRITE
MAXELL: UD35-90
FOR
MAXELL: T-120, T-120HGX
PRICES
MAXELL: L-750, L-75OHGX
2 49
FUJI: FX or II -C90
3 09
SONY: UCXS-90
13.99
TDK: HD -01 (Head Demag.)
CALL
LORAN
WE WILL HONOR ANY COMPETITORS PRICE OF
THE TOTAL ORDER. $3.75 shipping any size order in
US. Visa, MC, COD no extra charge. Orders shipped
within 4 days by UPS. Personal checks week delay.
PA add sales tax.
220 Spring St., Butler, PA 16001, 412-283-8621
I
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r- AMERICAN
AUDIOPHILE
where the difference
is musical accuracy
and the goal is
to satisfy
Partial listing of the quality
products we carry:
NAD
B&W
NOVA
DCM
P S AUDIO
DENON
RGR
DYNAVECTOR
SOTA
GRACE
TANDBERG
JANIS
THETA
LEACH
VANDERSTEEN
MARIAH
VPI
MORDAUNT-SHORT
AR TURNTABLE modifications

For larger display ads and frequency discounts call
(212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR
VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL
PREPARATION.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
716 Madison Ave. New York, N.Y. 10021
5

(212) 751-9733
Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7114

All shipments prepaid and insured
FREE throughout continental U.S.

MASTER CHARGE
VISA ACCEPTED

&

AAH, NEEDED URGENTLY. LARGE SUPPLY OF WESTERN ELECTRIC TUBES, NEW & USED. MAURY 713
7284343

Southeastern Connecticut
Carves- Star 3DA oustics
Yamaha. Dalquist- DCM

iM...
o:

i

0ConradJohnson

ags

,

PRE -PAID SHIPMENTS

9LNAas

AndrnOre

IN HOUSE SERVICE

140BankSt.NewLondon,Ct.06320 447-9802

uxman

ADS

M&K
Haller
Tandberg
Wharfedale

Thorens

3-D Acoustics Grace
Audio Control Denon
Hitachi
NAD
Ortolon
Onkyo
AIWA
SME
Recox
MXR
Kenwood
Sherwood
Mitsubishi
d Many More'

I

t

et
etI /

We Deliver FREE
Anywhere in the

Continental USA

the SOUNIMpptôacit
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, N.

Y.

Charge it...Call 516-499-7680 Ext-82
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(212) 224-1870
MOONSHINE RECORDS
2.45
TDK SA-C90
1.95
TDK SA-C60
4.75
TDK MA -C90
1.45
TDK D -C90
1.95
TDK AD -C90
3.85
MAXELL XLI or Its C90
2.95
MAXELL XLI or II C90
4.45
ALLSOP CASS. HEAD CLNR.
9.95
DISCWASHER D-4 SYSTEM
13.95
TDK HDO1 (HEAD DEMAG.)
13.90
MAXELL VIDEO T-120 H.G.
120.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155E
54.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 130E
54.00
AUDIO TECHNICA AT 125LC
WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE SHOWN IN THIS
ISSUE. Minimum order, $10.00; add $3.75 shipping any
size order; New York residents add 81/4% sales tax. Visa,
Mastercard, American Express accepted. Send certified
check or money order for fastest service; two-week delay
on personal checks. Moonshine Records, 212-91 26th Avenue Bayside, NY 11360. All orders shipped within 3 days.

21ST CENTURY AUDIO LTD -PHILADELPHIA
We carry: Amber, Argent, Audible Illusions, Bedini, Conrad -Johnson, Dynavector, Electro Research, Grado, JR
Rogers, KLH, Megasonics, Music Reference, Oracle "Delphi", Perreaux, Powerlight Studio, Pyramid, SOTA "Sapphire', STAX, Sumiko, Grace, Supex, SUMO, Symdex,
Symmetry, Thorens, VPI, Ultra Cable & More.
For those wishing to have an ultimate system. We could
highly recommend the following items. Electro Research
EK-1 phono/cartridge front end system, Oracle "Delphi"
turntable, The Arm, STAX F81 Electrostatic speakers, Conrad -Johnson Premier One amp. Perreaux 2150B amp.
Symmetry ACS -1A crossover, & Matching woofers. Complete system only $15,490.00
We accept Master Card & Visa for your convenience.
Shipping Prepaid in U.S.A. We ship worldwide. Send inquiries to: 5041 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia., Penna.
19120. (215) 324-4457.

58,000 MICROFARAD 75V CAPACITORS for super capacitor bank! Update your amplifier (DH200 Ideal) with an
outboard capacitor bank for low cost sound improvement.
Normally $60 each, limited supply available at $10 each, or
four for $32 postpaid U.S. only. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Robert Wattleworth, 7798 Embassy Drive, Canton, Michigan 48187
YEARS AND GROWING STRONG! featuring the renowned Strathearn ribbon, available with solid hardwood
frames, crossovers, complete systems. Dynaudio, Dales ford, Panasonic leafs, Wonder caps, Wesco, Shadow Engineering electronics. A full line of esoteric but affordable kits,
AC acoustic foam for cost effective room treatment. Guaranteed lowest prices, instant shipping, technical assistance. MCNisa. Noon to 6:00m -f. (608) 788 0366 Detailed
catalogue $2. AUDIO CONCEPTS 1919 S. 19th LaCrosse,
5

Wi. 54601

WALTER SWANBON

of Audio Vision
"Perreaux fulfills the no
compromise criteria of a state-ofthe-art power amp."

FACT: Three million hertz bandwidth,
± 1° 20Hz - 20.000Hz phase
accuracy. All transistors are tested,
calibrated and matched.

Audio Vision
Hillside Ave.
Arlington Heights
84

Mass. 02174
(617) 641-0490
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AAAAAAH AUDIOPHILES-FINALLY FOUND YOU! We
are an AMERICAN enterprise specializing in the direct sale
of JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects (yes-BANSEI available) accessories
etc. All manufacturers -lowest prices. Advise your requirements-we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS, PO Box
113, Toyohashi 440, JAPAN.

AAAA-CANADIAN AUDIOPHILES
Cartridges, tonearms, transformers, headphones,
loudspeakers, interconnects, accessories, and much
more. All available at lowest possible prices. Write for
free brochure and price list. ESOTERIC AUDIO
107-2929 Nootka St., Vancouver, B.C., CANADA.
V5M - 4K4, or phone (604) 438-4071. Mon.-Thurs. 5-8
pm, P.S.T. Free shipping throughout Canada.

AAA -ASTOUNDING CARTRIDGES: Finest

in the World at
Shamefully Low Prices. Accuphase, Denon, Dynavector,
Grace F9E's, F9E Ruby's, Koetsu, etc. NEW, 100% Quality
Control, Warranties, COD Available. No Price List. "We
Will Not Be Undersold". AudioWorkShop (206) 323-4987
24hrs.

AAAAHH AT LAST -POLYPROPYLENE DRIVERS, Ribbon Tweeters, Xovers, Horns, Plans, Replacements. New
1983 Catalog $1.00. SOUNDBOX, Dpt. A, 411 South Carlisle St., Philadelphia, PA 19146.

AAA SELECTION OF ESOTERIC AND QUALITY COMPONENTS, speakers, cartridges, tonearms, turntables, accessories, or whatever. Write or call, you'll be glad. Ask for
specials list. Many surprises. Audio Unlimited, 1798B
Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110 408/279-0122 16pm M -Th

ABARGAIN: Cartridges 40% to 50% off retail: Grace F9E,
F11L $189.; Koetsu Black; Accuphase AC -2; Denon DL 103D; Promethean; Dynavector DV -23R, DV -17D, 100R/
23R stylus replacement $120.; Tone Arms: Grace 707 MKII
$149., 747 $189.; Linn Ittok LV -II $430.; Technics EPA -100
$289.; Koetsu SA -1100D $495; All unused (212) 784-2939
(evenings)

ABARGAIN: Dynaco 416 amp + C-100 energy storage
unit $500. Michael M. Gehring, Rt. 1, Box 49, Whitewater,
KS 67154
ABARGAIN: Grace F9E ruby & stylus; Linn Basik LV -X;
want Hasselblad; (212) 784-2939 evenings
A BARGAIN: Linn LW arm w/cart, $80; NAD 2140 amp,
$180; PS Audio Ilb preamp, $90; FM -6 Beambox, $15. Box
2352 Galveston, Texas 77553
A BETTER WAY TO BUY YOUR AUDIO AND VIDEO

COMPONENTS. Consider the following -DIRECT

SOUND MARKETING can provide you with virtually any
brand of audio or video components (including the esoterits) at extremely competitive pricing, on an in-stock basis.
Moreover, we maintain a complete service facility to handle
any service problems. So, if you're looking for a price,
selection, fast shipments, in-house service and competent
advice we have it all, and more. Before you buy anything
please call us at (404) 233-9500 for more information.
Or write to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING, 3095 Bolling
Way N.E., Atlanta, GA 30305. For your convenience use
your Mastercard, Visa, or Amex for fastest service. Sales
tax is charged to Georgia residents only.

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST IN AUDIO!
Featuring the superb Conrad -Johnson Premier Two
preamp (Absolute Sound's #1 preamp), $1585, and
the awesome Premier One amplifier (200 watts/channel), $3900.
KRELL
AMBER

DENNESSEN

PS AUDIO

HAFLER

DENON
GNP

NAD
REGA PLANAR

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
SYMMETRY
NITTY GRITTY
FREE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN USA.

ROGERS

GRACE

DYNAVECTOR
OLN

ASTATIC
GRADO

COMPLETE EXPORT FACILITIES.
REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS
18214 DALTON AVENUE, GARDENA, CA 90248
(213) 398-4205

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU GIVE THE WORLD'S FINESTAUDIO
ENGINEERS CARTE BLANCHE.
The team of engineers that developed Sony Esprit was not asked to
work within the narrow confines of a budget.
Nor were they asked to adhere to the compromising deadlines of some
production timetable. Or to the arbitrary figures of a spec sheet.
They were asked, quite simply, to develop components that would
approach, to the closest possible degree, perfect sound.
There is no gimmickry in Esprit components; only those technological
improvements that contribute to sound quality' were considered meaningful.
There are no question marks either. For the Esprit engineers fully research their equipment before production. Not afterward.
For more information write Sony Esprit, 2300
ESPRIT®
Peachford Rd., NE, Suite 1150, Atlanta, Georgia 30338.

SONY

ALTERMAN AUDIO
3213 17th Street

Metairie, LA 70002
(504)834-7772

(215)376-4917

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

RECORDER CENTER

AUDIO CENTER

(213)820-2578

Bethesda, MD 20014
(301)657-2141

2003 North Henderson
Dallas, TX 75206
(214)826-8700

19611

4964 Fairmont Avenue

New York, NY 10016

THREE PHASE AUDIO
104 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70503

(212)685-8101

(318)981-4951

PARK AVENUE AUDIO
425 Park Avenue South

D S AUDIO

545 Penn Avenue
West Reading, PA

PARIS AUDIO
12401 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

© 1982 Sony Corp. of America. Sony and Sony Esprit arc registered trademarks of the Sony Corp-
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST? low direct Tax free price.
reviewed November 82 'Gramophone' "indeed the combi-

ACES OVER
EIGHTS SYSTEM

nation of Mayware MKIV tonearm $125 and MC -2V 'Vital'
stylus $79 + T-24 transformer reproduced my sequence of
Test records with unusual accuracy and tonal naturalness.
World's best lousdpeaker manufacturer says" combination
performs extremely well and cures mistracking which oc cured with SME." Just released "The Cartridge" $135
VISA/MC accepted info $1 bill. Mayware P.O. Box 58,
Edgware, Middx. England.

FOR SALE
A BRAND NEW CATALOGUE

N.A.D.
B.E.S
ADCOM
ALPINE
CARVER
LUXMAN
ALLISON
PYRAMID

(ABOUT $8000)

LINN SONDEK LP -12
LINN ITTOK
Cartridge:
GRACE F9 -E W/RUBY CANTILEVER
Tuner:
ADCOM GFT-1
Preamplifier: THRESHOLD FET TWO
Amplifier:
THRESHOLD S-300
Speakers.
SNELL TYPE A'S
Turntable:

Tonearni:

ACCURATE, QUALITY HOME/CAR AUDIO AFFORDABLY PRICED!! Denco Audio, P.O. Box 6104-U, El Monte,
CA 91734. (213) 961-6158 evenings, weekends. STAMP
BRINGS SPECIALS SHEET. M/C, VISA ACCEPTED!
ACOUSTAT, CONRAD -JOHNSON, COUNTER POINT

3D ACOUSTICS
BANG & OLUFSEN
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
DCM TIME WINDOWS

SOUND BY SINGER

PS, FOURIER, FRIED, GNP, LOGIC, WALKER & MORE.
BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS, 3281 W. Liberty Avenue,
Pittsburgh, PA 15216, (412) 561-3312

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

ACOUSTAT II $850. USED, DCM Macrophones $240.,
QED demos $320., Marcoff PPA-1 $85., Cizek MG -27
$380., Sony 2251 with Mayware Formula IV $199. Sound &
Music, 90-92 King St., Northampton, MA 01060, (413) 5849547

ACOUSTAT III, latest, mint, $1200.-Acoustat TNT -200
(200 w/ch) power amp, excellent, $700.-Both $1800.
(212) 454-3205

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: AMBER, ASIATIC, ORACLE, CONRAD JOHNSON (INCLUDING PREMIERS), DYNAVECTOR, MISSION, NAD, OHM, RGR, SNELL, THIEL, VPI,
WALKER, ETC. Audio File, 1202 South Congress, Austin,
Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295

ACOUSTAT SPEAKERS-SUPERB!
Also Sony PCM-FI. Free Shipping! Fast Service! READ
BROS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.

ACOUSTAT TNT-200 AMPLIFIERS (PAIR), MINT,
Months old. $895. each. Must sell. 512-443-3697

ACOUSTAT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (PAC)

ACOUSTAT MODEL II, IV, Call Terry, 402-391-3842

ADS L1530 SPEAKERS, $1,200./pair (215) LO7-4626.

Music lovers from all over Northern California
journey to beautiful Sausalito for personalized
service, and expert advice in selecting 'classic
audio components. There must be a reason+

CLASSIC

Some of our "classic" components... Audio Research Vandersteen, Oracle, Quad, Snell, Thiel,
Counterpoint, Electrocompaniet, Rega, QLN, Shahini an, Pyramid, PS Audio, NAD, Hafler, Spica, Koetsu,
Accuphase, and many more. MUSIC BY DESIGN 107 Caledonia St, Sausalito, CA (415) 332-2142
,

FEATURING
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AUDITION THESE AND MANY OTHER
FINE COMPONENTS IN A
RELAXED AND COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
ALSO PROUDLY CARRYING
A.D.S.

FRIED

AMBER

F.A.S.

NILES AUDIO

APATURE

GRACE

PLEXIS

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

GRADO

PROTON

AUDIO CONTROL

NITTY GRITTY

HITACHI

JIM ROGERS

AUDIO-PRO

ISO-BASE

SHEFFIELD

AUDIO SOURCE

LAST FLUID

SOUND CONNECTIONS

BENCHMARK

MAXELL

STAX

BEYER DYNAMICS

MITSUBISHI

S.T.D.

CIZEK

MOBILE FIDELITY

SUMIKO

C.J. WALKER

MONSTER CABLE

SWEET THUNDER

CONNOISSEUR

MORDAUNT-SHORT

TELARC

D.N.R.

NAGATRON

UNGO BOX

DYNAVECTOR

NAUTILUS

WILSON AUDIO

SOUND STAGE

AUDIO

Do Your Friends Believe
The more drivers the better?
The lighter the

tracking force

the better?

...

The more strands the better?

Weighted rumble figures?
Lots of watts?

you've risen above the petty mythology of mass -fi
and just want good sound and the best value
then
AudioQuest products are for you.
If

-

C1Ud

I

OqUeSC

Premium quality high and low output moving coils with
hollow sapphire cantilevers.

GrooVDancer
High output moving coils & induced magnet cartridges.

-I.iVEWiR

Pure copper & litz speaker cables.
True litz interconnecting cables & tone arms cables.

For

more information please write AUDIOQUEST

3857 Birch Street, #610, Newport Beach, CA 92660

8:'

184-10 HORACE HARDING EXPRESSWAY
FRESH MEADOWS, NY 11365
Exit 25 (UTOPIA PKWY) L.I.E.
ASK FOR OUR MONTHLY -SPECIALS -SHEET
MASTERCHARGENISA/AMEX WELCOMED
ALL SHIPPING CHARGES FREE IN THE U.S.A.
EXPERT CAR INSTALLATIONS
ON THE PREMISES

(212) 762-3220

ADCOM GFW-1 WALNUT SUBWOOFER, factory
sealed closeout sale, list $290., now $159. postpaid
USA. Bear Sound, Box 4121, Sylmar, CA 91342

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES-Northern New York State
House of Hi-Fi is now open with McIntosh, Denon, Polk
Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Apt Holman, Hafler, Marcoff, Sota,
Alpine, Sonex, Harman Kardon, RG Dynamics, JBL, Mariah Acoustics, Shahinian Obelisk, DCM Time Windows,
Sony, Fidelity Research, Conrad Johnson, Monster Cable,
Peerless. Mail or Phone inquiries promptly answered.
HOUSE OF HI-FI, Route 9-Miller Road, Glen Falls, New
York 12801, (518) 793-6639.

HARMAN/KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 8400878

ALL MINT CONDITION! Technics RS-1506US open reel,
$675. Harman/Kardon citation -19 amp, 100 watts plus,
$300. Yamaha C-6 preamp, Parametric EO, MC amp,
$200. (615) 877-0379

ALL QUAD ELS OWNERS obtain improved accuracy,
definition & extended bass with proven update. $140/pr. No
risk, 30 day trial. For information send SASE to John Koval,
Linear Acoustics Labs, 11521 Cielo PI., Santa Ana, CA
92705. (714) 838-6555.

AMAZING AND AFFORDABLE: That's the new B&K
Components Amplifier. 70 watts per channel, absolutely
stable with any load, sweet and clean as the electro cornpaniet, at 450 it crushes the competition. Rochester Audio
Consultants. 716-244-8247 or 454-2000.
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AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salesmen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions
are based on a solid foundation of experience with the
components we sell as well as those sold by our competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the finest audio
equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest benefit from your
audio dollars chosen from among the following lines we
represent:
ACOUSTAT ADCOM ASTATIC AUDIONOTE AUDIO DESIGN AUDIO INTERFACE AUDIO RESEARCH
BEARD
BERNING
BRB SYSTEMS
COUNTERPOINT DCM DYNAVECTOR
FUSILIER
GRACE
HAFLER
JANSZEN
LINN SONDEK
LIVEWIRE

MICRO-SEIKI
MONSTER CABLE
MORDAUNTNAD NITTY GRITTY
PINK TRIANGLE
SHORT
PERREAUX
PRECISION FIDELITY
REGA
ROGERS SNELL ACOUSTICS STAX SUPEX
SYRINX
TANDBERG 3D ACOUSTICS THRESHOLD

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

At last, available to you now!

WONDER CAPS
You will not believe the sonic improvement that
Wonder Caps make to every audio component in
your system! See our advertisement in October Audio,
p.114. Write for FREE application suggestions and
order forms,
IAR Dept. WCB
2449 Dwight Way, Berkeley CA 94704

AT LAST! Upgrade the sound of any system to that of a
$2,000 pre -amp for 1/10 the cost. PLAYBACK ONE, the
latest innovation from POWER FACTOR INC., is a high definition phono preamplifier that extracts more sound than
any design available. This state-of-the-art phono EQ circuit
with IC -regulated AC power supply connects between the
turntable and any auxiliary input. The wide-bandwidth circuit is virtually unclippable (35 volts output at 150 Khz).
Even direct -to -disc or the new digital albums cannot distort
the waveform. Works with all magnetic and high -output
moving coil cartridges. To order with 30 -day money -back
guarantee send $198.95 (Cert. check or M.O.) to POWER
FACTOR, INC., BOX 99560, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44199
(Ohio residents add local state tax). (S.A.S.E. for more
information).

We ship anywhere!!
AMBER AMPLIFIERS are in stock at HCM AUDIO. (916)
343-0558
AMBER SERIES 70 POWERAMP and preamp-NEW.
Call Terry 402-391-3842

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS BEST PRICESPROMPT DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878
A.R.C. EQUIP FOR SALE
D-90 (new) $1250.; D -52(B) (new) $650.; D -110(B) (mint)
$1550.; D -350(B) $1495.; D-350 $1295. OTHER EQUIPMENT: MAC MR-66 tuner $250.; MR -67 (mint) $295.; MR 71 (mint) $365.; MR -71 fair $275.; Cotter PW-2, NFB-2
$500.; Dalquist LP -1 $215.; Dynaco FM -3 $50.; MR -77
$525.; MC 2105 $650.; Various wood cases $30./up; Grace
G-714 arm $65.; RGR 4 preamp mint $350.; Paragon 12(A)
$500.; Precision Fidelity C -4(A) $350.; Magnepan Unitrac 1
arm $200. CALL 317-283-1361, Dave, 8-4, M -F

ATTENTION: AUDIOPHILES IN SOUTH TEXAS,
MEXICO. Concert Sound specializes in quality hi-fi
gear previously unavailable in this area: Acoustat, Amber, Beming, Citation, Goldring, Harman/Kardon, Linn,
Mission Electronics, Ohm Walsh 2, PS Audio, Polk
Audio, Rega, SOTA, Thorens, Vandersteen-plus variety of specialty cables, accessories, etc. Pro service
on all lines we carry. CONCERT SOUND/6104 Broadway/San Antonio, Tx. 78209/(512) 822-1224.

ATTENTION NORTHEAST PA! JANNEN SYSTEMS IS
THE EXCLUSIVE dealer for: Rogers, Mirage, Haller,
Grace, Premier, Ariston, Technics Studio Collection, Monster Cable, Interlink, H.H. Electronics, EPI, Sonus, Goldline, Concord, U.H.Q.R., and Sheffield. We also stock
many fine components from Denon, Technics, Kenwood,
Sanyo, Pionner, Pickering, and Stanton. For fair pricing
and reliable service come to:
JANNEN SYSTEMS & ASSOCIATES INC.
214 W. 21 st. Street, Hazelton, PA 717-459-5722
Wyoming Valley Mall, Wilkes Barre, PA 717-825-5858

ARC SP6 C-1, Premium tubes $1500.; T -Adaptors and
Tubes $200.; Krell PAM-1 $1600; Nakamichi 6807X
$1200.; Nakamichi NR -200 Dolby C $250. All used less
than 10 hours. (408) 244-6724.

ARC SP -8-2 PRE -AMP, MINT, $1250. ARC D908 power
amp (wonder caps, etc.) $1800.-Bath $2950. (212) 4543205
A selection of genuine

WONDER -CAP®
polypropylene capacitors are now available to you at a
reasonable cost. These are the same capacitors many
high -end manufacturers are now using, as is Richard
Marsh. Write for FREE price list.
PRECISION AUDIO SUPPLY
P.O. Box 96, Downey, Ca 90241

A SUBWOOFER CAN EXTEND THE BASS RESPONSE
OF YOUR STEREO SYSTEM. Our Dual Driver Complimentary Symmetry Subwoofer lowers distortion and improves transient response for tight, solid and accurate
bass. The Bass Amplifier has over 25 Amps of output
current capability for the high current headroom subwoofers need. Our products are simple to assemble kits
and provide high performance at modest cost. No soldering
is needed. All electronics are fully assembled and tested
using high quality components. Call or write today. SON TEK, Dept. 113, 332 E. Hope St., Mesa, AZ 85201. (602)

969-1419.
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ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS:
Frank Van Alstine can rebuild most Dyna units and
Haller DH -200 amps with all new internal circuits. We
transform Dyna St -80, St -120, ST-150, ST -300, ST 400, ST-416, SCA=800, and Haller DH-200 amps into
state of the art quality rugged POWER MOS-FET
amps with new PC cards, precision parts, mos-fet
output circuits, huge low inductance power supplies,
shielded ground plain construction, totally free of transient distortion. We install new circuits in PAT-5, PAT 4 and PAS -3 preamps, complete with precision controls, exact RIAA equalization, matched precision
parts, and achieve complete freedom from transient
overload, even on Digital source material. Audiogram
says our complete new circuits for the FM-5 & AF -6
make the world's best sounding FM tuner. We offer a
30 day satisfaction guarantee or your money back on
our $99 super phono cartridge. Why pay for expensive
new equipment when we can make your Dyna units
better than new, for much less than new prices? We
ship worldwide and have new 120 volt and 240 volt
equipment available. Write or call us for our descriptive
catalogue.
JENSENS STEREO SHOP
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 890-3517

ATTENTION LINN OWNERS! Want to improve the rigidity
of your Ittok, LVX or LW armboard mounting? Then try the
Sigma clamping collar. It's an inexpensive modification at
$14.95 and improves long term mounting rigidity tenfold.
Order by phone or mail. (313) 471-3076, MC, VISA, 34641
Princeton, Farmington Hills, Michigan 48018-Trade inquiries welcome.
AUDIO CONSULTANTS stocks components for the connoisseur: Albarry Music, Ray Lumley tube Amps, Audible
Illusions, B&K power amps, Spectral, Spendor, Isos, Input
Designs, Levitation stands, Audio Quest Cartridges, Meridian, Pro -Ac, Live wire, Merek 5 Speakers, Sony Esprit,
Logic, Sima Power Amps, Fuselier, Belles, Decca Products, Celef Speakers, and much more. We take trades on
quality used components. Call or write Rochester Audio
Consultants, 840 East Avenue, Rochester N.Y. 14607,
716-244-8247, 454-2000
.

plateau

INDUSTRY BLUE BOOK
Over 32,000 products
198)

10th year, 500 pages

SPEAKER

STANDS

Hardbound, $85.00

ORION PUBLISHING CORP.

1012

Pacific A-1

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 805-544-3851

PAUL HEATH of
Paul Heath Audio
"The Perreaux sounds like the
most accurate tube amp ever."

WONDER -CAP is a protected trademark, a product
of Reliable Capacitor Company

A&S SPEAKERS has raw drivers, high-end kits and auto
speaker systems. Audax, Dalesford, Dynaudio, Jordan,
SEAS, JVC, Philips, Becker, Falcon -Acoustics, Pyle, Peerless. Featuring the "Bill Reed" Signature Kit and Jordan
Module. Free price list. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A,
Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.

ATTENTION DEALERS: DECCA IS ALIVE AND WELL
and making immediate shipments of the best-selling Decca
"Zerohm" Record Brushes. Contact Andy at Audio Access,
P.O. Box 385, Whitestone, N.Y. 11357. 212-767-4958

Plateau speaker
stands are the
easiest and
least expensive
way to dramatically
improve the,
performance of
your audio system.
The speaker is

acoustically
decoupled and
positioned so that
bass is tighter,
midrange is clearer
and stereo imaging
is more precise.
Complete your
system with

Plateau.

FAC-: The distortion is virtually all
even order harmonic as in tubes, but is
less :han 1/100th of the finest tube
amps.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE MAIL COUPON
NAIAD PRODUCTS INC
BOX 1250 FALLS STATION
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 14303-0260
TEL. (519)756-4860, TELEX 061-81284

Paul Heath Audio
3047 W. Henrietta Rd.
Henrietta Town Line Plaza
Rochester, N.Y. 14623

Name

(716) 424-4916

State

Address
Zip
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STILL LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ATTENTION NY -NJ!!!
ACOUSTAT

AUDIOPHILE CASSETTE INSERT CARDS

DCM

MUSIC

ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS

DENON

REFERENCE

AUDIO RESEARCH

RIITERMAN

NAD

B&O

NAFLER

ORACLE

BOSTON ACOUSTICS

MN

PETERSON

RAW

KENW000 AUDIO PURIST

RUA

CARVER

LINN PRODUCTS

SNELL

C.J. WALKER

MONSTER

SUMO

MC -10

20 cards $3.50 (Ca. residents add 61/20/v tax). Or send
SASE for free sample.
RECORDING INDEX SYSTEMS
BOX 1624, LAFAYETTE, CA. 94549

AUDIOPHILE START UP
SYSTEM

JAHLOUISTand more only at

(ABOUT $850)

CSA AUDIO

The Audio Professionals since 1972. Only knowledge
and experience equal superior sound and service.

Discover high performance stereo with complete customer satisfaction. For orders and information (serious
inquiries by phone only):
201-744-0600
VISA, Master Charge Accepted
CSA AUDIO
193 Bellevue Avenue
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Sound system consultations to home music lovers,
professional theatrical arts and the audio industry.

MICROSEIKI MB14-ST
ASIATIC IM -10E
NAD 7020
3D ACOUSTICS "THE CUBE"

Turntable:
Cartridge:
Receiver:

Speakers:

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

audio renaissance, Inc.

ATTENTION SOUTHERN AUDIOPHILES:

Nakamichi,

Bang & Olufsen, Polk Audio, Dahlquist, Carver, V.P.I.,

Ortofon, Jensen, Fultron, Visonik, Kloss, Sanyo. Mail orders welcome. Free shipping. Sound Advice, Village Plaza,
Ruston, LA 71270. 318-255-8000.
ATTENTION, WANTED: MCINTOSH TUBE & SOLID
STATE, MARANTZ, WESTERN ELECTRIC, ARC, BERNING, TUBE EQUIPMENT. JBL HARTSFIELD & EV PATRICIAN. THORENS 124, EDISON VICTROLA. 713 7284343,
MAURY CORE 11122 ATWELL HOUSTON, TEXAS
77096

ATTRACTIVE PRICES; DYNAVECTOR,

DENON,

GRACE, FULTON, KOETSU, LINN, FR, BRB SYSTEMS,
STAX, CJ WALKER. ALSO SOTA SAPPHIRE, QUAD 63.
COD SHIPPING. SASE QUOTES. 713 7284343, MAURY
CORB 11122 ATWELL HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096.

AUDIO CONNECTION

The VMPS Super Tower/R is a magnificent nine driver, six -way ultra-low -distortion loudspeaker
with neutrality of response, wide bandwidth, and
high output level capacities to please the most
demanding audiophile.
Total harmonic distortion with one Watt drive does
not exceed 0.5010 (22Hz-30kHz). Exclusive features such as minimum phase response, single amp
or biamp operation without an external crossover,
internal wiring with Monster Cable, mylar/polypropylene crossovers, no resonances whatsoever
within the audio range, and now mirror -image, dual
line -source baffle design combine to afford you, the

listener, with music reproduction of astounding
realism second only to our highly acclaimed, 61/2ft
tall Super Tower Ila/R system.
Hear the Super Tower/R at the dealers listed
below, or write us for full information on all the
VMPS floor -standing systems including the Mini Tower II ($309ea kit, $439ea assem), Tower II
($419ea kit, $599ea assem), and Super Tower
11a/ R ($999-1199ea kit, $1499-1699ea assem).
All prices include free shipping in USA and kits
are supplied with cabinets fully assembled. Full
reviews and test reports from Bert Whyte, B.V.
Pisha, Hifi-News & Record Review, and Hifi Buyer's
Guide also available on request.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

1016 Contra Costa Drive,

El

Cerrito, CA 94530

1415)526-7084
Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston, MA; Mike
Hilliard Audio, Shreveport. LA; Odin Sound, Longmont. CO;
Mainline Il Johnstown, PA; Wallace Brown Audio, Oklahoma City, OK; The Long Ear, Big Bear Lake, CA; Woodland
Stereo, Woodland Hills, CA; Sounds Unique, San Jose, CA;
The Listening Post, San Francisco, CA; (tone Audio, El
Cerrito, CA; A-Vidd Electronics, Long Beach, CA.

IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Belles Research
Grado
PS Audio
Benchmark
Helius
Rogers
Denon
Heybrook
Spica
Electrocompaniet
Leach LSR&D
Supex
Fuselier
Linn/Naim
3D Acoustics
Grace
Magnum 95 FM
Vandersteen

VPI

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona NJ 07044

(201) 239-1799

audio research G- music reference it meridian
kef
rega G canton G- acoustic image tr ps audio Ggrace {r stax it mordaunt-short tr spectrum it revox
audioquest it Jinn it pse
we stock one of the largest
collection of audiophile albums in the midwest
try our modifications for improved high end
bryston mod-amps
Gr tr it
dahlquist dg10 mod
audio research's new preamp, the sp 12, is ready! it's
the preamp for all those people who have always
wanted to own arc gear but couldn't quite fit it in their
budget. of course, there is no compromise in the
quality of sound or construction.
4122 broadway, k.c., mo 64111, (816) 531-3261
.

i

AUDIO RESEARCH AT AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS
Audio Breakthroughs, Long Island's high end audio
dealer, is pleased to announce the addition of Audio
Research componer ts. Join us in our cozy listening
rooms and audition the finest in audio technology.
Audio Research
Denon
Mitsubishi
PS Audio
Mission
Polk
Dynavector
Sumo

Nakamichi
Sequerra
Yamaha
B & W

Ariston
Janis
Aural
Stax

Free shipping in the US

-a

***AUDIO

EMPORIUM, MILWAUKEE
progressive
alternative. Free catalog. 6914 W. Brown Deer Rd., Milwaukee, Wi. 53223, 414-354-5082.

AUDIO
BREAKTHROUGHS

AUDIONICS SPACE & IMAGE COMPOSER, $700 CC -2
Amplifier. Call Shane 402-483-4511

DISCOUNT WORLD
'MK SAC90
TDK MAC50

Technics Receiver SA104
Technics Cass. Deck RSM205
Sony Receiver STRVX1
Sansui Receiver 111E66
Pioneer Car Stereo KP4500
Pioneer Car Stereo KP5600
Pioneer Car Stereo KP9500
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP4200
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP5600
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP7600
Pioneer Car Stereo UKE3100
Pioneer Car Stereo KE5100
Pioneer Car Stereo KE6100
Pioneer Car Stereo KE7100
Sony Car Stereo X825
Sony Car Stereo X835
Sony Car Stereo XR55
Sony Car Speakers XS101
Sony Car Speakers XS102
Jensen Car Stereo RES18
Jensen Car Stereo 0612
Jensen Car Stereo 6210
Blaupunkt Car Stereo CR2002
Concord Car Stereo HPL101
Panasonic Car Stereo COS900
Clarion Car Stereo 75508
Clarion Car Stereo 555qì
Clarion Car Stereo 51508
Altec Car Speakers 6X9 4C
Whistler Rad. Det 01000

2.50
4.75
125.00
99.50
159.50
209.00
11950
129.00

139.50
129.00
169.50
189.0°
189.50
209.00

239.50
289.00
149.50
179.00
239.00

3900
4900
259.00

239.00
129.00
209.00
149.00
319.00

209.00
149.00
119.00
85.50

209.50

Maxell UDOL2C90
Maxell UDXI2SC90
Technics Receiver SA20
Technics Cam. Deck RSM224
Sony Receiver STRVX22
Sansui Cass Deck D77FB
Pioneer Car Speakers TS150
Pioneer Car Speakers T5108
Pioneer Car Speakers TS1622
Pioneer Car Speakers TS1644
Pioneer Car Speakers TS168
Pioneer Car Speakers TS411
Pioneer Car Speakers TS694
Pioneer Car Speakers TS695
Pioneer Car Speakers TSX6
Pioneer Car SpeakersTSX11
Sony Car Stereo XR50I50B
Sony Car Stereo XR70/700
Sony Car Stereo XAE7
Sony Car Speakers XS301
Sony Car Speakers XS86
Jensen Car Speakers J1069
Jensen Car Speakers J2033
Jensen Car Speakers J2037
Blauponkt Car Stereo CR2010
Concord Car Stereo HPL112
Panasonic Car Stereo CDS756
Clarion Car Stereo 3150F1
Clarion Car Stereo 3061E083
Clarion Car Stereo 100E084
Altec Car Speakers SK2
Fox Supertax Remote

Manhasset, 1534 Northern Blvd and Huntington,
129 Route 110, New York
open 'tit 9PM, Mon, Thurs, Fri (516) 627-7333
AUDIO RESEARCH D100A-$598, D350-$1450. Call Terry 402-391-3842

295
3 75

13950

11900
179.00
159.00
33.00
45.00
40.00
60.00
80 00
49.00
55.50

8900
75 00
199 00

209

CO

28900
139 00

59.00

9950
4500

9900
6950
250.00
169.50
189.00

7900
12500

229 00

AUDIO RESEARCH D120 REVISED.
ranty. Mint. $1,595. (408) 243-1246.

DISCOUNT WORLD. P.O. BOX 191, MINEOLA, N.Y. 11501 516-294-6136
Shipping charges are '4.00 per order to continental U.S.A. We accept

money orders, cashiers or certified checks. Personal checks -3 week
delay. Write for FREE catalog. N.Y.S. Hes. add sales tax.

5

months old. War-

AUDIOSTATIC ES -240. $1295 (916) 343-0558

Eliminate Your
"Patchcord Headaches"
you have more components than places to
hook them up, we
have a switching
system for you. For
If

complete information on switch boxes
for your tape decks,
signal processors, and speakers,
WRITE ORCALL TODAY.

niles

audio

,
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Dahlquist
Haller
Bang & Olufsen
Adcom
Conrad Johnson
Mirage
Kloss Novabeam
Grado

Dept A,

P.O. Box 160818

Miami, Florida 33116

(305) 238-4373
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO RESEARCH
NEW AND DEMO UNITS ALL WITH FULL FACTORY
AND WARRANTY.
SP -6C-1 $1350, SP-8 $975, SP -7 $750, D -90(B) $1495, D120 $1350. Sound World, Ltd., 4574 Pembroke Meadows
SiC Virginia Beach, VA 23455 PH: 804-499-8555

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We carry ACOUSTAT, BERNING, COUNTERPOINT, FUTTERMAN, P.S., THIEL,
REGA, SOTA, VPI, AMBER, DYNAVECTOR, etc. Audio
Doctor, 5731 North Pine St., Davenport, Iowa 52806. 319386-8794.

AUDIOSTATIC MODEL 240 full range electrostatic, one
pair demos only $1499. 303-963-3269.
AUDIO WAVE ANALYZER, HP -302A, MEASURES FREQUENCY RESPONSE, DISTORTION, FOURIER COMPONENTS 20HZ-50KHZ. INVALUABLE. $300 + UPS COD. (401) 421-7430.

BADAP I AUDIO SPECTRUM ANALYZER gives you a
state-of-the-art microprocessor -based system to align,
equalize, and analyze any audio system. Displays frequency response and reverberation time on built-in color video
screen. A new unit would cost $5995.00. Slightly used unit
$3395.00 Contact Jay Lewis 215 634-5757, Mon -Fri 8AM4PM.
BANG & OLUFSEN PLUS-Finally, audiophile sound
quality coupled with elegant styling. Made in Denmark, you
can have European craftsmanship at very affordable
prices. PLUS quality control to assure optimum performance. Shipping anywhere in the continental U.S.,
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

BANG & OLUFSEN RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS,
TURNTABLES, SPEAKERS, BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, (213) 840-0878

BEAUTIFULLY INTEGRATED USED SYSTEM-Denon
DP -790, 103D + AU -320, AGI 511 preamp, Van Alstyne
ST -150 amp, Duntech DL -15 speakers, Fulton monster
cable-all for $1540. Revox A77 w/lots of tape add $375.,
Sony cassette add $115. (817) 382-5602

BIG TEN SYSTEM
(UNDER $10,000)

LINN SONDEK LP -12
Tonearm:
LINN ITTOK
Cartridge:
DYNAVECTOR 17D "DIAMOND"
Pre -amplifier: COUNTERPOINT SA -2
Preamplifier: BERNING TF -10
Tuner
TANDBERG TPT-3001
Amplifier:
BEARD P-100
Speakers:
ACOUSTAT TWO + TWOS
Turntable:

B&O M100-II, M150 Speakers BG4002, BG4004, BM4400,
SC80. Call Shane 402-483-4511
BOSE SPEAKERS BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLUS-Dollar for dollar, one of the
most exceptional speaker lines to come along in years.
Boston Acoustics delivers unbelievable performance at
very reasonable prices. All models in stock. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 Old Country Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 822-5277.
BRYSTON & WALKER AT
KEITH YATES AUDIO 916-441-0443
THORENS TURNTABLES BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

units together only.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS.
Plans and parts. Build or buy. For information send $2.00.
C&D Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI 49428.

BEST SOUND PER
DOLLAR SYSTEM
(UNDER 2000)
Turntable:

Cartridge:
Receiver:

Speakers:

REGA PLANAR 3
ASTATIC MF -300
NAD 7150
SNELL TYPE E'S

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

BEST SPEAKERS UNDER $20,000? Many think so.

Ribbon LoudOnce-in-a-lifetime-Impulse Model
speakers-the ultimate. In boxes, w;warranty, $3000 list1

now $1495/pr. (817) 382-5602

CALL HI FI BUYS (ATLANTA) for Acutex, Adcom, Aiwa,
Apt, AR, B&O, Carver, DCM, Dynavector, Haller, Harman
Kardon, JVC, Linn, Mirage SM -1, Mission, Mitsubishi,

NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Oracle, RGR, Sony, Thorens,
3-D Acoustics, Vandersteen, and more. Free shipping, fully
insured, in the Continental U.S. Just call 404-261-4434 for
more information.

CARVER AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS. BEST PRICESPROMPT DELIVERY EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213)
840-0878

GEORGE BISCHOFF

of Personalized Audio
"Pe-reaux is the finest example of
sound and construction quality in
the audio industry."

The Kit Option.
Our finished speakers are
recommended by Hi -Fr
reviewers everywhere but
some people want the savings
and satisfaction that comes
with building and finishing
their own. Hence our
kit option. Write us
for our free catalog
Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery. For

FACT: Every Perreaux amplifier
undergoes over 100 quality control

,-.-_

THE BEST
DESERVES
THE BEST

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

1

2

-

SOUND BY SINGER

BELLES PREAMPLIFIER & POWERAMPLIFIER, setting
a new standard for the most discerning music lover! At
Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

BERLANT-CONCERTONE BRX-1.
$600 or offer. 212-923-3900.

III
Nakamichi tape decks are among
the world's finest audio components.
And Nakamichi knows that accurate audio equipment can only be
as good as the cables used to connect them.
That's why Nakamichi uses Inter link interconnect cables exclusively
to demonstrate the suberb performance of their tape decks at
professional trade shows.
So why all
the fuss about
a connecting
cable?

Well, Inter link is designed to pass all
the music.
Cleanly, without hash, without distortion.
The special ultra litz center conductor, low dielectric absorption
insulator, and a full 95% braided
shield are designed not to interfere
with the music. Only to pass it, with
all the purity and dynamic range of
the original source material.
In the lab or in the listening room,
Interlink by Monster Cable maximizes the performance of all
your components.
Including your tape deck.
Get the best possible performance
out of your sound system by using
Interlink to interconnect all your

components.
Nakamichi does.

inspections.

1st Class mail

send 61.25.

kerbb

Dept. A31, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98103
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Personalized Audio
723 Bound Brook Road
Dunellen, N.J. 08812
(201) 752-3883

101

by 11101LSIU.CABLL.USA.
Townsend St. San Francisco CA USA 94107
(415) 777-1355 telex: 470584 MCSYUI
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BRB SYSTEMS
Model 1B Moving Coll Amplifier-Finally, a truly
state-of-the-art moving coil amplifier at a reasonable

BRB SYSTEMS
Dealer Listing

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS BEST PRICES-

price. Class A design, Class A sound. Ultra quiet.
Battery life of 2500 hours. 200kHz bandwidth. Adjustable gain and load impedance. Steel enclosure for
magnetic as well as electrostatic shielding. Auto -biasing; no trimpots to adjust. Retail price $139.00.
Model 10 Preamplifier-A full function preamplier
based on the use of custom linear modules for the
amplification of moving coil, moving magnet, and high
level signals. All Class A circuitry using dual differential
stages for maximum power supply rejection. Fully regulated power supply. Semitoroidal transformer. Quasicomplementary outputs for exceptional current drive
capability under the most demanding conditions of
load and drive. Ultra high speed, low noise circuitry.
$539.00.
Model 120 and Model 200 Reference AmplifiersFinally, Class A performance has been achieved without compromising efficiency, reliability, and high power
output. The BRB Reference Amplifiers operate Class
A up to rated output and have low TIM, low static
distortion, high slew rate, and are unconditionally stable when driving the most difficult speaker loads. They
run cool to the touch. These are the only amplifiers

that eliminate Transient Thermal Debiasing Distortion
(TTDD), a major cause of transient crossover distortion in ANY design that is not PURE Class A. $669.00
and $949.00. Slightly higher in the East.
To find out more about the full line of products from
BRB Systems, send for full product information and
the name of the dealer nearest you. Dealer inquiries

Ears Nova-Great Neck, New York
Sound by Singer-New York, New York
Eardurn-Nanuet, New York
CSA Audio Design-Upper Montclair, New Jersey
Q Audio-Cambridge, Massachusetts
Village Multi-Track-Rochester, New York
Audio Alternative-Fort Collins, Colorado
Musical Images-Fresno, California
Nevada Audio-Gardnerville, Nevada
Hi Fi Gallery-Indianapolis, Indiana
Audio Insight-Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Maury Corb-Houston, Texas
Paragon of Sound-Bethesda, Maryland
The Sound Center-Woodland Hills, California
The Mountain Ear-Carbondale, Colorado (Aspen)

CENTRAL AND SOUTH TEXAS AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS:
Audition the finest in home music systems-LINN, NAIM,
REGA, SPENDOR, GOLDRING, KEITH MONKS SERVICE. By appointment. Third Ear, (512) 327-2937, evenings, weekends.
HARMAN/KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 8400878

welcome. BRB Systems, P.O. Box 2235, Sunnyvale,
California 94087. (408-730-1363).

CROWN AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE-AMPLIERES.
BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST; (904) 2624000; WEST: (213) 840-0878
CANTON ERGO $2,500PR. Call Terry 402-391-3842

CLOSEOUT BARGAINS! (list prices bracketed):
[MARANTZ] "Best Buy" ($450.00) SD4000 3-Head/2Speed Cassette, $197; ($600.00) 2130 Oscilloscope
Tuner, $349; ($830.00) SD9000 3-Head/2-Speed
Computer Cassette, $397; ($700.00) SD8000 (2 -head
version SD9000), $333; [DUAL] ($380.00) 822 2 -Head
Cassette, $199; [EUMIG] ($1985.00) "1000" Preamp,
Tuner, Amp, $849; [KLH] ($1200.00) Model One Computer Loudspeakers [pair], $695. New/sealed cartons.
Factory warranties. VISA/MC/COD. Shipping extra.
FREE catalog. SCC, Box 551, Dublin, OH 43017;
(614)889-2117.

PENTAGRAM®
The first loudspeaker designed to cope
with the challenges of digital sound.
Digital sound imposes unprecedented demands
on loudspeakers in the areas of dynamic range,
power -handling, transient response and extended
low frequency propagation.
We know this to be true because in our development program we used digital master tape
recordings.
Some "studio monotor" type speakers have high
SPL output and can handle wide dynamic range,
but at the expense of a highly colored signal and a
noticeable lack of deep bass response.
Although a highly efficient design
(90 dB-1w/lm) the Pentagram does not compromise the integrity of the music signal for the
sake of loudness.
The non -parallel sides of the unique Pentagram
enclosure so effectively eliminate standing waves
that no internal padding is necessary.
The high energy, high frequency transients of
digital sound are handled by the Pentagram's
specially modified ribbon tweeter. The soft -dome
mid -range driver has a 2' voice coil and combines
high power handling with smooth -flat response in
this "heart of the music" range. The 10 inch bass
driver is used in combination with Pentagram's
patented 15" down -firing dynamic damper for
highly -controlled, non-boomy bass response extending below 25 Hz.
Special damping techinques have been employed in the Pentagram enclosure to suppress
resonant colorations.
The in -line configuration of the drivers and the
angle of inclination of the sloping front panel ensures proper phase coherency of the reproduced
music signals. The result is precise, stable
imaging and instrument localization.
Although it is designed for the digital era with
power-handling up to 200 continuous watts, the
Pentagram P-10 accurately mirrors the input of
any music signal. The Pentagram P-10 can be
auditioned at selected dealers.
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PROMPT DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(213) 840-0878

COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM, Harman Kardon amp,
Soundcraftsmen preamp/equalizer, Revox reel, JBL L-65
speakers, Nikko tuner, Teac casssette deck. Original owner, will sell separately (717)784-1451.

CROWN PL -1 -SL -1, $600, DL -2, $1,899. Call Shane 402483-4511
CROWN SP744 4 -channel player, 15, Viz, 33/4 IPS;
CROWN recorder parts; RUSSOUND QT-1 4-channel
switching/patching center, VS -1 speaker switchbox w/
phone monitor, MP -2 amplifier switchbox w/volume controls, TMS-1 recorder switchbox; KLH DNF-1201A dynamic noise filter; new DBX #122 and #118; other components
avail.; Used absolutely mint at best offer. 912-764-9335.

DAHLOUIST DO-10 UP -DATE
$249.00
PRC-1 POLYPROPYLENE CAPACITOR KIT $169.00
MB -1 MID BASE KIT
$159.00
DF -2 FELT KIT
$15.00
Send for our Dahlquist DQ-10 catalog. Postage paid in
U.S. Visa, M.C., money order or check.
RANDALL RESEARCH, (714) 760-1539
719 Fernleaf, Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625
DRT-1 RIBBON TWEETER KIT

SOTA MUSIC REFERENCE * RH
PYRAMID ' ARISTON - AMBER
LIVEWIRE
MORDAUNT SHORT - NITTY GRITTY - THORENS
GRACE HAFLER ' DYNAVECTOR - GRADO ' PRE
MIER LUSTRE HCM AUDIO, 1363-G Longfellow, Chi
co, CA 95926 (916) 343-0558 Mail order specialist.
DAVID BERNING
LABS

'

DB SYSTEMS AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:
DBP-2JAU Switch Box with gold jacks $54.95, DBP-6 Phono Equalization Kit and DBP-6MC Resistive Loading Kit
$34.95, DBP -10 Phono Alignment Protractor $21.95, DBP 12 Audio Cable-10 meter, 400 pF $65.95, DBP-CK Cramolin Audio Kit $12.95. GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS
(eight pack) DBP -13J (1/4") Phono Jacks $12.95, DBP13JR (3/8") Phono Jacks $15.95, DBP -13P Phono Plugs
$7.95, DBP -14 Spade Lugs $5.95 DBP-9AU Banana Plugs
$14.95, DBP -9J Dual Banana Jacks (two pack) $15.95. For
complete information write: DB SYSTEMS, Main St.,
Rindge Ctr., NH 03461 (603) 899-5121. Orders under $45
add $2.50 Handling. Dealer inquiries invited.

DB SYSTEMS OFFERS UPDATES AND MODIFICATIONS INCLUDING: DB -1A to DB -1B (with warranty extension to 3 years) $125.00, DB -1 and DB -2 to DB -1A and
DB -2A plus complete retest $63.00, DB -1A to DB-1AU (all
gold jacks) $30.00, selected tight tracking volume control
(± 1 dB over 50 dB range) $31.50, DB -2 to DB -2A $15.00,
DB -4 to DB -4A (AU) $37.00. CONVERSION: DB -6 stereo
to DB -6M mono (140 watts into 8 ohms) $37.00. Solid
walnut cabinet fits DB -1A, DB -3 and DB -5 $22.95. Call or
write for more information. DB SYSTEMS, Main St., Rindge
Ctr., NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

PLANAX
"The sound is very clean,
with excellent imaging
and exceptionally good
bass response."
Bert Whyte, Audio 10-82
Watch this space for our series
on design.

PENTAGRAM Inc.
A

Labor of Love

207.19 35 AVENUE BAYSIDE, N.Y. 11361
(212) 746-6193
(212) 423-3923

The Revolutionary New
Record Clamp from France
This low mass (50g.) machined nylon
clamp is self tightening and can exert up
to 5 kilograms of dynamic pressure on
the record, rather than an undesireable
dead weight which can damage spindle
bearings. Just exert thumb pressure on
the spacer, slip on the spindle Est voila!

Sole U.S. Distributor
Omni Audio Marketing 101 Townsend
San Francisco 94107 (415) 777-1114

St.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

C.J. WALKER & SOTA SAPPHIRE. The Mountain Ear,
(303) 963-3269 evenings weekends

DYNAVEECTOR! DYNAVECTOR! DYNAVECTOR! All
models in stock! Very attractive prices! HCM AUDIO. (916)
343-0558

FOR QUAD LOVERS ONLY
The Quad Owners club is designed to put you in touch with
other Quad owners and share info on set up mods, electronics and all those things that make the worlds best
speaker better, For info- write Quad Owners club at 33
North Riverside Avenue, Croton -on -Hudson, NY 10520

CROWN AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE -AMPLIFIERS.
BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST; (904) 2624000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

DCM SPEAKERS BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY,
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

DEEP SIX SYSTEM
(UNDER $6000)

LINN SONDEK LP -12
LINN BASIK
Cartridge: GRACE F9 -E W/RUBY CANTILEVER
Tuner:
ADCOM GFT-1
Preamp:
COUNTERPOINT SA -3
Amplifier: PERREAUX PMF 2150 B
Speakers: ACOUSTAT TWO + TWOS
Turntable:

Tonearm:

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

ELECTRONIC X-OVERS: 6, 12, or 18dB/octave. Kits from
$97.00. Also transient -perfect crossover model 6000-6,
$175.00. Free folder with reviews. ACE AUDIO CO. 5325th Street, E. Northport NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

FREE SALE FLYER
Many bargains in NEW and USED equipment.
AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO
330 Westgate Mall
Madison, WI 53711
(608) 273-3211

EMT & THRESHOLD AT
KEITH YATES AUDIO 916-441-0443
ENTEC introduces-at last-the long awaited Keith Johnson multi -servo bass reproducer: THE SEISMIC GENERATOR, the first bass system to simulate the sound of real
musical instruments; the first bass system with the speed,
transparency and delicacy of the finest electrostatics; the
first bass system capable of flawless square wave reproduction-at 20 Hz; the first bass system with servo response to DC with virtually no distortion; the first bass
system capable of 12 cubic feet/second slew rate. For
more information, contact ENTEC (a division of Entertainment Technologies), 1016 Morse Ave. #12, Sunnyvale CA
94086 408-745-0377 THE SEISMIC GENERATOR-Built
on the fault line!

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG!
Woofers, mids, tweeters, hardware, crossovers, grille
cloth, plans, kits, information, much more. Discount
Prices! UNIVERSAL SOUND, Dept. AO, 2253 Ringling
Blvd., Sarasota, Fla. 33577 (813) 953-5363.
FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG 17 proven designs. Also,
200 drivers' specifications, JBL + polypropylene Thiele
data, $3. GOLD SOUND, Box 141A, Englewood, CO
80151. (303) 789-5310.

EPA -100, TECHNICS MC -305 CARTRIDGE, Dynavector
ruby, Dayton Wright preamp (SPA), Watson -10, Dunlop
Clark -1000, Threshold 4000, Fulton gold cables. 201-991-

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping.
READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, S.C.
29403. (803) 723-7276. Also Hafler, NAD, Carver, Nakamichi, Sony PCM F-1.

6311

DENON 103D, DP6000, DA307. Call Shane 402-483-4511
DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING,STANTON,
EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON,
SONUS and ADC, send S.A.S.E free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A., Box 69, Brooklyn, NY 11218. For fast
COD service Toll Free 800-221-0906. N.Y. State (212)
871-3303. 9AM - 8PM except Sunday.

DOLBY DECODERS FOR TAPE AND FM. Assembled, or
as kits with encoding. Reviews, details. Integrex, Box 747,
Havertown, PA 19083.
DO -10 REBORN

Modified Panasonic Leaf Tweeters, brackets, instructions.
Dramatic improvement, $150.00. Literature and catalog $2.
New York Acoustics. 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers,
N.Y. 10701. (914) 476-4900

DUAL TURNTABLES BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878
DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000 LBS PARTS/ACCESSORIES! Complete "Parts Pack" kits: PAT5 BI-FET
Preamp, $169; SE10 10 -Band Equalizer, $199; Black
Box 410 (200/200W) Power Amp, $289; ST150 (75/
75W) Power Amp, $179. FREE catalog. Parts listing:
$1.00. SCC, Box 551, Dublin, OH 43017; (614)8892117.

FRANK GLATT of
Audio Enterprises
"Perreaux's controlled bottom
end and tremendous dynamic
range sets it apart from all others."

FACT: 164 volts peak to peak, 10
amps continuous gives it more power
and control than any other high

quality amplifier.

Audio Enterprises

202 Halsted Street
Chicago Heights, III. 60411
(312) 754-6056
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FIDELITY RESEARCH 64SS, $375. small weight, $45.,
Silver Cable $105.; COTTER B-1 w/Denon DP -80 +
FR66S arm, dust cover $3000.; COTTER L TRANSFORMER $375.; ROSEWOOD Koetsu $550.; COTTER NFB w/
PS $225.; RADFORD T90's speakers $500.; KENWOOD
L -07D $1250.; FUTTERMAN OTL-3 $1700. pr.; BEVERIDGE 3's new mint $2350.; JBL SA -660 integrated amp
$200. CALL CSA AUDIO, 201-744-0600
CROWN AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE -AMPLIFIERS.
BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST; (904) 2624000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

FUSELIER 3 SPEAKERS: hear them impeccably demonstrated at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

FUSELIER, SPICA, PENTAGRAM, AUDIRE, SOTA, C.J.
Walker, Fulton, Klyne, Promethean & Grace. The Mountain
Ear, 303-963-3269 evenings & weekends.

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS, PRE -AMPLIFIERS. BEST
PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878

THIS IS A SPEAKER AD.
We all know what speakers are. Mostly round
things of paper or plastic driven by coils of wire, or
ultra -thin plastic sheets propelled by electrostatic
or electromagnetic forces. Unfortunately, the
laws of physics dictate that it is impossible for
any speaker, no matter how constructed, to
recreate the sound of real musical instruments
without adding a substantial noise of its own

(Spurious Simple Source Emissions or 3SE for
short). If you are interested in further details
about it, send for a short dissertation.

At BSC we deal in the exact reproduction of the
sounds of music. Rather than attempt to rewrite
the laws of physics we have designed an analog
microprocessor to match each speaker with its
surrounding acoustic environment. The net result
is music in all its clean -etched clarity without the
annoyance of a background hoot added by the
speakers themselves. If you are interested in
hearing this sound as well as reading about it. ask
us for the address of your nearest dealer.
TM

compusound°
SPEAKER

SYSTEMS

BEf1f1ETT JOUf1D CORPORATIOfl POST OFFICE BOX 565
RESEDA, CALIFORNIA 91335

TELEPHONE (213) 345-1608
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GENUINE MONSTER CABLE. 55e per ft. cut to any
length. Trolly Stereo, 451 Moody Street, Waltham, MA
02154, (617) 891-3337

GRACE AT HCM AUDIO
We carry a large inventory of GRACE cartridges and
in
stock
and ready for immediate shipment
tonearms
to you. All products are factory fresh and come with
the authorized U.S. importers warranty.
F9 -E: For over two years this has been considered the
"best buy" among all moving magnet cartridges.
Known for its extremely smooth midrange reproduction
and excellent tracking ability.
F9-E RUBY: For those who want the best moving
magnet cartridge available, this is it! The solid ruby
cantilever and "line contact" stylus provide sound that
is very fast and detailed while retaining the smoothness that has made the F9 -E so famous.
F-11L: This is unquestionably one of the finest moving
coil cartridges ever made. Properly set up, the F-11L
will retrieve from your records a whole new dimention
you never knew existed.
G-707MKII: For over seven years this tonearm has
been a leader in the industry. It is truly a precision
made tonearm that offers unparalleled sonic performance at its price level.
G-747: Similar to the 707 with an alternative headshell
design and slightly higher mass for even better performance when using medium and low compliance car-

LOUDSPEAKERS
MORE MUSIC!
The GNP LEAD CYLINDERS can, and sometimes
are, bought and sold on the basis of their scientific
design and their technical advantages over every other loudspeaker made. You can talk about their resonance-free/reflection-free construction or their total
phase coherency, or their high efficiency, or their pure
resistivity above 100 Hz, or their unexcelled decay
response as attributes that make them more accurate
than other loudspeakers. But the BEST reason to buy
GNP LEAD CYLINDERS is that they provide you with
MORE MUSIC!
When the chorus sings Purcell's "Thou knowest,
Lord" (recorded on Proprius 7770 -"Kor"), the LEAD
CYLINDERS acoustically disappear & leave you sitting
in a medium sized, stone cathedral about 20 feet from
the ensemble. Each voice is separately etched and
smoothly blended while the church organ provides the
harmonic support, some distance in back of them. If
you close your eyes, you can forget that you are not at
the live performance in this Swedish cathedral. You
can listen to the music with all its novel twists and

GAS
FACTORY SEALED-LIMITED QUANTITIES

THALIA

II

PREAMP

$225

GRANDSON 40 W/CH AMP
GOLD PLATED CABLES (5F r PAIR)

$225
$10

$150
$100
SUPER ELLIPTICAL CARTRIDGE
$75
SPHERICAL CARTRIDGE
ALSO AUDIO METRIC HEAD AMP
$80
SHIPPED FREE IN CONTINENTAL U.S.
VISA-MASTER CHARGE-MONEY ORDERS
SLEEPING BEAUTY CARTRIDGES

THE SOUND CENTER
8033 SUNSET BLVD., SUITE 194
WEST HOLLYWOOD CA 90046
OR CALL
(213) 650-0060
GRACE F9E's and F9E Rubys's, New With Warranties.
"We Will Not Be Under Sold". (206) 323-4987
GRACE -NEW RUBY CANTILEVER FOR F9E & F9L
We offer the Grace 747, 707MK2 (Linn Mods for each),
704, F11 L, F9E, RS9 (ruby stylus replacement). Visa &
MC. By appt. Free shipping in US & PR. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-5233333, ITT TLX: 427791.
HAFLER products are always in stock at HCM AUDIO.
(916) 343-0558

GNP

turns.
If you own a pair of LEAD CYLINDERS you can
enjoy ALL the best musicians playing at your beckon in
the privacy of your own home. $1380. is the price of
the most musical loudspeakers made: the GNP LEAD
CYLINDERS.
See your local dealer or write:
GNP LOUDSPEAKERS, INC.
1244 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91106

tridges.
We also stock replacement styli for the F9 -E and F9 -E
RUBY plus accessories for the GRACE tonearms. If
you would like further information, please contact us
at: HCM AUDIO, 1363-G Longfellow, Chico, CA 95926
(916) 343-0558.
Our prices are competitive All items in stock VISA &
MasterCard orders are welcome.

HAFLER DH200A, 2 strapped units, $475., used only
months, (615) 877-0379
HAFLER DH200A, Modified, strapped,
870-5585 evenings

2

7

available, (615)

HAFLER DH -220K, DH -110K $550.00 BOTH, DH -355
$325.00pr, EUMIG C-1000, M-1000 $550.00 both, HARMAN-KARDON CD -401 $585.00, CD-301 $435.00, HK 580i $390.00, HK -680i $500.00, RADIO SHACK MODEL 3
COMPUTER, 48K, TWO DRIVES $1725.00, SONY PCMF1 $1450.00, TC -K555 3 head cassette $350.00, 203-7771476

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
Rafler DH -110 pre -amp and DH-220 &

In stock, the superb

DH -500 amplifiers, Immediate, FREE shipping. Also Fried,

Carver, Sony PCM-F1 Acoustat, NAD, Nakamichi, Audire,
PS, Klipsch, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803) 723-7276

(2131 577-7767
Dealers: Please see us at Winter CES

HAFLER IN THE WEST! REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS
(213) 398-4205.

HAFLER-MORE NEW PRODUCTS
By the time you read this we hope to have the following:

DH101K $199.95, DH101A $299.95, DH102 $55.00,
DH103 $24.95, DH104 $24.95, DH105 $24.95, DH106
$19.95, DH11OK $299.95, DH110A $399.95, DH112
$74.95, DH160K $299.95, DH160A $399.95 (equalizers),

DH220K $349.95, DH220KE $359.95, DH220A
$449.95', DH220KE $459.95 (amps, = projected price),
DH2O1 $24.95, DH202 $24.95, DH203 11.95 for 1, $9.95

for 2 or more; DH500K $599.95, DH500KE $619.95,

DH500A $749.95, DH500AE $769.95. By appt. Free shipping is US & PR. WE SHIP WORLDWIDE. Visa & MC.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056, 513-523-3333, ITT TLX: 427791

io

425 Park Avenue South at 29th Street New York, N.Y. 10016
212 685-8101/8102

Allison Models Seven, Eight, and
Nine are strikingly contemporary in
appearance. Their simple geometric
shapes are beautifully executed in
fine oak veneers and finished in
hand -rubbed lacquer. One critic has
called the Allison:Nine the best looking loudspeaker system ever
produced in America.

Now featuring Sony Esprit
PCM-F1 Digital Processor.

and

Sony Esprit Sony Audio Lab McIntosh Nakamlehl SAE -X Bang & Olufsen 6 + W Tandberg 3000 Series
Kirksaeter Obelisk Sequerra Pyramid Mordaurd Short Spender Mitsubishi Denon
We design and install complete remote control systems.

For literature and information call
(800) 225-4791 [in MA (617) 237-2670]
or send coupon

NOT BE BEAT!
SUPER SELECTION. FULL

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
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THE SOURCE OF EXCELLENCE

PEOPLE

Ave., West

,

CT

MAC

*

06516

f
_

State of the art Audio/Video components
and accessories that bring you
closer to the source.

Call for information
or send $2.00 (refundable)
for complete product brochure.

Hours by Appointment

=

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
=

Box 225A River Forest, IL 60305
(312)771-4660
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FOR SALE
HAFLER PLUS-The new Haller DH220 power amplifierreplacing the DH 200, reinforces David Hafler's commitment to quality in every product he designs. We carry the
full Haller line, available in either kit or factory assembled.
Own some of the finest audio equipment! Now at extra
savings! PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the continental
U.S., DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.
HEYBROOK TURNTABLE AND LOUDSPEAKERS to be
seen and heard at Audio Connection 201-239-1799

HARMAN/KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 8400878
IF OUR SUBWOOFER WENT ANY LOWER, IT WOULD
BE UNDERGROUND! THE NEBULA SUBWOOFER. $450
DIRECT (NO DEALER MARKUP!) FOR INFORMATION

OR APPOINTMENT, WRITE VIBE ACOUSTICS, 107
MANCHESTER DRIVE, STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312.
INFINITY 4.5 speakers, excellent condition; $2500, negotiable. Pioneer RT -2022/44 deck, VGC; $1000 (301) 9672917

FOR SALE
LINN DISC SYSTEM ALWAYS IN STOCK! GENE RUBIN
AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (PAC).

ÁYAUd jØ7©um

LINN, MISSION, REGA PLANAR, SOTA, THORENS, C.J.

a new store, with a fresh view
on the audio and video horizon

WALKER-the finest front ends hi-fi has to offer are found
South Texas at CONCERT SOUND/6104 Broadway/San
Antonio, Texas 78209/(512)822.1224.
in

LINN/NAIM at Audio Connection, 201-239-1799
LINN PRODUCTS MODIFICATIONS & NAIM
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Linn & Naim
products: LP12, Asak, Ittok, Basik, PMS, DMS, SARA &
KAN; Nirvana & Valhalla mods for LP12; Naim electronics.
By appt. Visa & MC. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC.,
Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, ITT tlx 427791

At AudloVisions you will find the very latest In technology
combined with truly old-fashioned hospitality.
Have you heard about our seminars with noted
musicians & engineers? Ask for our free newsletter.

FOUR LARGE AUDIO ROOMS
WE REALLY LOVE MUSIC. DO YOU?
IN -HOME SPEAKER TRIALS AVAILABLE

LINN-SONDEK, DAYTON WRIGHT PREAMP (SPA),
Fontek earphones, Fulton gold cables, Luxman T110, 609667-7123

electronics
ADCOM

LOWEST PRICE IN NORD AMERICA FOR: Cartridge,
tone arms, headphones, Oracle, Bryston, Esoteric components and hi-fi records. Send $2.00 for catalog and price
list, C. Proteau, Canada Hi-Fi, Box 104, G1L-4T8 Quebec,
Canada

IN

STOCK! Audio Research, Thorens, RGR, Haller, On-

kyo, Technics, B&W, Meridian, E.V., Vandersteen, Dynavector, Snell, Tascam and more
For information: P. K.
Audio, 4773 Convention Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70806 or

...

(504) 924-1001.
JANIS WOOFERS & INTERPHASE CROSSOVER/AMP
A Janis woofer (W1 or W2) with an Interphase 1A will make
an exceptional subwoofer system. Free shipping in US &
PR. Visa & MC. By appt. WE SHIP WORLDWIDE. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056, 513-523-3333, ITT TLX: 427791.

JBL: HARTSFIELD + WHARFEDALE "WARWICKS"
408-379-7965, Box 1211, Campbell CA 95009
JBL RARE C-50 OLYMPUS W/S8R $1,400.00, LE15-A
$275.00/Pr., 375 $600.00 Pr., 075 $150.00/Pr., LX 5
$100.00/Pr., N-1200, N-2400, N-7000 $80.00/Pr., match
set 150-4 32 ohm 2 pair $600.00. 313-229-5191 E. S. T.
Eves. & Wknds.

JBL RECONED WOOFERS, MIDS, TWEETERS-Mostly
older models with Alnico. Limited supply priced to move.
SCS, 870 Commonwealth, Boston, Mass. 02215, 617-2774640 4600

J.B.L. SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
bought, sold and traded. 1-313-229-5191 or 5115 Red Fox,
Brighton, MI 48116.
JRM POWER TOWER AMPS; 3PBP Electronic Crossovers; Transparency Loudspeakers. Jerry Martin, 3716
Broadway NE, Knoxville, Tn. 37917 (615) 688-6501.
LEACH STEREO AMP. LSR&D $565., REVOX B-710
$1495., AUDIONICS RS -1 $450., DENON D.P.-755 DIVEC
TABLE $195., J -R 149's $275., DYNA SKUEO 120 $85.
313-694-0550 Days, 313-655-8830 Eves.

LOWEST PRICES: NAKAMICHI, ADS, BOSE, ADCOM,
APT, DBX, GRADO AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND, BOX
168, STARKVILLE, MISS. 39759. (601) 323-0750. 1pm9pm
LUX M4000 POWER AMP $795, Lux T12 FM Tuner $350,
Ram 512 Power Amp $595, Ram 200 Pre -amp $495,
Phase Linear 2000 Pre -amp $175. Call (814) 536-8531.
LUXMAN PD -300 VACUUM TURNTABLE, WITH MICRO
SEIKI MA -505 TONEARM, AND SAO WIN MC -10 CARTRIDGE. $1200 OR OFFER. CALL SCOTT (213) 4635678.

MAGNEPAN MGIIA $625., Haller DH101 $149., Mitsubishi
DAA15 DC -$339., Denon DP 1700 with Grace F9E $310.,
Stax SRX Ill $150. 305-964-3408.
MAGNUM 95 -FM, less dirt-more music. Who doesn't
want that?! Audio Connection, 201-239-1799
MARK LEVINSON AT
KEITH YATES AUDIO 916-441-0443

MARK LEVINSON ML-1 PREAMP #3155, Latest updates
including PLS-151 power supply, A -4E and D-6 cards,
$1400 or bo. Yamaha CT -1010 tuner $180. Call Jay evenings at (415) 661-9668.

MAYWARE MKIV WORLDS BEST TONEARM, CARTRIDGE. 'A Steal', direct from Manufacturer. Info SI
Mayware, P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. England.

ED SMITH

of

21st Century Audio
"Beautifully detailed with any
speaker. Perreaux is the amp for
the demanding Stax speakers."

The Best
Doesn't Mean
the Most

Expensive.
Low prices on a huge selection
of name brand hi -end. All units
are new with full warranty. Let
our experts guide you to the
best sounding system for your
dollar. Call for information or
write for a free catalog.
VISA/MasterCard/American Express

The Audio Advisor. Inc.
Box 6202 Grand Rapids MI 49506 61E451 3868
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FACT: Very few components are used
in the signal path for unrivaled purity
of soLnd.

21st Century Audio Ltd.
5041 Rising Sun Ave.
Philadelphia, PA. 19120

(215) 324-4457

LUXMAN
II

loudspeakers
ALLISON DESIGN ACOUSTICS
M&K SNELL
TAMANTON

INFINITY
THIEL

turntables, cartridges, tape decks
ADC

INFINITY LIQUIDATION -Famous speakers 25% below
cost! RSjr ... $61ea., RSe ... $82ea., RSa ... $94ea.,
RSb ... $136ea., RSm ... $175ea., RS2.5 ... $599ea.
FOB Groton, CT. Leiser Sound, Mike (203) 448-1520, 9-4.

BRYSTON
DENON HAFLER
MITSUBISHI
PLEXUS SAE

ADCOM
ORACLE

ASTATIC

DENON

PREMIER

SUMIKO

GRACE
GRADO
THORENS

ANNUAL INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE
all items=limited quantities
(0). Demo

(N)=New

Call for very special prices on the following: selected HAFLER
equipment, model 200 power amp assembled (N and D); 200
kit (N); 202 bridging kit for the 200 amp (N); model 500
power amp assembled (D); 500 kit (N); 101 preamp assembled (D); accessories for the 101 (black knobs, rack mount
kit. wood cabinet) all (N); 112 moving coil pre-preamp (N);
110 preamp assembled (N and D); ADCOM GFA-2 power
amp (N and D); GFP-1 preamp (N and D); the model XC high
output moving coil cartridge with van den Hul stylus (N); the

ALLISON model 4 speaker (designed specifically for optimum performance when placed on a shelf or hung on e wall:
if you need a bookshelf speaker, the Allison:4 is your very
best choice) in oak or walnut (N and D); DENON DRA-600
slimline 60 watt/channel receiver (N and D) with available
rosewood side panels; ACCULAB speakers (high efficiency
performers made by RTR) models 220A, 440A, and 480A (N);
INFINITY awesome Reference Standard II speakers in the
latest, updated series (N); M & K self -powered Volkswoofer
IA and Satellite IIA speakers, beautiful walnut cabinets (N
and D); ADC model 3001 turntable, "the rock," with your
choice of ADC low -mass tonearms: the ALT, or the carbon fibre LMF, both with detachable headshells (N and O); the
INFINITY "Intimate," personal stereo at its very best, with
Dolby!, top rated by High Fidelity magazine, beats the
"Walkman" by a mile, and, with available FM pack, you can
listen to radio as well as to cassettes (N); the KOSS "Music
Box," excellent personal FM radio, perfect for holiday
sock stuffers (N).

HOLIDAY SPECIALS AT AudioVisions
Let AudioVisions help you to plan now for all your holiday
gift -giving needs. Audio Visions specializes in perfectly
balanced System Packages, offered in "SOUND SENSE"
price ranges. Please ask about the very special system, built
around the truly remarkable THIEL model 02 speaker, being
offered as a complete package including 20' of Monster
Cable and connectors, for only $735 through December 31,
1982. (Thiel speakers are available in oak or walnut, and, at
additional cost, in Brazilian rosewood.)

HEADPHONES MAKE GREAT GIFTS
(They're an absolute must in college dorms.) Come listen to
our selection of outstanding phones from AKG, STANTON,
KOSS, and AUDIO-TECHNICA. Then look at our special
holiday sale prices (from $19.95 to $109.95).
PHONO CARTRIDGES: TINY, PRECIOUS GEMS
A new cartridge may be an even better investment than a
Tiffany diamond, and it may bring its owner more pleasure
than a piece of jewelry ever could. (A diamond only glitters,
but music goes on forever.) Does it pay to buy a new stylus
for an outdated old cartridge? A higher -quality cartridge not
only sounds better, it also reduces record wear. Ask about
our selected holiday values (from $15 to $235).
SELECT AUDIO CABINETS
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
MICROPHONES 8Y AKG MONSTER CABLE
LIVE WIRE

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON
NEW YORK 11704
(516) 661-3355

"This may be the first slick
product worth getting

a

hold of."

STEREO -Chicago Sun -Times

"Our ears tell us this product is
a smashing success ... Gruv
Glide geometrically elevates
some disks and systems to near
the listener is
perfection
rows forward
20
transported

...

into the lap of luxury."
AUDIOGRAM

#17,1 /82

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BANG & OLUFSEN RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS,
TURNTABLES, SPEAKERS, BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, (213) 840-0878

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
SUB CHASSIS KIT-$69.00 Designed to deaden the
AR turntable and allow replacement of original tone
arm. Consists of acoustically dead replacement sub
chassis and new bearing. SPRING KIT-$8.00 Allows
use of wide variety of tone arms, platter pads, record
weights, and other accessories. OAK REPLACEMENT
BASE-$135.00 Beautiful solid oak base with lead
lining for extra deadness. LEAD COATING SERVICE-$10.00, REPLACEMENT SPINDLE-$25.00,
PLATTER BALANCING SERVICE -$10.00. Underground Sound, 2125 Central, Mphs, TN 38104. (901)
272-1275.

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT Bought -Sold -Traded
703-786-2770 or 703-786-7130 SDR Box 1409 CS, Fredericksburg, VA 22402
McINTOSH BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED. 1-313-2295191 or 5115 Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116.

McINTOSH C27, MC2200, MC2100, MR78, MAC4100,
XR14. Call Shane 402-483-4511
MCINTOSH C-32 PREAMP. Mint $1200. (206) 522-8328
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, ARC, WESTERN ELECTRIC,
TUBE EQUIPMENT WANTED. MAURY 713 728-4343
McINTOSH MC-2300 $1,300.00 MC 2205 $1,200.00, MC
2105 $550.00, MC 2505 $425.00, MC 502 $600.00, C-32
$1,300.00, C-28 $425.00, C-26 $250.00, C-24 $175.00,
MR -80 $1,600.00, MR-78 $850.00, MX 113 $575.00, MPI4 $1,250.00, MI -3 $300.00, 313-229-5191 E. S. T. Eves. &
Wknds.

Genuine

McINTOSH MP1-4, MC2100 $475, MC2505 $350, 1500
$300, MA230 $300. Mullard 12AX7 English tubes $5.95.
Audio Research SP6B mods, polypropylene $900. Teac
AL700 Elcaset originally $1100 magnificent new $349,
MB12 $120. ReVox A77Mk3 $650. MCI 8 channel w/
remote, low hours. Ohm F's drivers new $1,000. Onkyo
T4090 $160. Advent 100A $145. Crown SS1444 $2,000.
Dyna 70 $100. Allen Heath 24 channel mixer w/patchbay.
B&O 200M microphone $500. KLH 9's $1,000. AR table
$70. Adcem GFA-1 mint $250. Audio Technica AT620
cables $15 Martin Gasman 779 Worcester Street, Wellesley, MA 02181 (617) CEL-TICS. (91)

IMPS'
. REM(

,

MODIFIED PANASONIC LEAF TWEETERS
Ultra -fast, smooth response to 85KHZ. $120.00 per pair.
Literature and catalog $2.00. New York Acoustics, 578
Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. 10701. (914) 476-4900.

MORE WITH
FOUR SYSTEM
$4000)
(UNDER

Turntable:
Tonearm/Cartridge
Tuner:
Preamplifier:
Amplifier:
Speakers:
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MCINTOSH PLUS -McIntosh instruments are the Laboratory Reference Standard for the world. McIntosh designs
their equipment for a long life with low maintenance and
high quality performance. PLUS-FREE test report on your
new McIntosh equipment, on request, FREE shipping anywhere in the Continental U.S., Prompt delivery, Credit
cards accepted. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES,
INC., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516)
822-5277

LINN SONDEK LP -12
LINN BASIK
ADCOM GFT-1
PRECISION FIDELITY C7 -A
BERNING EA -230
FUSILIER MODEL 3

SOUND BY SINGER

CIE.
I

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
MOVE OVER MARK LEVENSON!
The RADIANCE PREAMPLIFIER la here
Ultimate sound, exclusive technology, hand crafted,
superior value. Send for detailed brochure. RADIANCE SYSTEMS 2A, 90 Riverside Dr., NY, NY, 10024

4.SOZ

NAIM AUDIO NAC42 PREAMPLIFIER + NAP 110 AMPLIFIER-Mint, one year old. Both $695., 415-657-3969

GRUV-GLIDE IMPROVES
RECORD FIDELITY!
Gruv-Glide is a new dry record
treatment that maximizes the fidelity of
records as well as reduces friction,
eliminates static electricity, improves
tracking and cleans record surfaces.
One treatment lasts indefinitely, too.
There is no doubt about it. Records
treated with Gruv-Glide sound better.
Ask for a demonstration at your
favorite audio specialist or record
store.
Send inquiries to Trego Sales,
2239 Benedict Canyon Dr., Beverly
Hills, CA 90210 (213) 274-8351.

NAKAMICHI 500 CASSETTE DECK, New heads & transport, $250. Headamps: Powerlight MC-4e $200., Audible
Illusions $125. 707-938-1131, evenings (Calif.)

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified,
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

STEREO BI -AMP $139
Tri -amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
available at comparable prices. Other
available features: Summer for "single
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimination filters supplied with or without bass
boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in filters, regulated power supplies.
FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET

Write to:

Dee:wade

ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson Ell Culver City, CA 90230
Phone (2131397.9668
.

Rozoil Lubricant Co.
P.O. Box 19003. Las Vegas. NV 89119

MUSICALITY'? Keith Yates, a trombonist and member of
the Board of the Sacramento Opera, has an "odd" reference system: Live Music. Keith Yates Audio can help you
achieve the musical results you seek. Authorized Dealer for
Mark Levinson, Linn, Threshold, EMT, Bryston, Acoustat,
Walker, much more. Prepaid Shipping. 916-441-0443.

-

NAKAMICHI 700ZXL with outboard Dolby C Mint
$1,600 -Half Price. Call Terry 402-391-3842

r,E

90

MICHELL GYRODEC, OPENED, NEVER USED. $890.
Keith Yates Audio 916-441-0443.

MUSIC MAT
A SOUND INVESTMENT

AVAILABLE AT LEADING HI-Fl DEALERS
MUSIC REFERENCE RM -4A HEADAMP and RM -5
PREAMP are available at HCM AUDIO. (916) 343-0558

SI.

GER'S DREAM!

i S2TYB_

REMÒVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone. Write or call
COST: $349.00
for a brochure and demo record below.

YOU SHOULD

SEE US

For:
Time Delay/Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Compressor/Expanders
Mic Preamp/Mixers
We manufacture a full line of high quality au'dir>`eci outing
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page
brochure and demo record.
P.O. Box 338,
Dept. AU,
Write to: LT
Phone (404) 493-1258
Stone Mountain, GA 30086,

Sound,
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NAD CASSETTE DECKS, RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS.
BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

NO OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
The Futterman OTL-tube amplifier needs no output transformer and therefor has the musically correct sound of
tubes and the speed and precision of transistors. For a
complete set of technical papers on OTL amplifiers, writeN.Y.A.L. 33 North Riverside Ave., Croton -on -Hudson, NY
10520.

PS AUDIO IN SOUTH TEXAS! For sheer musicality (and
affordability), PS may well be the most satisfying electronics you've ever encountered. Hear the full line today-in

NAIM AUDIO AVAILABLE AT GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213)
571-1299.
NAKAMICHI: NEW DECKS Sold as USED, LX -3, LX -5,
ZX-7, ZX-9, ETC. COD Shipping. Audio Workshop (206)
323-4987
NAKAMICHI PLUS-Featuring the incredible BX-1 cassette deck. Now you can have Nakamichi performance for
under $300. We also carry the full line of Nakamichi products. PLUS-FREE calibration and bias adjustment, on request, FREE shipping anywhere in the continental U.S.
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277.

"NOW APPEARING LIVE" AT
AUDIO-AUDIO
AUDIO CONTROL
ELECTRO VOICE
CELESTION
BLAUPUNKT
PREMIER
ORTOFON
THORENS
LUXMAN
ALPINE
LUSTRE
GRACE
BEYER
AIWA
LAST
DNR
DUAL
KOSS
AMBER
NAIAD
AUDIO -PRO

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS BEST PRICESPROMPT DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000;
(213) 840-0878

WEST:

(N) NEW: (U) USED: (S) SEMI-WORKING-Most prices
negotiable: Advent AC + DC Receivers (N) $160., Advent
DC receiver (S) $85., AGI 511 preamp (U) $315., ARC SP 4 (N) $610, Armstrong 621 amp (N) $165., Armstrong
speakers (N) $270./pr., Denon DP -790 tumtable-103D cartridge-AU-320 transformer (U) $405., Dynaco ST-150A
(N) $250., Dynaco ST -400A (N) $535., Duntech DL -15
speakers (U) $465./pr., Fulton monster cables $60., HK
ST -6 (S) $160., IMPULSE Model 1 Ribbon loudspeakers
(N) $1495/pr., Revox A77 w/lots of tape (U) $410., Sony
TL-K1A cassette (U) $130., Van Alstyne ST -150 (U) $475.
(817) 382-5602

MARCOF
MEGASONICS
MONSTER
CABLE
MUSIC REFERENCE
NAD
NAKAMICHI NITTY GRITTY PENTAGRAM
PLATTER MATTER
PSE
POLK AUDIO
PRECISION FIDELITY
PROMETHEAN
PYRAMID SIGNET SNELL ACOUSTICS

We invite you to visit our establishment to see and
hear a selection of the finest State -Of-The -Art audio
components. Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to
assist you in choosing the proper equipment for your
specific needs.
We have 23 years of experience, plus a complete in
house service department. We will be pleased to setup and calibrate your system without charge.
Visit Philadelphia's finest audio store and be
amazed!!!

QED
SONY
TEAC
SUPEX
NIKKO

GRACE

OSAWA

AKG

HEGEMAN

PHILIPS

ANDANTE

IMF

PLATEAU

AUDIOSTATIC

ISO BASE

PREMIER

AUDIOSOURCE

JANSZEN

PROTON

BEYER

JENSEN

PS AUDIO

BOZAK

KENWOOD PURIST

REGA RESEARCH

BRYSTON

KOETSU

ROGERS

BURWEN

LAST

SONY

CARVER

LINN PRODUCTS

CELESTION

LIVE WIRE

SPICA

C.J. WALKER

LUSTRE

STAX

One of the best Phono Preamps at any price hap-

DB SYSTEMS

MARCOF

SUMIKO

pens to be a $99 kit. Send for specs and catalog of
Delay, Ea, CX and other quality audio kits. PHOENIX
SYSTEMS (203) 643-4484 91 Elm Street, Manchester, CL 06040

DECCA

OPTONICA
DYNAVECTOR
3D ACOUSTICS
MONSTER CABLE
VAMPIRE WIRE
110-220 VOLTS
& OTHERS
REALISTIC SOUND REPRODUCTION
WITH AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA.
Open 7 Days, 11 am-6:30pm EST.
42 Canal St., New York, NY 10002
(212) 925-5868, Mastercard & Visa

ONE STEP UP SYSTEM
(UNDER $1200)
Turntable:

Cartridge:
Receiver:
Speakers:

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

i

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

TANGENT

ELECTROCOMPANIET NAGAOKA

THIEL

ELECTRO RESEARCH NAGATRONICS

THORENS

FISHER AUDIO

NAIM AUDIO

3D ACOUSTICS

FRIED

NITTY GRITTY

UHER

GOLDRING

ONKYO

WINEGARD

8010 Bustleton Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-1177-8
We ship free to anywhere in the continental United
States. Visa -Mastercard -American Express -are accepted.

i.nn
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DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

Mon, Thurs, 10-9 PM
Tues. Wed, Fri. 10-7 PM/Sat 10-6 PM

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

Credit Cards Accepted

AUDIO/JANUARY 1983

SYMMETRY

NAD

429 York St.. Canton, MA 02021 (6171828-5050

590 Central Park Avenue
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

914-472-4558

SUPEX

MICRO SEIKI

DYNAVECTOR

SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

the
listening
room
Continental U.S.A.

MARIAN

DUAL

ERROR -FREE LINEAR TRACKING
The Souther Linear Arm, the only purely mechanical linear -tracking tonearm is now available in an
improved, production model. The new unit features a 1.1 gram tonearm/headshell fitted to our
quartz track system. The tonearm fits most turntables and will extract superior sound from any
cartridge. Our EQUI -MASS' configuration ensures perfect tracking of warps and permits an
ultra-low moving mass. Available at selected dealers or direct for immediate delivery. $700.00 ppd.
Literature available-Dealer inquiries invited.

SPICA STAX SUMO ELECTRIC SUPEX
TANDBERG
THETA ELECTRONICS
VPI
C.J. WALKER

We ship FREE Anywhere in the

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

SOUND SERVICE
COMPANY

REGA 2
ASTATIC IM 10E
NAD 7150
REGA

SOUND BY SINGER

REVOX PRODUCTS BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

ACOUSTIC ELECT
AUDIO STATIC ESL
B&W
THE DAVID
BERNING
CO.
CRAMOLIN
DENON
DYNAVECTOR
ELITE FURNITURE
ENERGY LOUDFULTON GOLDMUND
SPEAKERS
GRACE
GRADO HAFLER HILL PLASMATRONICS
JANIS KEITH MONKS KOETSU LAST
LINN SONDEK
LIVE WIRE
LUSTRE

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

ADC

N.C.A.S.
THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AUDIO SOCIETY is
the country's fastest growing, most active organization
for audio professionals and hobbyists. Hear what the
leading experts have to say, learn about the latest
equipment and kits, read about the results of our
listening panels and much more. Members receive our
information packed monthly newsletter and our journal
with in-depth articles. Send $15.00 for one years membership to N.C.A.S., P.O. Box 14156, San Francisco,
Ca. 94114 or write for more information.

concert. CONCERT SOUND/6104 Broadway/San Antonio,
Texas 78209/(512)822-1224.

O

o

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116

WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

POLK SPEAKERS BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY
EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

PS AUDIO PS IV PREAMP WITH BUILT IN HEAD AMP.
Sounds more musical than transistors ought to. Available
at Threshold Audio 409 S. 22nd Street, Heath, Ohio 43055,

POWER TO THE PEOPLE. 55 PAGES, 15,000 + words
on laboratory quality power supply voltage regulators for
tubed equipment. Includes schematics, PCB layouts, wiring
diagrams, extensive parts availability listings and all necessary information for constructing B+, B-, fillament and
cascaded sub regulators. Eliminate NFB in preamps. Build
a power amp regulator (less than .03% fluctuation at clipping) for $20.1 PUP $15. MEGACABLE 300MHz precision
video cable for Audio Interconnects. Ultra low loss, capacitance; 99.6% shielding. Finest small transmission line produced. Affordable prices! Send SASE for regulator/cable
information, prices. MIDWEST AUDIOPHILE SUPPLY,
BOX #3, EMERSON, NE 68733, (402) 695-2509.

614-522-3762.

PRO-AC IN ROCHESTER? CERTAINLY!!! From the tiny
titanic tablette to the stunning studio EBS we have the
complete range of these much sought after speakers in
stock. 716-244-8247 or 454-2000.
PS AUDIO AND REFERENCE AUDIO INTRODUCE
... THE "ELITE"INTERGRATED: incredible performance in an elegantly -styled 19" rack; 55 watts/channel, bridgeable to 200, built-in PS IV, MC input, remote
supply. Only $699. TWO C AMPLIFIER: Slim, new 19"
rack -mounting to match the PS IV; increased power to
55 watts/channel. $380. PS IV preamp now has VIDEO and TWO tape inputs. Fast, prepaid shipping.
Literature available upon request. REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS: 18214 DALTON AVENUE, GARDE NA, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205.

PS

AUDIO=SUPERB VALUE

QUAD-ELS 83, FINALLY-In Iowa, Minnesota, North

RH SB -2 WALNUT SUBWOOFERS, 30-120 Hz, mint pair,
$200 each. (317)-283-1516.

Dakota, South Dakota. Available immediately. $2800/pr.
507-345-7186, 7-10 PM C.S.T.

SACRAMENTO/N. CALIFORNIANS: Keith Yates Audio

QUAD ESL -63 S2600/pr. Janis W1 with Interphase 1A
$1000. Cabasse 30 $1000/pr. Goldmond Studio -T3 $4000.
Koetsu Black $400. Koetsu Rosewood $200. Keith Monks
record cleaning machine $1500, Mark Levinson cables &
connectors, (405) 341-7980.
QUAD LOUDSPEAKERS SOUND SUPERB when driven
by our MacMod 303 amplifier. It's sweet, quick, clean, lucid.
Clearly the winner in any price versus performance contest.
THE MOD SUAD, 144 Athena Street, Leucadia CA 92024
(619) 436-6455
CROWN AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE-AMPLIERES.
BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST; (904) 2624000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

In

PCM-F1

REGA PLANAR TURNTABLES IN STOCK!
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 Pac.

PS

AUDIO-FANTASTIC!

stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403, (803)
723-7276. Also Acoustat, Nakamichi, Fried, Klipsch, Sony
PS AUDIO-moving ahead: PSIV preamp, PS 2C power amp, the fabulous ELITE integrated, always in stock at
Audio Connection, 201-239-1799

PURIST, MICROSEIKI, PSE, SAE, SATTERBERG,
SHERWOOD, THORENS, Many accessories!!! EARS.
(213) 961-6158 evenings, weekends. P.O. Box 658-U, W.
Covina, CA 91790. M/C, VISA. MONTHLY SPECIALS
LIST.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Announces the long-awaited release of two fabulous new
45 rpm, half -speed mastered recordings! On RR -9, "IN
FORMATION," The Kronos Quartet plays original American compositions with jazz and popular flavors. Recorded
in St Mary's Cathedral, the depth of the natural string tone
is amazing. RR -11 is another Keith Johnson triumph! This
recording of Berlioz' "SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE" captures a grand performance of the Utah Symphony Orchestra conducted by Maestro Varujan Kojian. In order to transfer to disc the awesome dynamics of this performance, we
chose to issue it on three sides. Side Four contains a
bonus copy of the exciting Fourth and Fifth movements.
Order RR -9 at $15 postpaid or RR -11 at $25 postpaid
directly from: Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San
Francisco, CA 94107. (408) 289-1462. Visa/MC welcome.
Dealer inquiries invited. FREE catalogs.

PS AUDIO AND REFERENCE AUDIO PRESENT ...
The best buy in American audio under $1,000: The
Elite Integrated-combining PS IV's famous state-ofthe-art phono section ($625.) plus the awesome Two
C amplifier (55 wpc, 200 mono, $399), 19" rack -mount,
plus beautiful aesthetics for only S$699. Literature
available upon request. REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS. 18214 Dalton Avenue, X Gardena, CA 90248.
(213) 398-4205.

REGA, ROGERS, AUDIRE, CLARKE SYSTEMS, ADCOM, GRACE, GRADO, HARMON KARDON, KENWOOD

SOTA SAPPHIRE available at HCM AUDIO. (916) 3430558

offers Levinson, Linn, Threshold, KEF, Michell, Walker,
Bryston, Shahinian, Meridian, Koetsu, Denon, NAD,
Acoustat, Audio Design, Dynavector, Pyramid, more. Appointments: 916-441-0443. Info: stamped envelope to Box
161152, Sacramento 95816.

SENNHEISER MKE-2002 BINAURAL MICROPHONE
unique, perfect for Uher, Nakamichi used only once mint
condition $325 (813) 596-4809 evenings

HARMAN/KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS, TURNABLES. BEST PRICES-PROMPT
DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 8400878
SHEFFIELD MISSING LINC, 2 SEALED. Mayorga Lab
3 sealed. Call 717-455-5110 evenings.

1,

SHEFFIELD S9 played once immac $375. Mayorga (Vol 3), Houston (Lab-2), James (Lab -3), Brahms (Lab -4), Grusin (Lab -5). Umbrella Rough Trade, Nexus. Crystal Clear
Dentie, San Fran Ltd, Byrd. Mobile Fidelity Steely Dan,
Supertramp, Star Wars, Power & Majesty. M&K Blu 1&2.
All new. Many others. Make offer. Also Grace 707 new
$85, Supex 900E + new $95, SAE 5000 Imp Red immac
$110, Dahlquist MX -1 immac $85. Others. 218-749-8829
am & pm.

SILVER + TEFLON + GOLD + SWL'S QUICKSILVER INTERCONNECT CABLE. Fine strand silver
coated copper cable with teflon dielectric and outer
jacket. Low capacitance, hi cond. & propagation vel.

High quality machined heavy gold plate RCA plugs.
Available in I1,, 1, & 2 meter stereo sets ($25, $30, $45
respectively. Add $2.50 S&H. TX res. add 5% sales
tax). Custom lengths, connectors, bulk cable, speaker
cable. Dealer inquiries invited. Send SASE for catalog.
VISA & MC by phone. STEPHEN WORSHAM LABS
3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas, TX 75205, Ph. 713-763-

6061.

Happy QYear!

audio design
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O Audio has had the SoryCDP-I01 and Hitachi DA-1000
Compact Disc Digital Audio Players since early
November. Rnd out what's in store for you in the
future.

.the signal
passes through
unaltered. preserving
a feeling of reality
where both the original
acoustic space and
dimensional contrast
of the music are there
for the listener
fo experience
.

.

,,.
......

All this month we offer 15-50% savings on everything
we sell and have in stock:limited to Used and Demo. No
Exceptions. We sell:

AMBER ACOUSTAT BERNING BRB SYSTEMS
DYNAVECTOR GRACE F.R. DBX MOREL

SONEX
THORENS
S

PYRAMID HAFLER JANIS
CARTALIGN KYOCERA
& MUCH MORE!

VAST

We're serious about offering you the most substantial
savings on audio products. Call for best pricing after
yoúee shopped all the competition. We'll meet or beat

for cash buyers.

audio design limited
W,z 12501,111s slat), In
Niagara Fall.. N.t,14:10:14121i0
Tel 1510175a.6aa0 Telex 00l4111a.1

The worlds most creative and innovative dealer
developed consignment/brokerage first Find out how
we can recycle your used gear faster and more
effectively/efficiently than anyone else.

_

We trade-swap-rent-consig'rbroker-buy and sell. Do
business with the best: O Audio. Worldwide
shipping. Dual voltage equipment available. Custom
installation services and more.

Q Audio

Name

95 Vassar St.

Address
cuy
Stale

92

SUPER

DAHLOUIST

SOTA SAPPHIRE
MONSTER CABLE VAMPIRE

KRELL

ADCOM

For more Information.
please mall coupon.

viiiimimm

TAX

KISEKI

NTITY GRITTY

WALKER

GRADO

KLYNE

.4.
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AUDIO KOETSU

PS

SPENDOR

VISA
ZIP

_

Cambridge, MA 02139

Catalog S3
617-547-2727

V
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FOR SALE
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS BEST PRICESPROMPT DELIVERY, EAST: (904) 262-4000;
(213) 840-0878

WEST:

SONEX IN STOCK! QUANTITY PRICING AVAILABLE.
HCM AUDIO. (916) 343-0558

SONY PCM-F1 DIGITAL
A breakthrough-The ultimate in audio recording! Record
digital audio PLUS video. Compare! Portable. In stock.
Free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276
SONY TAN -8550 V-FET AMP, $400.; TC-K7 deck/RC
$270.; TC -K60 $200.; TA-8650 V-FET $350. Freeman
(614) 267-7014. All mint.

MONSTOR CABLE
NITTY GRITTY
REVOX
SIGNET
SONY
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
STAX
TANDBERG

YAMAHA

Serving VA, MD & NC since 1972 with quality sound
Systems, experience, service and customer satisfaction.
SOUND WORLD, LTD.
4574 Pembroke Meadows Shopping Ctr.
Virginia Beach, VA 23455

804-499-8555

SPICA'S SAW -1, long expected 3 way loudspeaker is
arriving at Audio Connection. Call for an appointment 201239-1799
SPENDORS ARE SPLENDID
We offer the complete line of Spendor speakers: SA1, SA2,
SA3, BC1, LS3/5a & Prelude. Remarkably low prices on all
speakers. By appt. Free shipping in US & PR. WE SHIP
WORLDWIDE. Visa & MC. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS.,
INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, ITT TLX
427791.

Preamp:

Tuner:

Amplifier:
Speakers:

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM Unique, ultra-fast dual -driver
design blends with all types of speakers, including electrostats. Audition the new SW -2 with a SYMMETRY ACS-1A
or ACS -2A x -over for the true reproduction of the full audio
spectrum. For info. write or call SYMMETRY AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA.
94107 415-777.1113

"THE BEST SOUNDING AMPLIFIER EVER MADE.

PERIOD."-Harry Pearson, Editor. The Absolute
Sound, Sept, 1982
CONRAD -JOHNSON'S PREMIER ONE-THE ULTIMATE, $3850. Conrad -Johnson's Premier Two is their
reference preamplifier, $1585. Their PV -2a -r comes
close and is untouchable at $685.

NEW STOCKING STUFFERS!
NAD 7120 digital receiver, $250.
Amber Model 17 preamp and improved Series 70
amp. Stylast
Audiophiles throughout the US trust our friendly,
knowledgeable staff to help them through the maze of
high-end audio. Call us and you'll see why.
Happy Holidays to all our friends!
We proudly represent:

SYMMETRY PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
Absolute Audio, Santa Ana, CA.
Audio Excellence, San Francisco, CA.
Audio House, Swartz Creek, MI.
Audio Corn, Old Greenwich, CT.
Boulder Sound Gallery, Boulder, CO.
Chestnut Hill Audio, Philadelphia, PA.
Fidelis, San Francisco, CA.
Greenfield Equipment, River Forest, IL.
Hoffmans Stereo, Cleveland, OH.
Kieth Yates Audio, Sacramento, CA.
Lyric HI FI, New York, N.Y.
Sound Components, Coral Gables, FL.
Stereo Unlimited, San Diego, CA.
Systems Design Group, Redondo Beach, CA.

PS AUDIO

AMBER
DENON
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
DCM
DYNAVECTOR
ASTATIC
3D ACOUSTICS

KRELL
ADS
ADCOM
STAX
GRADO
VPI

HAFLER
NAD
ROGERS
DENNESSEN
TANDBERG
GRACE

NITTY GRITTY

Fast, free shipping. MCNISA.

REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS
18214 Dalton Avenue
Gardena, CA 90248
(213) 398-4205

LEGENDS AS iJSiJA1..

These highly respected names can be found at Chestnut Hill Audio. Acoustat, Adcom, Amber.
Apature. Apres, Audio Pro. B&W, Berning, Cabasse. Cotter, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright,
Dennesen, Denon, Discwasher, Dynavector, Fidelity Research. Fourier, Gilmore. Grace.
Grado, Haller, Impulse, Janis, Kenwood Purist, Leach, Marcof, Mariah, Monster Cable,
Mordaunt-Short, NAD. Oracle, PS. Audio. Quad. R.G.R., Rogers. Signet, Spendor, Stax.
Symmetry, Tandberg, Theta, 3D Acoustics. Thorens. Threshold, VPI. Vandersteen.
311 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa 19106 (215) 923-3035

(;111;5'IINU'l' 1111.1. M11)1()1:1'l).
SPENDOR
BBC Standard Equipment

1

(About $2600)

Cartridge

THE ALL NEW SYMMETRY SW-2 LOW FREQUENCY

Call Shane 402-483-4511

SPEAKER BIBLE. Over 20 pages of vital information for
he speaker builder. Send $2. to NEW YORK ACOUSTICS,
578 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, NY 10701, 914-476-4900.

Turntable:

SYMDEX LOUDSPEAKERS
We are pleased to introduce the further improved
Symdex Sigma and the new companion subwoofer, a
three-way system of unparalleled accuracy and low
coloration. This reference system, which sets new
standards for definition and transparency, is a result of
thorough optimization of all design factors plus construction and components of a quality never before
used in loudspeakers. The sonic results of this effort
have been described by listeners as a redefinition of
the state of the art of dynamic loudspeakers.
For further information, contact: Symdex Audio Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 8037, Boston, MA 02114, 617938-8180.
Current Symdex owners note that factory updates
are available.

TANDBERG NEW TD20A (high speed), 9000X open reel.

Call or write for futher information

START WITH
SEPARATES SYSTEM

FOR SALE

SYMMETRY ACS -1A ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER. Mint
Cond. just back from factory 425.00 415-991-0445

SOUND WORLD, LTD.
SERVING TIDEWATER AND THE
MID -ATLANTIC SEABOARD
ADS
DENON
ARC
GENESIS
AUDIO CONTROL GRADO
B80
HAFLER
CELESTION
KEITH MONKS
C.J. WALKER
KLIPSCH
CROWN
LUXMAN
DAHLOUIST
LAST
DBX
MAGENPAN
DENNESEN
MCINTOSH

FOR SALE

REGA PLANAR 3
ADCOM HCE-1
ADCOM GFP-1
ADCOM GFT-1
ADCOM GFA-2
SNELL TYPE E'S

International Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20007
RCS Audio

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

STEP-UP DEVICES: Powerlight MC -4E $145. CotterNerion MK transformer "P" or "S" strapping $150. (212) 454I

3205

SUBWOOFER SYSTEM-Hartley 24" in transmission line.
Excellent with Mognaplanors & Electrostatics. Tacoma
206-857-6635.
483-4511
SYMMETRY, JOHN CURL'S FABULOUS ACS -1A AND

ACS-2A TRANSIENT PERFECT, PHASE COHERENT
CROSSOVER Infinitely variable x -over point from 454500HZ (ACS -1A) 20-2000HZ (ACS -2A) For info. write or
call SYMMETRY AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS 101 Townsend
St. San Francisco, CA. 94107 415-777-1113

AUDIO/JANUARY 1983
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SYMMETRY ACS-1 CROSSOVER $400. Call Shane 402-

J\.\),P
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`ado

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Major credit cards honored. Open 10 AM -6 PM Mon -Sat.

93

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Audi

TEAC MODEL 40105 REEL TO REEL $100, KLA MODEL
27 RECEIVER $60, KLH MODEL NINTEEN FM, PHONO,
SPEAKERS $60, DYNACTO FACTORY ASSEMBLED
PAT-4, $50, YAMAHA T-1 TUNER $125. 602-445-6999.

TELEFUNKEN, APMPEREX, GENALEX and other top
audio tubes rgh, PAe. Contact S.J. Wallace, 1203
Successuty St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212.

SUBSCRIBER
SERVICE

THE MOD SQUAD. Audios finest custom
service. A unique opportunity to unleash the
potential hidden inside the components you
love. THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athena Street,

modification
performance
own ... and
Leucadia CA

THE MOUNTAIN EAR: Berning, Quicksilver, Precision Fidelity, Counterpoint, PS Audio, Audire. (303) 963-3269
evenings -weekends
THE MOUNTAIN EAR: Fuselier, Pentagram, Fried, Spica.
(303) 963-3269 evenings -weekends

I

THIEL LOUDSPEAKERS AT
GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 (PAC)

MOVING?
IPlease give us 8 weeks advance notice.
Attach label with your old address. and
write in new address below.

RENEWING?
ICheck box below and attach label with
correction marked. if any.

SUBSCRIBING?

Check box and fill in coupon. For gift
subscriptions attach a separate sheet

ISend Audio for year at $13.94

I

1

Bill me

Payment enclosed

Outside the U.S. add 56.00 per year. Payment must
Iaccompany order.

WALKER CJ55 & LINN BASIK LV-V
This is a most agreeable and cost effective disc system
(complete with cart.). Free shipping in US & PR. WE SHIP
WORLDWIDE. Visa & MC. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS.,
INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, ITT TLX
427791.

TRIPLANAR TONEARM. If you think you own a good arm
now, the TRIPLANAR will change your mind. $1500. For
full details contact THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athena Street,
Leucadia CA 92024 (619) 436-6455
THORENS TURNTABLES BEST PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878

TWEETER OF THE MONTH CLUB!

RECORDS

High frequency masterpieces from all over the world,
picked at the point of perfection and delivered to your door.
A gift to delight the audio gourmet. WHERE ELSE BUT
MADISOUND Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608767-2673

...

(UNDER $14,000)

Tonearm:
Cartridge:

Tuner:

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS! Audiophile albums, discount prices, prompt shipping. FREE CATALOG. For The
Record ... P.O. Box 21201V, Columbus, Ohio 43221.

Amplifiers:

2

BEARD P -100'S OR
THRESHOLD S-300'S
ACOUSTAT MODEL SIXES

AUDIOPHILE RECORD GALLERY discounts on ultra
sound direct disc, half mastered, digital, Japanese Imports,
more! We specialize, only the finest fidelity recordings.
Catalog $1.00 P.O. Box 1073, Vienna, VA 22180

Preamplifier:

lin Colorado 303-447-93301
Audio and other direct mail advertisers
take great care to send information about
products and services only to those
people interested in them. Products and
services offered to our readers in the past
have included merchandise and publication offers. We believe the distribution of
such information is of benefit to our
subscribers but we do respect the wishes
of any subscriber who does not want to
receive such promotional literature.
Should you wish to restrict usage of your
name simply check here
Please attach a mailing label in the
indicated area and mail to address below.
1255

Audio
Portland Place

PO. Box 5318
Boulder. CO 80322

J

LINN SONDEK LP-12
LINN ITTOK
DYNAVECTOR 17D "DIAMOND"

ANNOUNCING: The five most complete discount catalogs
ever assembled on audiophile recordings, backed by an
inventory of over 5,000 items.
(#1) Audiophile classical and Jazz
(#2) 1/2 -speed remastered Rock/pop sorted by artist
from 8 labels
(#3) DBX encoded, complete and current
s currently
(#4) Japanese imports-almost 1,000
stocked in this country-no 6 -week wait!
(#5) Audiophile cassettes
Send $1 for each catalog requested to Supersound
Record Service, Box 82-A Forest Park, IL 60130
Take the Supersound Price challenge'
Pay one dollar less per album than the
price in anyone's catalog you send us.

COUNTERPOINT SA-2
BERNING TF -1 O
TANDBERG TPT-3001

Pre -preamplifier:

800-525-9511

WHOLESALE PRICES: Pioneer, Concord, Sanyo, Technics, JBL, Bose, Savard, Rich Acoustic. Call 205-792-0706
for quote or write Savard Sound, Mail Order Dept 260,
2413 Ross Clark Circle, Dothan, ALA. 36301-Visa-MCCOD.

Turntable:

52SS5

WALLOW IN WATERGATE BLISSFULLY with quality stereo earphone from impeachment and trial proceedings in
1974. Documented with plaque and serial number. Historic
Collectible. 150.00. Watergate, Box 9975 Chevy Chase
MD. 20815. 301.654-1698

TUBES AT THE MOUNTAIN EAR: Counterpoint, David
Beming, Precision Fidelity, Quicksilver. (303) 963-3269
evenings & weekends

ULTIMATE SYSTEM

For faster service call toll -free any business day.
7:00 A.M.-7:00 PM. Mountain time.

L

VANDERSTEEN SPEAKERS

THRESHOLD AUDIO is offering Conrad Johnson, Dynavector, Pyramid, PS Audio, Grado, Sony, Marantz, Infinity,
Stax, VPI, YSL, and more. Prepaid shipping. Trade-ins
welcome! 409 S. 22nd Street, Newark, Ohio 43055, (614)
522-3762.

City

Zip

VANDERSTEEN II A with stands asking $675 or best offer;
Polk mini monitors asking $175 or best offer. (914) 9629011.

THORENS NEW TD1601IIB, TD126SME Call Shane 402483-4511

IAddress

State

We invite you to hear the 2C speakers. These excellent
units are $990 per pair (stands $75). By appt. Visa & MC.
Free shipping in US & PR. WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC. Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056, 513-523-3333, ITT TLX: 427791.

In stock, the superb Model 2C. Fast, free shipping. READ

UHQR's at HCM AUDIO. (916) 343-0558

Name 'Please Print'

VANDERSTEEN AT LAST IN PITTSBURGH! Hear the
superb 2C and the new 1B only at BETTER SOUND
CONCEPTS, 3281 West Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA
15216, (412) 561-3312

BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South
Carolina 29403. Also Hailer, NAD, Nakamichi, Carver,
Sony PCM-F1

Renewal

New subscription

VANDERSTEEN at AUDIO CONNECTION in New Jersey-really no introduction needed! 201-239-1799

VANDERSTEEN-DIMENSIONAL PURITY

92024 (619) 436-6455

Place Label Here

UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS
We explain the basics from tubes, preamps, power amps,
circuit design. This basic book is a must reading for music
lovers. Send $1. for postage, N.Y.A.L, 33 North Riverside
Ave. Croton -on -Hudson, NY 10520

Speakers:

SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington
ton Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

WONDER CAPS a TO 600VDC; mod kits also available.
Two Jeffreys Audio, (602) 943-6877; (602) 948-9605.

i11111o11a

Classical STEREO RECORDS. PRIVATE COLLECTOR
opera, symphonies, chamber, songs, etc. all Excellent.
hundreds unavailable. send $2.00 for 1000 record list,
refundable with order. To; Lee P.O. Box 281 East Cam bridge, Mass. 02141
SHEFFIELD MISSING LINC, Sealed-Reasonable offer.
1-303-388-9142

i1l1e

aiu

no

Music for your home. We make If simple.

components offer
dedicated to musical excellence Our demonstrations of audio and video
recordings will help you
personal attention and unlimited time for evaluation. Our extensive library of quality
service
policies provide
Our
home
environment
to
match
your
are
a
perfect
components
decide which
continued satisfaction. Trade-ins accepted
DYNAVECTOR,
DENON,
DAHLQUIST,
BRYSTON,
B&W,
ACOUSTICS,
BOSTON
OLUFSEN,
BANG
&
ADCOM, APT-HOLMAN,
We are experts

PROTON,
GRACE, GRADO, INNOTECH, KLIPSCH, KLOSS, LINN SONDEK, MERIDIAN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM, NAKAMICHI,
QUAD, SHAHINIAN, SIGNET, STAX, SUPEX, ETC.

182 HENRY STREET

94

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201

(212) 596-0888
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RECORDS

SPEAKERS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MERIDIAN RECORDS. Critically acclaimed natural recording, superbly pressed, a must for serious listeners. (714)
438-1282.

ELECTRO VOICE INTERFACE SPEAKERS. BEST
PRICES-PROMPT DELIVERY EAST: (904) 262-4000;
WEST: (213) 840-0878

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET
12¢. SQUARE BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 7s. POLY
LINED PAPER 150. WHITE JACKETS 35s. POSTAGE
$2.00. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK
10931.

ADS: PAIR OF 620S or 630S. 16 Wycklow, Overland
Park, KS 66207 or call (913) 381-2931 (weekdays).

BECOME a part time Sales Representative and make
money while you build a career! Sell audio equipment ...
video computers. The 3 newest and biggest markets in
home entertainment and business aids for the 80's! If you
have a working knowledge of any of these 3 products, we'll
help you build exciting part time income and possibly an
entire new sales career. We furnish you with leads, advertising material, price lists, and information on how to sell.
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION TOLL FREE 800-6388806 or 1-301-488-9600
ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL
Moravia Center Industrial Park
Baltimore. Md. 21206

ALLIED RADIO, LAFAYETTE CATALOGS WANT-

OWN YOUR OWN COMPUTER BUSINESS. Compu-Dyn,
51763 St. Rd. 19N, Elkhart, IND, 46514

SHEFFIELDS-Pressure Cooker, Missing Linc Vol.
ed quantities. Best otter. Jim 415-861-1093.

ED.1955 thru 1975. Top prices paid. R. Bell, 20652 Lassen
#107 Chatsworth, CA 91311 (213) 709-2997.

NEW 1982-83 DIRECTORY for Collectors of Recordings. Over 3,000 sources for recordings you want.
Covers 78s, LPs, tapes; worldwide; 80 page book
$12.95. Kastlemusick, 901 Washington, Wilmington,
DE 19801.

II.

Limit-

ULTRA FIDELITY LP's, Cassettes. Excellent prices! Catalogues-$1.00. Aesthetic Audio, Box 478-A, Carlin, Nevada
89822.

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

THE BRILLIANT ARS NOVA-DCM TIMEGATE RECORDING OF BACH BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS 4 AND 5
IS AVAILABLE FROM: FOR THE RECORD, PO BOX 971,

A BETTER DEAL for your McIntosh, Marantz tube components. 713-772-4653 or 713-726-9070.

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44120, $16.75 (POSTPAID), SEND
CHECK, MO, VISA#, OR MC#.

KEF 104,

THE URBAN AUDIO SOCIETY. Free membership & benefits! Write: Box 9717, Phoenix, Arizona 85068.

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10B; McINTOSH C22, MC240, MC275 & MC3500. Sam Aberst, P.O. Box
5455, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (415) 889-7729.

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue-$2.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York
10931.

KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS HARDWOOD VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS with grill, and complete
SPEAKER KITS. Fine quality LOUDSPEAKERS, also
drive units. AIR CORE INDUCTORS, MYLAR CAPACITORS, CROSSOVER NETWORKS. Choose from famous
manufacturers like EMS, SEAS, PHILLIPS, PEERLESS,
MOREL, JVC, DYNAUDIO and AUDAX
Send $3.00 for design, reprints, plans and catalog. KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYSTEMS 260-A Glenn Circle; Powell, TN 37489. (615) 945-3138

THE IMPOSSIBLE TAKES A LITTLE LONGER.

TATE
.

105-IMF AL40, TLS80 (817) 382-5602

PLEASE CALL ME LAST for MCINTOSH or MARANTZ
tube type amps, tuners -10B. WESTERN ELECTRIC tubes,
amps, mixers, networks, microphones, tweeters, drivers,
speakers, horns, transformers, parts, literatures. TURNTABLES: EMT 927DST, 93051. THORENS TD -124. GARRARD 201, 301, 401. RCA victrola credenza. EDISON
opera. Tel: 213/576-2642 David Yo PO Box 832 Monterey
Park, Ca. 91754
WANTED! MUSIC LOVERS, FREE ROCK ALBUMS
in exchange for your opinion -music poll. Send $2 for
application, postage and processing. Class -A -Researching. Box 07023(A) Milwaukee, WI. 53207

-

DCM

Dynavector
Fidelity Research
Gem
Grace
Hailer
Keith Monks

KEF
KLH

LAST

&more...

listening rooms ... New
England's largest Audiophile
record dealer ... Keith Monks
record cleaning ...In-store
service ... All shipments pre -paid
and insured in the continental U.S.
5
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INCORPORATING

MORE T -IAN 10 YEARS RESEARCH AND 5-PATENTS (OTHERS PENDING)
THE MODEL 101A CAN VIRTUAL_Y RECREATE A
MUSICAL EVENT. IN ITS NATURAL PERSPECTIVE
FROM ANY GOOD TWO CHANNEL STEREO OR
VIDEO SOURCE MATERIAL. DIMENSION AND SPACIOUSNESS ARE INCREDIBLE, REACHING BEYOND
THE WALLS IN ALL DIRECTIONS SOUNDS ARE
SUSPENDED IN SPACE ALL AROUND THE LISTENER, EVEN UP AND DOWN WITH IMAGING AND
OPENNESS NEVER HEARD BEFORE
NOTHING
ARTIFICIAL HAS BEEN ADDED OR TAKEN AWAY

FROM THE ORIGINAL SIGNAL NO AUDIBLE DISTORTION. NOISE: OR CHANGE IN TONAL BALANCE
INTRODUCTORY PRICE $474 95. WRITE OR CALL
602-445-6999 FOR FREE INFORMATION

FOSGATE/RESEARCH inic
714 CLUBHOUSE DR

PRESCOTT ARIZONA 86301

RGENT

manufacturers.

Magnepan
Marcof
M&K
Monster Cable
NAD
Nakamichi
Nitty Gritty
Oracle
Proton
Pyramid
Signet
Supex
Threshold
Vandersteen
VPI
Win Labs

* ....

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

just the kind
of knowledge, creativity and
dependability you expect from
a dealer who represents these
Acoustat
Apt -Holman
Audel
Audio Pro
Boston Acoustics
Bryston
Carver
Dahlquist
Denon

e

SURROUND STEFEO SYSTEM

UNPARALLELED ABILITY TO TRANSPORT
YOU TO THE LIVE PERFORMANCE.

WANTED: Old "Better" "Raw" speakers, coaxials, triaxials
only. B. Kalish, Box 52, Redlands, Calif. 92373. (714)7920220. Ask, write friends.

No hyperbole

II

SUPERB MUSICALITY

The Argent Diamon
produced the
warmest, cleanest
sound that ever emerged
from my equipment.
Highs are bright,

but not shrill, the lows
clearly defined, the textural
middle strands noticeably separated. But perhaps the
most amazing feature is that the attacks of the various instrumentalists are discerned as if in "live" performance.
Paul Turok
(Composer, Record Reviewer)

ARGENT DIAMOND
105

Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT

MC110

MC300

ARGENT RUBY

ES10E

(203) 777-1750
Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5
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DIRECT SOUND CORP, 150 FIFTH AVE., SUITE 516, NEW YORK, N.Y 10011

(212) 807-1598

95

TAPE RECORDINGS
DIRECT -TO-TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (214 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES (Dolby BIC, TypeX), and DIGITAL CASSETTES
from MASTER TAPES. FREE CATALOG. Direct -to-Tape,
14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.
LIVE OPERA TAPES, CASSETTES. Incredible selection
since 1930's. Worldwide. Free Catalogue. Live Opera Box
3141. Steinway Station. L.I.C. N.Y. 11103.

RADIO PROGRAMS
CASSETTES-Novels, Radio Shows, Religious offerings-List, $1.00

AD INDEX

SERVICES
15,000 ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS call, write list ship
within 72 hours. Martin Gasman 779 Worcester Street
Wellesley, MA 02181 (617) CEL-TICS

AUDIO PULSE REPAIR SPECIALISTS. Modification Kits
available for Model One's. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 398
Granada Street, Rialto, CA 92376, (714)-875-0776.
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters
and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph
Giovanelli, Audio-Tech Laboratories, 1158 Stewart Avenue, Bethpage, NY 11714. (516) 433-0171

Anne Paoletti
678 Saratoga
East Boston, MA 02128

DON'T REPLACE THAT BLOWN SPEAKER!!! Have it
reconed for little as $2.00/inch! Guaranteed Work. Call
(315) 468-4031 or write A&TRC, 527 Charles Avenue,
Solvay, NY 13209

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR
TAPES, SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE
LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTNUT
ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203

A TRUCKLOAD AMPEX AUDIO TAPE SALE
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once, unboxed. Case of 40, $45.00. Cassettes availablle. Valtech Electronics, Box 6-A, Richboro, Pa.
18954
CROWN RECORDERS. We upgrade SX-824 with installa ion of DBX-150. Gives lower distortion and 90dB SN.
Permits use of Crown mixer. Full tape monitor. Crown
service our speciality. Ideal Acoustics, 110 Willow Road,
Starkville, MS 39759. 601-324-1020 anytime.

OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters. Philips, Argo,
Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $1.00.
Barclay -Crocker, Room 1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC
10004.
REEL TO REEL TAPES-mostly Ampex, used once,
unboxed, 1800'.50 Reels $48.00; Sample Reel $2.00.
Prces include shipping. Free boxes while supply lasts.
COD orders accepted. Paragon Sales, Inc. P.O. Box
2022, Joliet, IL 60434, 815/725-9212.

RAPPAPORT REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS. Triode
Labs, 333-B E. Jefferson, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. (313) 4822686.
TAPE HEADS RELAPPED. $20. each. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

THE
SOURCE

Direct free -port pricing

American International Audio Video
745 Alexander Rd., Princeton,

NJ. 08540

1-609-452-7500

CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE
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Musically accurate vacuum tube electronics of
exceptional quality and uncommon value.
Write for information.

Conrad -Johnson Design, Inc.
1474 Pathfinder Lane, McLean, Virginia 22101
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DESIGN INTEGRITY:
The same pick-up to:hnology developed for our $1,000.
DL-1000 Low Mass Moving Coil Cartridge...

...can be found on our
Boron -cantilevered $275. DL-207...

... and on our split -cantilevered $100.
DL-300 MC Cartridge.
The perhaps ultimately low effective tip mass of Dorons roast expensive cartridge
establishes new standards for cartridhe :racing and minimal record wear (the recornmendh1
stylus force is a mere 0.8g). Yet the basi: Design configuration of the DL-1000 is common to
many Denon cartridges.
For example, an amorphous deposition Boon cantileve- (w th the highest rigidify/
weight ratio known) is also used on Denon's new DL-207, as is Deron's anginal dual dam _ring mecl-anism, which effectively cancels resona-ices ìi the two critical xrrtions of the musical bandwidtf
More amazing, perhaps, is tie fact that Denon's /oa;texpe nsi,.e cartridge, tie DL-3CC,
benefits from much of the technology that has made Denon Moving Cci Cartridges tie world's
reference standard for years. Like the onDL-108)0,i it featu
a crosscoil armature (for better stereo separat on and imagery,,, a p ileless
magnetic structure (for vastly reduced weight). and a sing) -po nt cantilever suspension system (for maximun ccmpliance ano strength).
Denon products share more :han name alone.
Imagine what we'll do next.

.

,

DEN

Denim America. Inc.,
Prices shown are for comparison purposes only

Enter Po. 9 en Reader SenA a Carc

N

2' Law Drive, =airfield, N.J. 07006

Protect your records and
maintain their clean, clear
sounds with the
Discwasher" D4i, Record
Care System and the
Discwasher® SC
Stylus
Care System.

DISCWASHER,
diTHE WORLD LEADER
IN RECORD CARE
TECHNOLOGY.

MI-TechnolagY

dbcw,asher
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Write Discwasher for your free copy of "Guide to Record Care'[
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